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Eaton Vance Senior Floating-Rate Trust (the “Trust,” “we,” or “our”) is a diversified, closed-end management investment company, 
which commenced operations on November 24, 2003. Our investment objective is to provide a high level of current income. We may, 
as a secondary objective, also seek preservation of capital to the extent consistent with our primary goal of high current income.  The 
Trust may offer and sell up to 3,085,835 of common shares of beneficial interest, $0.01 par value (“Common Shares”). This amount 
represents Common Shares previously registered on Form N-2 (Reg. No. 333-229695) that are unsold and are being carried forward 
as permitted by Rule 415(a)(6) and Rule 457(p) under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “1933 Act”). 

The Trust has entered into a distribution agreement dated March 31, 2023 (the “Distribution Agreement”) with Eaton Vance 
Distributors, Inc. (the “Distributor”) relating to the Common Shares offered by this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying 
Prospectus dated March 31, 2023. The Distributor has entered into a dealer agreement, dated March 31, 2023, (the “Dealer 
Agreement”) with UBS Securities LLC (the “Dealer”) with respect to the Trust relating to the Common Shares offered by this Prospectus 
Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus. In accordance with the terms of the Dealer Agreement, we may offer and sell our 
Common Shares, $0.01 par value per share, from time to time through the Dealer as sub-placement agent for the offer and sale of the 
Common Shares. Under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the “1940 Act”), the Trust may not sell any Common 
Shares at a price below the current net asset value of such Common Shares, exclusive of any distributing commission or discount.  

Prior to March 1, 2021, the Distributor was a direct, wholly owned subsidiary of Eaton Vance Corp. (“EVC”).On March 1, 2021, 
Morgan Stanley acquired EVC (the “Transaction”) and the Distributor became an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Morgan Stanley. 

Our Common Shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) under the symbol “EFR.” As of March 21, 2023, the last 
reported sales price for our Common Shares on the NYSE was $11.19 per share. 

Sales of our Common Shares, if any, under this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus may be made in negotiated 
transactions or transactions that are deemed to be “at the market” as defined in Rule 415 under the 1933 Act, including sales made 
directly on the NYSE or sales made to or through a market maker other than on an exchange. 

The Trust will compensate the Distributor with respect to sales of the Common Shares at a commission rate of 1.00% of the gross 
proceeds of the sale of Common Shares. The Distributor will compensate the Dealer out of this commission at a certain percentage rate 
of the gross proceeds of the sale of Common Shares sold under the Dealer Agreement, with the exact amount of such compensation to 
be mutually agreed upon by the Distributor and the Dealer from time to time. In connection with the sale of the Common Shares on the 
Trust’s behalf, the Distributor may be deemed to be an “underwriter” within the meaning of the 1933 Act and the compensation of the 
Dealer may be deemed to be underwriting commissions or discounts. 

The Common Shares have traded both at a premium and a discount to net asset value (“NAV”). The Trust cannot predict whether 
Common Shares will trade in the future at a premium or discount to NAV. The provisions of the 1940 Act, generally require that the 
public offering price of common shares (less any underwriting commissions and discounts) must equal or exceed the NAV per share of 
a company’s common stock. The Trust’s issuance of Common Shares may have an adverse effect on prices in the secondary market for 
the Trust’s Common Shares by increasing the number of Common Shares available, which may put downward pressure on the market 
price for the Trust’s Common Shares. Shares of common stock of closed-end investment companies frequently trade at a discount from 
NAV, which may increase investors’ risk of loss. 

Investing in our securities involves certain risks, including that no active trading market may exist for certain loans, which may 
impair the ability of the Trust to realize full value in the event of the need to sell a loan and which may make it difficult to value the 
loan. To the extent that a secondary market does exist for certain loans, the market may be subject to irregular trading activity, wide 
bid/ask spreads, extended trade settlement periods and contractual restrictions that must be satisfied before a loan may be bought 
or sold. In addition, loans with fewer covenants that restrict activities of the borrower (“covenant lite” loans) may provide the 
borrower with more flexibility to take actions that may be detrimental to the loan holders and provide fewer investor protections in 
the event of such actions or if covenants are breached.  The Trust will, also, invest substantial portions of its assets in below 
investment grade quality securities with predominantly speculative characteristics, commonly known as “junk”.  You could lose 
some or all of your investment. See “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks” beginning on page 23 of the accompanying 
Prospectus. You should consider carefully these risks together with all of the other information contained in this Prospectus 
Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus before making a decision to purchase our securities. 

Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of these 
securities or determined if this Prospectus Supplement or the accompanying Prospectus is truthful or complete. Any representation 
to the contrary is a criminal offense. 

Prospectus Supplement dated March 31, 2023 



This Prospectus Supplement, together with the accompanying Prospectus, sets forth concisely information about the Trust that 
you should know before investing. You should read this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus, which 
contain important information, before deciding whether to invest in our securities. You should retain the accompanying 
Prospectus and this Prospectus Supplement for future reference. A Statement of Additional Information (“SAI”), dated March 31, 
2023 as supplemented from time to time, containing additional information about the Trust, has been filed with the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) and is incorporated by reference in its entirety into this Prospectus Supplement and the 
accompanying Prospectus. This Prospectus Supplement, the accompanying Prospectus and the SAI are part of a “shelf” 
registration statement that we filed with the SEC. This Prospectus Supplement describes the specific details regarding this 
offering (as defined below), including the method of distribution. If information in this Prospectus Supplement is inconsistent 
with the accompanying Prospectus or the SAI, you should rely on this Prospectus Supplement. You may request a free copy of 
the SAI, the table of contents of which is on page 60 of the accompanying Prospectus, a free copy of our annual and semi-
annual reports to shareholders, obtain other information or make shareholder inquiries, by calling toll-free 1-800-262-1122 or 
by writing to the Trust at Two International Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02110. The Trust’s SAI and annual and semi-annual 
reports also are available free of charge on our website at http://www.eatonvance.com and on the SEC’s website 
(http://www.sec.gov). You may also obtain these documents, after paying a duplication fee, by electronic request at the following 
email address: publicinfo@sec.gov. 

Our securities do not represent a deposit or obligation of, and are not guaranteed or endorsed by, any bank or other insured 
depository institution and are not federally insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Reserve Board or 
any other government agency. 
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CAUTIONARY NOTICE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 

This Prospectus Supplement, the accompanying Prospectus and the SAI contain “forward-looking statements.” Forward-looking 
statements can be identified by the words “may,” “will,” “intend,” “expect,” “estimate,” “continue,” “plan,” “anticipate,” and 
similar terms and the negative of such terms. Such forward-looking statements may be contained in this Prospectus Supplement 
as well as in the accompanying Prospectus. By their nature, all forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties, and 
actual results could differ materially from those contemplated by the forward-looking statements. Several factors that could 
materially affect our actual results are the performance of the portfolio of securities we hold, the price at which our shares will 
trade in the public markets and other factors discussed in our periodic filings with the SEC. 

Although we believe that the expectations expressed in our forward-looking statements are reasonable, actual results could differ 
materially from those projected or assumed in our forward-looking statements. Our future financial condition and results of 
operations, as well as any forward-looking statements, are subject to change and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties, 
such as those disclosed in the “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks” section of the accompanying Prospectus. All forward-
looking statements contained or incorporated by reference in this Prospectus Supplement or the accompanying Prospectus are 
made as of the date of this Prospectus Supplement or the accompanying Prospectus, as the case may be. Except for our ongoing 
obligations under the federal securities laws, we do not intend, and we undertake no obligation, to update any forward-looking 
statement. The forward-looking statements contained in this Prospectus Supplement, the accompanying Prospectus and the SAI 
are excluded from the safe harbor protection provided by section 27A of the 1933 Act. 

Currently known risk factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from our expectations include, but are not limited 
to, the factors described in the “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks” section of the accompanying Prospectus. We urge you 
to review carefully that section for a more detailed discussion of the risks of an investment in our securities. 
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Prospectus Supplement Summary 

The following summary is qualified in its entirety by reference to the more detailed information included elsewhere in this 
Prospectus Supplement and in the accompanying Prospectus and in the SAI. 

THE TRUST 

Eaton Vance Senior Floating-Rate Trust (the “Trust,” “we,” or “our”) is a diversified, closed-end management investment 
company, which commenced operations on November 24, 2003. The Trust offers investors the opportunity to receive a high 
level of current income, through a professionally managed portfolio investing primarily in senior, secured floating rate loans 
(“Senior Loans”), which are normally accessible only to financial institutions and large corporate and institutional investors, and 
are not widely available to individual investors. To the extent consistent with this objective, the Trust may also offer an 
opportunity for preservation of capital. Investments are based on Eaton Vance Management’s (“Eaton Vance” or the “Adviser”) 
internal research and ongoing credit analysis, which is generally not available to individual investors. An investment in the Trust 
may not be appropriate for all investors. There is no assurance that the Trust will achieve its investment objectives. 

THE ADVISER 

Eaton Vance acts as the Trust’s investment adviser. Eaton Vance’s principal office is located at Two International Place, Boston, 
MA 02110. Eaton Vance, its affiliates and predecessor companies have been managing assets of individuals and institutions 
since 1924 and of investment companies since 1931.  Prior to March 1, 2021, Eaton Vance was a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Eaton Vance Corp. (“EVC”). 

On March 1, 2021, Morgan Stanley acquired EVC (the “Transaction”) and Eaton Vance became an indirect, wholly owned 
subsidiary of Morgan Stanley.  In connection with the closing of the Transaction, the Trust entered into an interim investment 
advisory agreement (the “Interim Agreement”) with Eaton Vance, which took effect on March 1, 2021. The Interim Agreement 
allowed Eaton Vance to continue to manage the Trust for up to an additional 150 days following the Transaction to provide more 
time for further proxy solicitation in connection with shareholder approval of a new investment advisory agreement. 
Compensation payable to Eaton Vance pursuant to the Interim Agreement was required to be held in an interest-bearing escrow 
account with the Trust’s custodian. The Advisory Agreement was approved by Trust shareholders on May 13, 2021. 

Morgan Stanley (NYSE: MS), whose principal offices are at 1585 Broadway, New York, New York 10036, is a preeminent 
global financial services firm engaged in securities trading and brokerage activities, as well as providing investment banking, 
research and analysis, financing and financial advisory services. As of December 31, 2022, Morgan Stanley’s asset management 
operations had aggregate assets under management of approximately $1.3 trillion. 

Under the general supervision of the Trust’s Board, the Adviser will carry out the investment and reinvestment of the assets of the 
Trust, will furnish continuously an investment program with respect to the Trust, will determine which securities should be 
purchased, sold or exchanged, and will implement such determinations. The Adviser will furnish to the Trust investment advice 
and office facilities, equipment and personnel for servicing the investments of the Trust. The Adviser will compensate all Trustees 
and officers of the Trust who are members of the Adviser’s organization and who render investment services to the Trust, and will 
also compensate all other Adviser personnel who provide research and investment services to the Trust. In return for these 
services, facilities and payments, the Trust, has agreed to pay the Adviser as compensation under the Advisory Agreement a fee 
computed at an annual rate of 0.75% of the average daily gross assets, payable monthly. For purposes of this calculation, “gross 
assets” of the Trust shall mean total assets of the Trust, including any form of investment leverage, minus all accrued expenses 
incurred in the normal course of operations, but not excluding any liabilities or obligations attributable to investment leverage 
obtained through (i) indebtedness of any type (including, without limitation, borrowing through a credit facility or the issuance 
debt securities), (ii) the issuance of preferred stock or other similar preference securities, (iii) the reinvestment of collateral 
received for securities loaned in accordance with the Trust’s investment objectives and policies, and/or (iv) any other means. 
During periods in which the Trust is using leverage, the fees paid to Eaton Vance for investment advisory services will be higher 
than if the Trust did not use leverage because the fees paid will be calculated on the basis of the Trust’s gross assets, including 
proceeds from any borrowings and from the issuance of preferred shares. The Trust is responsible for all expenses not expressly 
stated to be payable by another party (such as the expenses required to be paid pursuant to an agreement with the investment 
adviser or administrator).  
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THE OFFERING 

The Trust has entered into a distribution agreement dated March 31, 2023 (the “Distribution Agreement”) with Eaton Vance 
Distributors, Inc. (the “Distributor”) relating to the common shares of beneficial interest (the “Common Shares”), offered by this 
Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus dated March 31, 2023 (the “Offering”). The Distributor has entered 
into a dealer agreement dated March 31, 2023 (the “Dealer Agreement”) with UBS Securities LLC (the “Dealer”) with respect to 
the Trust relating to the Common Shares offered by this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus. In 
accordance with the terms of the Dealer Agreement, the Trust may offer and sell up to 3,085,835 Common Shares, par value 
$0.01 per Common Share, from time to time through the Dealer as sub-placement agent for the offer and sale of the Common 
Shares.  This amount represents Common Shares previously registered on Form N-2 (Reg. No. 333-229695) that are unsold 
and are being carried forward as permitted by Rule 415(a)(6) and Rule 457(p) under the 1933 Act. 

Offerings of the Common Shares will be subject to the provisions of the 1940 Act, which generally require that the public offering 
price of common shares of a closed-end investment company (exclusive of distribution commissions and discounts) must equal 
or exceed the net asset value per share of the company’s common shares, absent shareholder approval or under certain other 
circumstances. 

Sales of the Common Shares, if any, under this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus may be made in 
negotiated transactions or transactions that are deemed to be “at the market” as defined in Rule 415 under the 1933 Act, 
including sales made directly on the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) or sales made to or through a market maker other than 
on an exchange. The Common Shares may not be sold through agents, underwriters or dealers without delivery or deemed 
delivery of a Prospectus and an accompanying Prospectus Supplement describing the method and terms of the offering of 
Common Shares. 

Prior to March 1, 2021, the Distributor was a direct, wholly owned subsidiary of Eaton Vance Corp. (“EVC”). On March 1, 2021, 
Morgan Stanley acquired EVC (the “Transaction”) and the Distributor became an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Morgan 
Stanley. 

LISTING AND SYMBOL 

The Trust’s currently outstanding Common Shares are listed on the NYSE under the symbol “EFR.” Any new Common Shares 
offered and sold hereby are expected to be listed on the NYSE and trade under this symbol. The net asset value of the Common 
Shares on March 21, 2023 was $12.44 per share. As of March 21, 2023, the last reported sales price for the Common Shares 
was $11.19. 

USE OF PROCEEDS 

The Trust currently intends to invest substantially all of the net proceeds of any sales of Common Shares pursuant to this 
Prospectus Supplement in accordance with its investment objectives and policies as described in the accompanying Prospectus 
under “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks” within three months of receipt of such proceeds. Such investments may be 
delayed up to three months if suitable investments are unavailable at the time or for other reasons, such as market volatility and 
lack of liquidity in the markets of suitable investments. Pending such investment, the Trust anticipates that it will invest the 
proceeds in short-term money market instruments, securities with remaining maturities of less than one year, cash or cash 
equivalents. A delay in the anticipated use of proceeds could lower returns and reduce the Trust’s distribution to the holders of 
Common Shares (“Common Shareholders”) or result in a distribution consisting principally of a return of capital. 

Capitalization 

We may offer and sell up to 3,085,835 of our Common Shares, $0.01 par value per share, from time to time through the Dealer 
as sub-placement agent under this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus. This amount represents Common 
Shares previously registered on Form N-2 (Reg. No. 333-229695) that are unsold and are being carried forward as permitted by 
Rule 415(a)(6) and Rule 457(p) under the 1933 Act. There is no guarantee that there will be any sales of our Common Shares 
pursuant to this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus. The table below assumes that we will sell 
3,085,835 Common Shares at a price of $11.19 per share (the last reported sale price per share of our Common Shares on the 
NYSE on March 21, 2023). Actual sales, if any, of our Common Shares under this Prospectus Supplement and the 
accompanying Prospectus may be greater or less than $11.19 per share, depending on the market price of our Common Shares 
at the time of any such sale. To the extent that the market price per share of our Common Shares on any given day is less than 
the net asset value per share on such day, we will instruct the Dealer not to make any sales on such day. 
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The following table sets forth our capitalization: 

• on a historical basis as of October 31, 2022 (audited); and 

• on a pro forma as adjusted basis to reflect the assumed sale of 3,085,835 Common Shares at $11.19 per share (the last 
reported sales price for our Common Shares on the NYSE on March 21, 2023), in an offering under this Prospectus Supplement 
and the accompanying Prospectus, after deducting the assumed commission of $345,305 (representing an estimated 
commission to the Distributor of 1.00% of the gross proceeds of the sale of Common Shares, of which a certain percentage will 
be paid to the Dealer in connection with sales of Common Shares effected in this Offering). 

 As of 
October 31, 2022 

(audited) 
Pro Forma 

(unaudited) 
 Actual As adjusted 

Net assets  $ 358,404,639  $ 392,589,828 

$0.01 par value per share of common shares outstanding  $ 291,748  $ 322,607 

Additional paid-in capital  $ 453,333,842  $ 487,519,031 

Accumulated loss  $ (95,220,951)  $ (95,251,810) 

Net assets  $ 358,404,639  $ 392,589,828 

Net asset value per share $12.28 $12.17 

Common shares issued and outstanding 29,174,848 32,260,683 

Summary of Trust Expenses 

The purpose of the table below is to help you understand all fees and expenses that you, as a holder of Common Shares 
(“Common Shareholder”), would bear directly or indirectly. The table reflects the issuance of preferred shares and borrowings, 
and shows Trust expenses as a percentage of net assets attributable to Common Shares for the year ended October 31, 2022. 

Common Shareholder transaction expenses  

Sales load paid by you (as a percentage of offering price) 1.00%(1) 

Offering expenses (as a percentage of offering price) None(2) 

Dividend reinvestment plan fees $5.00(3) 

Annual expenses 
Percentage of net assets 

attributable to Common Shares(4) 

Investment advisory fee 1.17%(5) 

Interest payments on borrowed funds 1.70%(6) 

Other expenses 0.20% 

Acquired fund fees and expenses 0.06% 

Total annual Trust operating expenses 3.13% 

Dividends on preferred shares 0.33%(6) 

Total annual Trust operating expenses and dividends on preferred shares 3.46% 

(1) Represents the estimated commission with respect to the Trust’s Common Shares being sold in this Offering. There is no guarantee that there will be any sales of the Trust’s Common Shares pursuant to this Prospectus 
Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus. Actual sales of the Trust’s Common Shares under this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus, if any, may be less than as set forth under “Capitalization” above. 
In addition, the price per share of any such sale may be greater or less than the price set forth under “Capitalization” above, depending on market price of the Trust’s Common Shares at the time of any such sale. 

(2) Eaton Vance will pay the expenses of the Offering (other than the applicable commissions); therefore, Offering expenses are not included in the Summary of Trust Expenses. Offering expenses generally include, but are not limited 
to, the preparation, review and filing with the SEC of the Trust’s registration statement (including this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus and the SAI), the preparation, review and filing of any associated 
marketing or similar materials, costs associated with the printing, mailing or other distribution of this Prospectus Supplement, the accompanying Prospectus, SAI and/or marketing materials, associated filing fees, NYSE listing 
fees, and legal and auditing fees associated with the Offering. 

(3) You will be charged a $5.00 service charge and pay brokerage charges if you direct the plan agent to sell your Common Shares held in a dividend reinvestment account. 

(4) Stated as a percentage of average net assets attributable to Common Shares for the year ended October 31, 2022. 

(5) The advisory fee paid by the Trust to the Adviser is based on the average weekly gross assets of the Trust, including all assets attributable to any form of investment leverage that the Trust may utilize. Accordingly, if the Trust 
were to increase investment leverage in the future, the advisory fee will increase as a percentage of net assets. 

(6) As of October 31, 2022 the outstanding borrowings of 23.4% and APS of 13.4% represented approximately 36.8% leverage. Interest payments on borrowed funds have been restated and are estimated based on the Trust’s 
borrowings and interest rate on borrowings as of the Trust’s fiscal year end. The Trust is subject to a floating interest rate and, therefore, the actual amount of interest expense borne by the Trust will vary over time in 

accordance with the level of the Trust’s use of borrowings, variations in market interest rates and/or the Trust’s borrowings outstanding.   If the Trust were to incur higher levels of borrowing or pay higher interest rates, interest 

payments on borrowed funds as a percentage of net assets would be higher. 
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EXAMPLE 

The following example illustrates the expenses that Common Shareholders would pay on a $1,000 investment in Common 
Shares, assuming (i) total annual expenses of 3.46% of net assets attributable to Common Shares in years 1 through 10; (ii) a 
sales load of 1.00%; (iii) a 5% annual return; and (iv) all distributions are reinvested at NAV: 

1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years 

$45 $115 $188 $380 

The above table and example and the assumption in the example of a 5% annual return are required by regulations of the SEC 
that are applicable to all investment companies; the assumed 5% annual return is not a prediction of, and does not represent, 
the projected or actual performance of the Trust’s Common Shares. For more complete descriptions of certain of the Trust’s costs 
and expenses, see “Management of the Trust.” In addition, while the example assumes reinvestment of all dividends and 
distributions at NAV, participants in the Trust’s dividend reinvestment plan may receive Common Shares purchased or issued at 
a price or value different from NAV. See “Distributions” and “Dividend Reinvestment Plan.” The example does not include 
estimated offering costs, which would cause the expenses shown in the example to increase. 

The example should not be considered a representation of past or future expenses, and the Trust’s actual expenses may be 
greater or less than those shown. Moreover, the Trust’s actual rate of return may be greater or less than the hypothetical 5% 
return shown in the example. 

Market and Net Asset Value Information 

Our Common Shares are listed on the NYSE under the symbol “EFR.” Our Common Shares commenced trading on the NYSE in 
2003. 

Our Common Shares have traded both at a premium and a discount to net asset value or NAV. We cannot predict whether our 
shares will trade in the future at a premium or discount to NAV. The provisions of the 1940 Act generally require that the public 
offering price of Common Shares (less any underwriting commissions and discounts) must equal or exceed the NAV per share of 
a company’s common stock. Our issuance of Common Shares may have an adverse effect on prices in the secondary market for 
our Common Shares by increasing the number of Common Shares available, which may put downward pressure on the market 
price for our Common Shares. Shares of Common Stock of closed-end investment companies frequently trade at a discount from 
NAV. See “Prospectus Summary—Special Risk Considerations—Discount from or premium to NAV” on page 9 of the 
accompanying Prospectus. 

The following table sets forth for the period indicated the high and low closing market prices for Common Shares on the NYSE, 
and the corresponding NAV per share and the premium or discount to NAV per share at which the Trust’s Common Shares were 
trading as of the same date. NAV is determined no less frequently than daily, generally on each day of the week that the NYSE is 
open for trading. See “Determination of Net Asset Value” on page 30 of the accompanying SAI for information as to the 
determination of the Trust’s net asset value. 

 Market Price 
 

NAV per Share on Date of Market Price 
 

NAV Premium/(Discount) on Date of Market Price 

Fiscal Quarter Ended High  Low  High  Low  High  Low 

January 31, 2023 $11.78 $10.81  $12.83 $12.30  (8.18)% (12.11)% 

On March 21, 2023, the last reported sale price, NAV per Common Share and percentage premium/(discount) to NAV per 
Common Share, were $11.19, $12.44 and (10.05)%, respectively.  As of March 21, 2023, the Trust had 29,174,848 
Common Shares outstanding and net assets of $362,789,509. 

The following table provides information about our outstanding Common Shares as of March 21, 2023: 

Title of Class Amount Authorized Amount Held by the Trust or for its Account Amount Outstanding 

Common Shares Unlimited 0 29,174,848 
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Use of Proceeds 

Sales of our Common Shares, if any, under this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus may be made in 
negotiated transactions or transactions that are deemed to be “at the market” as defined in Rule 415 under the 1933 Act, 
including sales made directly on the NYSE or sales made to or through a market maker other than on an exchange. There is no 
guarantee that there will be any sales of our Common Shares pursuant to this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying 
Prospectus. Actual sales, if any, of our Common Shares under this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus 
may be less than as set forth below in this paragraph. In addition, the price per share of any such sale may be greater or less 
than the price set forth in this paragraph, depending on the market price of our Common Shares at the time of any such sale. As 
a result, the actual net proceeds we receive may be more or less than the amount of net proceeds estimated in this Prospectus 
Supplement. Assuming the sale of all of the Common Shares offered under this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying 
Prospectus, at the last reported sales price of $11.19 per share for our Common Shares on the NYSE as of March 21, 2023, we 
estimate that the net proceeds of this Offering will be approximately $34,185,189 after deducting the estimated sales load and 
the estimated offering expenses payable by the Trust, if any. 

Subject to the remainder of this section, the Trust currently intends to invest substantially all of the net proceeds of any sales of 
Common Shares pursuant to this Prospectus Supplement in accordance with its investment objectives and policies as described 
in the accompanying Prospectus under “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks” within three months of receipt of such 
proceeds. Such investments may be delayed up to three months if suitable investments are unavailable at the time or for other 
reasons, such as market volatility and lack of liquidity in the markets of suitable investments. Pending such investment, the Trust 
anticipates that it will invest the proceeds in short-term money market instruments, securities with remaining maturities of less 
than one year, cash or cash equivalents. A delay in the anticipated use of proceeds could lower returns and reduce the Trust’s 
distribution to Common Shareholders or result in a distribution consisting principally of a return of capital. 

Plan of Distribution 

Under the Dealer Agreement between the Distributor and the Dealer, upon written instructions from the Distributor, the Dealer 
will use its reasonable best efforts, to sell, as sub-placement agent, the Common Shares under the terms and subject to the 
conditions set forth in the Dealer Agreement. The Dealer’s solicitation will continue until the Distributor instructs the Dealer to 
suspend the solicitations and offers. The Distributor will instruct the Dealer as to the amount of Common Shares to be sold by the 
Dealer. The Distributor may instruct the Dealer not to sell Common Shares if the sales cannot be effected at or above the price 
designated by the Distributor in any instruction. To the extent that the market price per share of the Trust’s Common Shares on 
any given day is less than the net asset value per share on such day, the Distributor will instruct the Dealer not to make any 
sales on such day. The Distributor or the Dealer may suspend the offering of Common Shares upon proper notice and subject to 
other conditions. 

The Dealer will provide written confirmation to the Distributor following the close of trading on the day on which Common Shares 
are sold under the Dealer Agreement. Each confirmation will include the number of shares sold on the preceding day, the net 
proceeds to the Trust and the compensation payable by the Distributor to the Dealer in connection with the sales. 

The Trust will compensate the Distributor with respect to sales of the Common Shares at a commission rate of 1.00% of the 
gross proceeds of the sale of Common Shares. The Distributor will compensate the Dealer for its services in acting as sub-
placement agent in the sale of Common Shares out of this commission at a certain percentage rate of the gross proceeds of the 
sale of Common Shares sold under the Dealer Agreement, with the exact amount of such compensation to be mutually agreed 
upon by the Distributor and the Dealer from time to time. There is no guarantee that there will be any sales of the Common 
Shares pursuant to this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus. Actual sales, if any, of the Common Shares 
under this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus may be conducted at a price that is greater or less than the 
last reported sales price set forth in this Prospectus Supplement, depending on the market price of Common Shares at the time of 
any such sale. Eaton Vance will pay the expenses of the Offering (other than the applicable commissions). 

Settlement for sales of Common Shares will occur on the second trading day following the date on which such sales are made, in 
return for payment of the net proceeds to the Trust. There is no arrangement for funds to be received in an escrow, trust or 
similar arrangement. 

The Distributor has agreed to provide indemnification and contribution to the Dealer against certain civil liabilities, including 
liabilities under the 1933 Act. 

The Dealer Agreement will remain in full force and effect unless terminated by either party upon 5 days’ written notice to the 
other party. 

The principal business address of the Dealer is 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019. 

The Dealer and its affiliates hold or may hold in the future, directly or indirectly, investment interests in the Distributor and its 
funds. The interests held by the Dealer or its affiliates are not attributable to, and no investment discretion is held by, the Dealer 
or its affiliates. 
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Legal Matters 

Certain legal matters in connection with the Common Shares will be passed upon for the Trust by internal counsel for Eaton 
Vance. 

On August 27, 2020, Saba Capital Master Fund, Ltd., a hedge fund (“Saba”), filed claims against the Trust in a lawsuit in 
Suffolk County Superior Court in Massachusetts asserting breach of contract and fiduciary duty by the Trust and certain of its 
affiliates (collectively, the “Trusts”), the Trust’s adviser, and the Board, following the recent implementation by the Trust of by-law 
amendments that (i) require trustee nominees in contested elections to obtain affirmative votes of a majority of eligible shares in 
order to be elected and (ii) establish certain requirements related to shares obtained in “control share” acquisitions. With respect 
to the Trust, Saba seeks rescission of these by-law provisions and certain related relief. On March 31, 2021, the court allowed in 
part and denied in part a motion to dismiss Saba’s claims. On January 23, 2023, the court (i) granted the Trusts’ and Board’s 
motion for summary judgment on Saba’s claim that the Board breached its fiduciary duty; (ii) granted Saba’s motion for 
summary judgment with respect to Saba’s claim for rescission of the by-law amendments addressing requirements related to 
shares obtained in control share acquisitions; and (iii) denied the Trusts’ and Board’s motion for summary judgment on Saba’s 
breach of contract claim. While management of the Trust is unable to predict the outcome of this matter, it does not believe the 
outcome would result in the payment of any monetary damages by the Trust. 

Incorporation by Reference 

This Prospectus Supplement is part of a registration statement filed with the SEC. The Trust is permitted to “incorporate by 
reference” the information filed with the SEC, which means that the Trust can disclose important information to you by referring 
you to those documents. The information incorporated by reference is considered to be part of this Prospectus Supplement, and 
later information that the Trust files with the SEC will automatically update and supersede this information. 

The documents listed below, and any reports and other documents subsequently filed with the SEC pursuant to Rule 30(b)(2) 
under the 1940 Act and Sections 13(a), 13(c), 14 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, prior to the termination of the Offering will be 
incorporated by reference into this Prospectus Supplement and deemed to be part of this Prospectus Supplement from the date 
of the filing of such reports and documents: 

• The Trust’s Statement of Additional Information (“SAI”), dated March 31, 2023, filed with the accompanying Prospectus; 

• The Trust’s annual report on Form N-CSR for the fiscal year ended October 31, 2022 filed with the SEC on December 22, 
2022; and 

• The description of the Trust’s common shares contained in its Registration Statement on Form 8-A filed with the SEC on 
October 14, 2003, including any amendment or report filed for the purpose of updating such description prior to the 
termination of the offering registered hereby. 

The Trust will provide without charge to each person, including any beneficial owner, to whom this Prospectus Supplement is 
delivered, upon written or oral request, a copy of any and all of the documents that have been or may be incorporated by 
reference in this the Prospectus Supplement, Prospectus, and SAI. You should direct requests for documents by calling (800) 
262-1122. 

The Trust makes available this Prospectus Supplement, Prospectus, SAI and the Trust’s annual and semi-annual reports, free of 
charge, at http://www.eatonvance.com. You may also obtain this Prospectus Supplement, Prospectus, SAI, other documents 
incorporated by reference and other information the Trust files electronically, including reports and proxy statements, on the SEC 
website (http://www.sec.gov) or with the payment of a duplication fee, by electronic request at publicinfo@sec.gov. Information 
contained in, or that can be accessed through, the Trust’s website is not part of this Prospectus Supplement, Prospectus or SAI. 

Available Information 

We are subject to the informational requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), and 
the 1940 Act and are required to file reports, including annual and semi-annual reports, proxy statements and other information 
with the SEC. These documents are available on the SEC’s EDGAR system. 

This Prospectus Supplement, the accompanying Prospectus and the SAI do not contain all of the information in our registration 
statement, including amendments, exhibits, and schedules that the Trust has filed with the SEC (File No. 333-266343). 
Statements in this Prospectus Supplement and the accompanying Prospectus about the contents of any contract or other 
document are not necessarily complete and in each instance reference is made to the copy of the contract or other document 
filed as an exhibit to the registration statement, each such statement being qualified in all respects by this reference. 

  

https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1258623/000094039423000428/efr4166701-n2a.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1258623/000119312522310991/d601375dncsr.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1258623/000089843203000963/evsnrfltgrate-8a.txt
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Additional information about us can be found in our registration statement (including amendments, exhibits, and schedules) on 
Form N-2 filed with the SEC. The SEC maintains a web site (http://www.sec.gov) that contains our registration statement, other 
documents incorporated by reference, and other information we have filed electronically with the SEC, including proxy statements 
and reports filed under the Exchange Act. 

As permitted by regulations adopted by the Securities and Exchange Commission, paper copies of the Trust’s annual and semi-
annual shareholder reports are no longer being sent by mail unless you specifically request paper copies of the reports. Instead, 
the reports are being made available on the Trust’s website (funds.eatonvance.com/closed-end-fund-and-term-trust-
documents.php), and you will be notified by mail each time a report is posted and provided with a website address to access the 
report. If you already elected to receive shareholder reports electronically, you will not be affected by this change and you need 
not take any action. If you hold shares at the Trust’s transfer agent, American Stock Transfer & Trust Company, LLC (“AST”), you 
may elect to receive shareholder reports and other communications from the Trust electronically by contacting AST. If you own 
your shares through a financial intermediary (such as a broker-dealer or bank), you must contact your financial intermediary to 
sign up. You may elect to receive all future Trust shareholder reports in paper free of charge. If you hold shares at AST, you can 
inform AST that you wish to continue receiving paper copies of your shareholder reports by calling 1-866-439-6787. If you own 
these shares through a financial intermediary, you must contact your financial intermediary or follow instructions included with 
this disclosure, if applicable, to elect to continue to receive paper copies of your shareholder reports. Your election to receive 
reports in paper will apply to all funds held with AST or to all funds held through your financial intermediary, as applicable. 
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The Trusts Privacy Notice April 2021 

FACTS WHAT DOES EATON VANCE DO WITH YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION 

Why? Financial companies choose how they share your personal information. Federal law gives consumers the 
right to limit some but not all sharing. Federal law also requires us to tell you how we collect, share, and 
protect your personal information. Please read this notice carefully to understand what we do. 

What? The types of personal information we collect and share depend on the product or service you have with 
us. This information can include: 

• Social Security number and income 

• investment experience and risk tolerance 

• checking account number and wire transfer instructions 

How? All financial companies need to share customers’ personal information to run their everyday business. In 
the section below, we list the reasons financial companies can share their customers’ personal 
information; the reasons Eaton Vance chooses to share; and whether you can limit this sharing. 

 

Reasons we can share 
your personal 
information 

Does Eaton Vance 
share? 

Can you limit this 
sharing? 

For our everyday business purposes — such as to process your transactions, 
maintain your account(s), respond to court orders and legal investigations, or 
report to credit bureaus 

Yes No 

For our marketing purposes — to offer our products and services to you Yes No 

For joint marketing with other financial companies No We don’t share 

For our investment management affiliates’ everyday business purposes — 
information about your transactions, experiences, and creditworthiness 

Yes Yes 

For our affiliates’ everyday business purposes — information about your 
transactions and experiences 

Yes No 

For our affiliates’ everyday business purposes — information about your 
creditworthiness 

No We don’t share 

For our investment management affiliates to market to you Yes Yes 

For our affiliates to market to you No We don’t share 

For nonaffiliates to market to you No We don’t share 
 

To limit our sharing Call toll-free 1-800-262-1122 or email: EVPrivacy@eatonvance.com 

Please note: 

If you are a new customer, we can begin sharing your information 30 days from the date we sent this 
notice. When you are no longer our customer, we continue to share your information as described in 
this notice. However, you can contact us at any time to limit our sharing. 

Questions? Call toll-free 1-800-262-1122 or email: EVPrivacy@eatonvance.com 

 
  

mailto:EVPrivacy@eatonvance.com
mailto:EVPrivacy@eatonvance.com
mailto:EVPrivacy@eatonvance.com
mailto:EVPrivacy@eatonvance.com
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Who we are 

Who is providing this 
notice? 

Eaton Vance Management, Eaton Vance Distributors, Inc., Eaton Vance Trust Company, Eaton 
Vance Management (International) Limited, Eaton Vance Advisers International Ltd., Eaton 
Vance Global Advisors Limited, Eaton Vance Management’s Real Estate Investment Group, 
Boston Management and Research, Calvert Research and Management, Eaton Vance and 
Calvert Fund Families and our investment advisory affiliates (“Eaton Vance”) (see Investment 
Management Affiliates definition below) 

What we do 

How does Eaton Vance 
protect my personal 
information? 

To protect your personal information from unauthorized access and use, we use security 
measures that comply with federal law. These measures include computer safeguards and 
secured files and buildings. We have policies governing the proper handling of customer 
information by personnel and requiring third parties that provide support to adhere to 
appropriate security standards with respect to such information. 

How does Eaton Vance 
collect my personal 
information? 

We collect your personal information, for example, when you 

• open an account or make deposits or withdrawals from your account 

• buy securities from us or make a wire transfer 

• give us your contact information 

We also collect your personal information from others, such as credit bureaus, affiliates, or other 
companies. 

Why can’t I limit all 
sharing? 

Federal law gives you the right to limit only 

• sharing for affiliates’ everyday business purposes — information about your  
   creditworthiness 

• affiliates from using your information to market to you 

• sharing for nonaffiliates to market to you 

State laws and individual companies may give you additional rights to limit sharing. See below 
for more on your rights under state law. 

Definitions 

Investment Management 
Affiliates 

Eaton Vance Investment Management Affiliates include registered investment advisers, 
registered broker- dealers, and registered and unregistered funds. Investment Management 
Affiliates does not include entities associated with Morgan Stanley Wealth Management, such 
as Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC and Morgan Stanley & Co. 

Affiliates Companies related by common ownership or control. They can be financial and nonfinancial 
companies. 

• Our affiliates include companies with a Morgan Stanley name and financial companies 
   such as Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC and Morgan Stanley & Co. 

Nonaffiliates Companies not related by common ownership or control. They can be financial and 
nonfinancial companies. 

• Eaton Vance does not share with nonaffiliates so they can market to you. 

Joint marketing A formal agreement between nonaffiliated financial companies that together market financial 
products or services to you. 

• Eaton Vance doesn’t jointly market. 

Other important information 

Vermont: Except as permitted by law, we will not share personal information we collect about Vermont residents with 
Nonaffiliates unless you provide us with your written consent to share such information. 

California: Except as permitted by law, we will not share personal information we collect about California residents with 
Nonaffiliates and we will limit sharing such personal information with our Affiliates to comply with California privacy laws that 
apply to us. 

 



BASE PROSPECTUS

Up to 3,085,835 Shares

Eaton Vance Senior Floating-Rate Trust

Common Shares
Investment objectives and policies. Eaton Vance Senior Floating-Rate Trust (the “Trust” or the “Fund”) is a diversified, closed-end
management investment company, which commenced operations on November 24, 2003. The Trust’s investment objective is to
provide a high level of current income. The Trust may, as a secondary objective, also seek preservation of capital to the extent consistent
with its primary goal of high current income. The Trust will seek to achieve its investment objectives by investing primarily in
senior, secured floating-rate loans (“Senior Loans”). Floating-rate loans are loans in which the interest rate paid fluctuates based
on a reference rate. Under normal market conditions, Eaton Vance Management, the Trust’s investment adviser, expects the Trust
to maintain an average duration of less than one year (including the effect of leverage).

Investment Adviser. The Trust’s investment adviser is Eaton Vance Management (“Eaton Vance” or the “Adviser”). Prior to March
1, 2021, Eaton Vance was a wholly owned subsidiary of Eaton Vance Corp. (“EVC”). On March 1, 2021, Morgan Stanley acquired
EVC (the “Transaction”) and Eaton Vance became an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Morgan Stanley.

Morgan Stanley (NYSE: MS), whose principal offices are at 1585 Broadway, New York, New York 10036, is a preeminent global
financial services firm engaged in securities trading and brokerage activities, as well as providing investment banking, research and
analysis, financing and financial advisory services. As of December 31, 2022, Morgan Stanley’s asset management operations
had aggregate assets under management of approximately $1.3 trillion.

The Offering. The Trust may offer, from time to time, in one or more offerings (each, an “Offering”), the Trust’s common shares of
beneficial interest, $0.01 par value (“Common Shares”). Common Shares may be offered at prices and on terms to be set forth in
one or more supplements to this Prospectus (each, a “Prospectus Supplement”). You should read this Prospectus and the applicable
Prospectus Supplement carefully before you invest in Common Shares. Common Shares may be offered directly to one or more
purchasers, through agents designated from time to time by us, or to or through underwriters or dealers. The Prospectus Supplement
relating to the Offering will identify any agents, underwriters or dealers involved in the offer or sale of Common Shares, and will
set forth any applicable offering price, sales load, fee, commission or discount arrangement between the Trust and its agents or
underwriters, or among its underwriters, or the basis upon which such amount may be calculated, net proceeds and use of proceeds,
and the terms of any sale. The Trust may not sell any Common Shares through agents, underwriters or dealers without delivery of
a Prospectus Supplement describing the method and terms of the particular Offering of the Common Shares. (continued on inside cover
page)

The Common Shares have traded both at a premium and a discount to net asset value (“NAV”). The Trust cannot predict
whether Common Shares will trade in the future at a premium or discount to NAV. The provisions of the Investment Company Act
of 1940, as amended (the “1940 Act”), generally require that the public offering price of common shares (less any underwriting
commissions and discounts) must equal or exceed the NAV per share of a company’s common stock. The Trust’s issuance of Common
Shares may have an adverse effect on prices in the secondary market for the Trust’s Common Shares by increasing the number of
Common Shares available, which may put downward pressure on the market price for the Trust’s Common Shares. Shares of common
stock of closed-end investment companies frequently trade at a discount from NAV, which may increase investors’ risk of loss.

Investing in shares involves certain risks, including that no active trading market may exist for certain loans, which may impair
the ability of the Trust to realize full value in the event of the need to sell a loan and which may make it difficult to value the
loan. To the extent that a secondary market does exist for certain loans, the market may be subject to irregular trading activity,
wide bid/ask spreads, extended trade settlement periods and contractual restrictions that must be satisfied before a loan may
be bought or sold. In addition, loans with fewer covenants that restrict activities of the borrower (“covenant lite” loans) may provide
the borrower with more flexibility to take actions that may be detrimental to the loan holders and provide fewer investor protections
in the event of such actions or if covenants are breached. The Trust will, also, invest substantial portions of its assets in below
investment grade quality securities with predominantly speculative characteristics, commonly known as “junk”. See “Investment
Objectives, Policies and Risks” beginning at page 23.

Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of
these securities or determined if this Prospectus is truthful or complete. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.



(continued from previous page)

Portfolio contents. The Trust will pursue its objectives by investing its assets primarily in Senior Loans. Under normal market
conditions, the Trust will invest at least 80% of its total assets in Senior Loans of domestic and foreign borrowers that are denominated
in U.S. dollars, euros, British pounds, Swiss francs, Canadian dollars and Australian dollars (each, an “Authorized Foreign Currency”).
For the purposes of the 80% test, total assets is defined as net assets plus any borrowings for investment purposes, including
any outstanding preferred shares. Senior Loans typically are secured with specific collateral and have a claim on the assets and/or
stock that is senior to subordinated debtholders and stockholders of the borrower. Senior Loans are made to corporations, partnerships
and other business entities (“Borrowers”) that operate in various industries and geographical regions, including foreign Borrowers.
Senior Loans pay interest at rates that are reset periodically on the basis of a floating base lending rate plus a premium. Senior
Loans typically are of below investment grade quality and have below investment grade credit ratings, which ratings are associated
with securities having high risk, predominately speculative characteristics (sometimes referred to as “junk”).

Leverage. The Trust currently uses leverage created by issuing Auction Preferred Shares (“APS”) as well as by loans acquired with
borrowings. On January 26, 2004, the Trust issued 3,940 Series A APS, 3,940 Series B APS, 3,940 Series C APS and 3,940 Series
D APS, with a liquidation preference per share of $25,000 plus accumulated but unpaid dividends. On September 23, 2016,
the Trust repurchased 354 Series A APS, 354 Series B APS, 354 Series C APS and 354 Series D APS. On September 14, 2018,
the Trust repurchased 220 Series A APS, 196 Series B APS, 221 Series C APS and 167 Series D APS. In addition, in connection with
this repurchase, the Trust has entered into a Credit Agreement, as amended (the “Agreement”) with a bank to borrow up to a limit
of $200 million ($210 million prior to March 15, 2022) pursuant to a revolving line of credit. The Trust is required to maintain certain
net asset levels during the term of the Agreement. As of October 31, 2022, the Trust had $133 million in outstanding borrowings,
at an interest rate of 4.58%, in addition to outstanding APS.

The Adviser anticipates that the use of leverage (from the issuance of APS and borrowings) will result in higher income to holders
of Common Shares (“Common Shareholders”) over time. Use of financial leverage creates an opportunity for increased income but,
at the same time, creates special risks. Leverage may cause the Trust’s share price to be more volatile than if it had not been
leveraged, as certain types of leverage may exaggerate the effect of any increase or decrease in the value of the Trust’s portfolio
securities. There can be no assurance that a leveraging strategy will be successful. The fee paid to Eaton Vance will be calculated
on the basis of the Trust’s gross assets, including proceeds from the issuance of APS and borrowings, so the fees will be higher when
leverage is utilized. In this regard, holders of debt or preferred securities do not bear the investment advisory fee. Rather, Common
Shareholders bear the portion of the investment advisory fee attributable to the assets purchased with the proceeds, which means
that Common Shareholders effectively bear the entire advisory fee. See “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks - Use of Leverage
and Related Risks” at page 36, “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks - Additional Risk Considerations” at page 39 and
“Description of Capital Structure” at page 52.

Exchange Listing. As of March 21, 2023, the Trust had 29,174,848 Common Shares outstanding as well as 3,032 APS outstanding.
The Trust’s Common Shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) under the symbol “EFR.” As of March 21,
2023, the last reported sale price of a Common Share of the Trust on the NYSE was $11.19. Common Shares offered and sold
pursuant to this Registration Statement will also be listed on the NYSE and trade under this symbol.

This Prospectus, together with any applicable Prospectus Supplement, sets forth concisely information you should know before
investing in the shares of the Trust. Please read and retain this Prospectus for future reference. A Statement of Additional Information
(“SAI”) dated March 31, 2023, has been filed with the SEC and is incorporated by reference into this Prospectus. You may request
a free copy of the SAI, the table of contents of which is on page 60 of this Prospectus, a free copy of our annual and semi-annual
reports to shareholders, obtain other information or make shareholder inquiries, by calling toll-free 1-800-262-1122 or by writing
to the Trust at Two International Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02110. The Trust’s SAI and annual and semi-annual reports also
are available free of charge on our website at http://www.eatonvance.com and on the SEC’s website (http://www.sec.gov). You may
also obtain these documents, after paying a duplication fee, by electronic request at the following email address: publicinfo@sec.gov.

The Trust’s shares do not represent a deposit or obligation of, and are not guaranteed or endorsed by, any bank or other insured
depository institution, and are not federally insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Reserve Board or any
other government agency.

You should rely only on the information contained or incorporated by reference in this Prospectus. The Trust has not authorized
anyone to provide you with different information. The Trust is not making an offer of these securities in any jurisdiction where the
offer is not permitted. You should not assume that the information contained in this Prospectus is accurate as of any date other than
the date on the front of this Prospectus.

Eaton Vance Senior Floating-Rate Trust Prospectus dated March 31, 20232
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CAUTIONARY NOTICE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This Prospectus, any accompanying Prospectus Supplement and the SAI contain “forward-looking statements.” Forward-looking
statements can be identified by the words “may,” “will,” “intend,” “expect,” “estimate,” “continue,” “plan,” “anticipate,” and similar
terms and the negative of such terms. Such forward-looking statements may be contained in this Prospectus as well as in any
accompanying Prospectus Supplement. By their nature, all forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties, and actual
results could differ materially from those contemplated by the forward-looking statements. Several factors that could materially affect
our actual results are the performance of the portfolio of securities we hold, the price at which our shares will trade in the public
markets and other factors discussed in our periodic filings with the SEC.

Although we believe that the expectations expressed in our forward-looking statements are reasonable, actual results could differ
materially from those projected or assumed in our forward-looking statements. Our future financial condition and results of operations,
as well as any forward-looking statements, are subject to change and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties, such as
those disclosed in the “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks” section of this Prospectus. All forward-looking statements contained
or incorporated by reference in this Prospectus or any accompanying Prospectus Supplement are made as of the date of this
Prospectus or the accompanying Prospectus Supplement, as the case may be. Except for our ongoing obligations under the federal
securities laws, we do not intend, and we undertake no obligation, to update any forward-looking statement. The forward-looking
statements contained in this Prospectus, any accompanying Prospectus Supplement and the SAI are excluded from the safe harbor
protection provided by section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “1933 Act”).

Currently known risk factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from our expectations include, but are not limited
to, the factors described in the “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks” section of this Prospectus. We urge you to review carefully
that section for a more detailed discussion of the risks of an investment in our securities.

Prospectus dated March 31, 2023
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Prospectus Summary

The following summary is qualified in its entirety by reference to the more detailed information included elsewhere in this Prospectus,
in any related Prospectus Supplement, and in the SAI.

THE TRUST

Eaton Vance Senior Floating-Rate Trust (the “Trust”) is a diversified, closed-end management investment company, which commenced
operations on November 24, 2003. The Trust offers investors the opportunity to receive a high level of current income, through a
professionally managed portfolio investing primarily in senior, secured floating-rate loans (“Senior Loans”), which are normally
accessible only to financial institutions and large corporate and institutional investors, and are not widely available to individual
investors. To the extent consistent with this objective, the Trust may also offer an opportunity for preservation of capital. Investments
are based on Eaton Vance Management’s (“Eaton Vance” or the “Adviser”) internal research and ongoing credit analysis, which is
generally not available to individual investors. An investment in the Trust may not be appropriate for all investors. There is no assurance
that the Trust will achieve its investment objectives.

THE OFFERING

The Trust may offer, from time to time, in one or more offerings (each, an “Offering”), up to 3,085,835 of the Trust’s common
shares of beneficial interest, $0.01 par value (“Common Shares”), on terms to be determined at the time of the Offering. The Common
Shares may be offered at prices and on terms to be set forth in one or more prospectus supplements. You should read this Prospectus
and the applicable Prospectus Supplement carefully before you invest in Common Shares. Common Shares may be offered directly
to one or more purchasers, through agents designated from time to time by the Trust, or to or through underwriters or dealers. The
Prospectus Supplement relating to the Offering will identify any agents, underwriters or dealers involved in the offer or sale of
Common Shares, and will set forth any applicable offering price, sales load, fee, commission or discount arrangement between
the Trust and its agents or underwriters, or among its underwriters, or the basis upon which such amount may be calculated, net
proceeds and use of proceeds, and the terms of any sale. See “Plan of Distribution.” The Trust may not sell any of Common Shares
through agents, underwriters or dealers without delivery of a Prospectus Supplement describing the method and terms of the
particular Offering of Common Shares.

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND RISKS

The Trust’s investment objective is to provide a high level of current income. The Trust may, as a secondary objective, also seek
preservation of capital to the extent consistent with its primary goal of high current income. Under normal market conditions, Eaton
Vance expects the Trust to maintain a duration of less than one year (including the effect of leverage). In comparison to maturity
(which is the date on which a debt instrument ceases and the issuer is obligated to repay the principal amount), duration is a measure
of the price volatility of a debt instrument as a result of changes in market rates of interest, based on the weighted average timing
of the instrument’s expected principal and interest payments. Duration differs from maturity in that it considers a security’s yield,
coupon payments, principal payments and call features in addition to the amount of time until the security finally matures. The Trust
pursues its objectives by investing primarily in Senior Loans. Senior Loans typically are secured with specific collateral and have
a claim on the assets and/or stock that is senior to subordinated debtholders and stockholders of the borrower. Senior Loans are loans
in which the interest rate paid fluctuates based on a reference rate. Senior Loans are made to corporations, partnerships and
other business entities (“Borrowers”) which operate in various industries and geographical regions. Senior Loans pay interest at
rates that are reset periodically by reference to a base lending rate. Under normal market conditions, at least 80% of the Trust’s total
assets will be invested in interests in Senior Loans of domestic and foreign borrowers that are denominated in U.S. dollars, euros,
British pounds, Swiss francs, Canadian dollars and Australian dollars (each an “Authorized Foreign Currency”). For the purpose of the
80% test, total assets is defined as net assets plus any borrowings for investment purposes, including any outstanding preferred
shares. It is anticipated that the proceeds of the Senior Loans in which the Trust will acquire interests primarily will be used to finance
leveraged buyouts, recapitalizations, mergers, acquisitions, stock repurchases, refinancing, and internal growth and for other
corporate purposes of Borrowers.

The Trust may invest up to 20% of its total assets in (i) loan interests which have (a) a second lien on collateral (“Second Lien”),
(b) no security interest in the collateral, or (c) lower than a senior claim on collateral; (ii) other income-producing securities, such
as investment and non-investment grade corporate debt securities and U.S. government and U.S. dollar-denominated foreign
government or supranational debt securities; and (iii) warrants and equity securities issued by a Borrower or its affiliates as part of
a package of investments in the Borrower or its affiliates. Corporate bonds of below investment grade quality (“Non-Investment
Grade Bonds”), commonly referred to as “junk bonds,” which are bonds that are rated below investment grade by each of the nationally
recognized statistical rating agencies (“Rating Agencies”) who cover the security, or, if unrated, are determined to be of comparable
quality by the Adviser. S&P Global Ratings (“S&P”) and Fitch Ratings (“Fitch”) consider securities rated below BBB- to be below
investment grade and Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. (“Moody’s”) considers securities rated below Baa3 to be below investment
grade. The Trust’s credit quality policies apply only at the time a security is purchased, and the Trust is not required to dispose of a
security in the event of a downgrade of an assessment of credit quality or the withdrawal of a rating. Securities rated in the lowest
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investment grade rating (BBB- or Baa3) may have certain speculative characteristics. Below investment grade quality securities
are considered to be predominantly speculative because of the credit risk of the issuers. See “Investment Objectives, Policies and
Risks - Risk Considerations - Non-Investment Grade Bonds Risk.”

Under normal market conditions, the Trust expects to maintain an average duration of less than one year (including the effect of
leverage). As the value of a security changes over time, so will its duration. Prices of securities with longer durations tend to be more
sensitive to interest rate changes than securities with shorter durations. In general, a portfolio of securities with a longer duration
can be expected to be more sensitive to interest rate changes than a portfolio with a shorter duration.

Investing in loans involves investment risk. Some Borrowers default on their loan payments. The Trust attempts to manage this
credit risk through portfolio diversification and ongoing analysis and monitoring of Borrowers. The Trust also is subject to market,
liquidity, interest rate and other risks. See “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks.”

Sarah A. Choi, Catherine C. McDermott, Daniel P. McElaney and Andrew N. Sveen are the portfolio managers of the Trust. Messrs.
McElaney and Sveen and Ms. McDermott are Vice Presidents of Eaton Vance and have managed the Trust since March 2019.
Ms. Choi is a Vice President of Eaton Vance and has managed the Trust since July 2022. Messrs. McElaney and Sveen and Ms.
McDermott have been employed by Eaton Vance for more than five years and manage other Eaton Vance funds. Ms. Choi has been
employed by Eaton Vance since October 2019 and manages other Eaton Vance funds. Prior to joining Eaton Vance, Ms. Choi
worked as a Senior Credit Analyst at Apex Credit Partners from 2014 to 2019.

The Trust’s investments are actively managed, and Senior Loans and other securities may be bought or sold on a daily basis. The
Adviser’s staff monitors the credit quality and price of Senior Loans and other securities held by the Trust, as well as other securities
that are available to the Trust. The Trust may invest in individual Senior Loans and other securities of any credit quality. Although
the Adviser considers ratings when making investment decisions, it generally performs its own credit and investment analysis and
does not rely primarily on the ratings assigned by the Rating Agencies. In evaluating the quality of particular Senior Loans or
other securities, whether rated or unrated, the Adviser will normally take into consideration, among other things, the issuer’s financial
resources and operating history, its sensitivity to economic conditions and trends, the ability of its management, its debt maturity
schedules and borrowing requirements, and relative values based on anticipated cash flow, interest and asset coverage, and earnings
prospects.

The Trust may invest up to 15% of net assets in Senior Loans denominated in Authorized Foreign Currencies and may invest in
other securities of non-United States issuers. The Trust’s investments may have significant exposure to certain sectors of the economy
and thus may react differently to political or economic developments than the market as a whole. The Trust may accept equity
securities in connection with a debt restructuring or reorganization of a Borrower either inside or outside of bankruptcy. The Trust
may hold equity securities issued in exchange for a Senior Loan or issued in connection with the debt restructuring or reorganization
of a Borrower. The Trust may also acquire additional equity securities of such Borrower or its affiliates if, in the judgment of the
Adviser, such an investment may enhance the value of a Senior Loan held or would otherwise be consistent with the Trust’s investment
policies.

The Trust may purchase or sell derivative instruments (which derive their value from another instrument, security or index) for risk
management purposes, suchashedging against fluctuations inSenior Loans andother securities prices or interest rates; diversification
purposes; changing the duration of the Trust; or leveraging the Trust. Transactions in derivative instruments may include the purchase
or sale of futures contracts on securities, indices and other financial instruments, credit-linked notes, tranches of collateralized
loan obligations and/or collateralized debt obligations, options on futures contracts, and exchange-traded and over-the-counter options
on securities or indices, forward foreign currency exchange contracts, and interest rate, total return and credit default swaps.
Guidelines of any rating organization that rates any preferred shares issued by the Trust may limit the Trust’s ability to engage in
such transactions. Subject to the Trust’s policy of investing at least 80% of its total assets in Senior Loans and except as required
by applicable regulation, the Trust may invest, without limitation, in the foregoing derivative instruments for the purposes stated herein.

LISTING

As of March 21, 2023, the Trust had 29,174,848 Common Shares outstanding as well as 3,032 auction preferred shares (“APS”)
outstanding. The Trust’s Common Shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) under the symbol “EFR.” As of
March 21, 2023, the last reported sale price of a Common Share of the Trust on the NYSE was $11.19. Common Shares offered
and sold pursuant to this Registration Statement will also be listed on the NYSE and trade under this symbol.

LEVERAGE

Generally, leverage involves the use of proceeds from the issuance of preferred shares or borrowed funds, or various financial
instruments (such as derivatives). Leverage can increase both the risk and return profile of the Trust. The Trust currently uses leverage
created by issuing APS as well as by loans acquired with borrowings. On January 26, 2004, the Trust issued 3,940 Series A
APS, 3,940 Series B APS, 3,940 Series C APS and 3,940 Series D APS, with a liquidation preference per share of $25,000 plus
accumulated but unpaid dividends. As of December 31, 2012, 2,627 Series A APS, 2,627 Series B APS, 2,627 Series C APS
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and 2,627 Series D APS had been redeemed. The APS have seniority over the Common Shares. On September 23, 2016, the
Trust repurchased 354 Series A APS, 354 Series B APS, 354 Series C APS and 354 Series D APS. On September 14, 2018, the
Trust repurchased 220 Series A APS, 196 Series B APS, 221 Series C APS and 167 Series D APS. In addition, the Trust has entered
into a Credit Agreement, as amended (the “Agreement”) with a bank to borrow up to a limit of $200 million ($210 million prior
to March 15, 2022) pursuant to a revolving line of credit. Borrowings under the Agreement are secured by the assets of the Trust.
Interest is generally charged at a rate above the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR) and is payable monthly. Under the
terms of the Agreement, in effect through March 14, 2023, the Trust pays a facility fee of 0.15% on the borrowing limit. In connection
with the extension of the Agreement on March 15, 2022, the Trust also paid upfront fees of $100,000, which are being amortized
to interest expense to March 14, 2023. The Trust is required to maintain certain net asset levels during the term of the Agreement.
As of October 31, 2022, the Trust had $133 million in outstanding borrowings, at an interest rate of 4.58%, in addition to outstanding
APS. The Adviser anticipates that the use of leverage (from such issuance of APS and borrowings) may result in higher income to
holders of Common Shares (“Common Shareholders”) over time. Use of financial leverage creates an opportunity for increased income
but, at the same time, creates special risks. Leverage may cause the Trust’s share price to be more volatile than if it had not been
leveraged, as certain types of leverage may exaggerate the effect of any increase or decrease in the value of the Trust’s portfolio
securities. There can be no assurance that a leveraging strategy will be successful.

The costs of the financial leverage program (from any issuance of preferred shares and any borrowings) are borne by Common
Shareholders and consequently result in a reduction of the NAV of Common Shares. During periods in which the Trust is using leverage,
the fees paid to Eaton Vance for investment advisory services will be higher than if the Trust did not use leverage because the
fees paid will be calculated on the basis of the Trust’s gross assets, which include proceeds from the issuance of preferred shares
and any borrowings. In this regard, holders of debt or preferred securities do not bear the investment advisory fee. Rather, Common
Shareholders bear the portion of the investment advisory fee attributable to the assets purchased with the proceeds, which means
that Common Shareholders effectively bear the entire advisory fee. See “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks - Use of Leverage
and Related Risks” and “Management of the Trust - The Adviser.”

Financial leverage may also be achieved through the purchase of certain derivative instruments. The Trust’s use of derivative
instruments exposes the Trust to special risks. See “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks - Additional Investment Practices”
and “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks - Additional Risk Considerations.”

INVESTMENT ADVISER AND ADMINISTRATOR

Eaton Vance is the Trust’s investment adviser and administrator. Prior to March 1, 2021, Eaton Vance was a wholly owned subsidiary
of Eaton Vance Corp. (“EVC”). On March 1, 2021, Morgan Stanley acquired EVC (the “Transaction”) and Eaton Vance became an
indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Morgan Stanley. As of December 31, 2022, Morgan Stanley’s asset management operations had
aggregate assets under management of approximately $1.3 trillion. See “Management of the Trust.”

PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION

The Trust may sell the Common Shares being offered under this Prospectus in any one or more of the following ways: (i) directly
to purchasers; (ii) through agents; (iii) to or through underwriters; or (iv) through dealers. The Prospectus Supplement relating to the
Offering will identify any agents, underwriters or dealers involved in the offer or sale of Common Shares, and will set forth any
applicable offering price, sales load, fee, commission or discount arrangement between the Trust and its agents or underwriters,
or among its underwriters, or the basis upon which such amount may be calculated, net proceeds and use of proceeds, and the terms
of any sale.

The Trust may distribute Common Shares from time to time in one or more transactions at: (i) a fixed price or prices that may be
changed; (ii) market prices prevailing at the time of sale; (iii) prices related to prevailing market prices; or (iv) negotiated prices;
provided, however, that in each case the offering price per Common Share (less any underwriting commission or discount) must
equal or exceed the NAV per Common Share.

The Trust from time to time may offer its Common Shares through or to certain broker-dealers, including UBS Securities LLC, that
have entered into selected dealer agreements relating to at-the-market offerings.

The Trust may directly solicit offers to purchase Common Shares, or the Trust may designate agents to solicit such offers. The
Trust will, in a Prospectus Supplement relating to such Offering, name any agent that could be viewed as an underwriter under
the 1933 Act, and describe any commissions the Trust must pay to such agent(s). Any such agent will be acting on a reasonable
best efforts basis for the period of its appointment or, if indicated in the applicable Prospectus Supplement or other offering materials,
on a firm commitment basis. Agents, dealers and underwriters may be customers of, engage in transactions with, or perform
services for the Trust in the ordinary course of business.

If any underwriters or agents are used in the sale of Common Shares in respect of which this Prospectus is delivered, the Trust
will enter into an underwriting agreement or other agreement with them at the time of sale to them, and the Trust will set forth in
the Prospectus Supplement relating to such Offering their names and the terms of the Trust’s agreement with them.
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If a dealer is utilized in the sale of Common Shares in respect of which this Prospectus is delivered, the Trust will sell such Common
Shares to the dealer, as principal. The dealer may then resell such Common Shares to the public at varying prices to be determined
by such dealer at the time of resale.

The Trust may engage in at-the-market offerings to or through a market maker or into an existing trading market, on an exchange
or otherwise, in accordance with Rule 415(a)(4) under the 1933 Act. An at-the-market offering may be through an underwriter or
underwriters acting as principal or agent for the Trust.

Agents, underwriters and dealers may be entitled under agreements which they may enter into with the Trust to indemnification
by the Trust against certain civil liabilities, including liabilities under the 1933 Act, and may be customers of, engage in transactions
with or perform services for the Trust in the ordinary course of business.

In order to facilitate the Offering of Common Shares, any underwriters may engage in transactions that stabilize, maintain or
otherwise affect the price of Common Shares or any other Common Shares the prices of which may be used to determine payments
on the Common Shares. Specifically, any underwriters may over-allot in connection with the Offering, creating a short position for
their own accounts. In addition, to cover over-allotments or to stabilize the price of Common Shares or of any such other Common
Shares, the underwriters may bid for, and purchase, Common Shares or any such other Common Shares in the open market.
Finally, in any Offering of Common Shares through a syndicate of underwriters, the underwriting syndicate may reclaim selling
concessions allowed to an underwriter or a dealer for distributing Common Shares in the Offering if the syndicate repurchases
previously distributed Common Shares in transactions to cover syndicate short positions, in stabilization transactions or otherwise.
Any of these activities may stabilize or maintain the market price of Common Shares above independent market levels. Any such
underwriters are not required to engage in these activities and may end any of these activities at any time.

The Trust may enter into derivative transactions with third parties, or sell Common Shares not covered by this Prospectus to third
parties in privately negotiated transactions. If the applicable Prospectus Supplement indicates, in connection with those derivatives,
the third parties may sell Common Shares covered by this Prospectus and the applicable Prospectus Supplement or other offering
materials, including in short sale transactions. If so, the third parties may use Common Shares pledged by the Trust or borrowed from
the Trust or others to settle those sales or to close out any related open borrowings of securities, and may use Common Shares
received from the Trust in settlement of those derivatives to close out any related open borrowings of securities. The third parties
in such sale transactions will be underwriters and, if not identified in this Prospectus, will be identified in the applicable Prospectus
Supplement or other offering materials (or a post-effective amendment).

The maximum amount of compensation to be received by any member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. will not
exceed 8% of the initial gross proceeds from the sale of any security being sold with respect to each particular Offering of Common
Shares made under a single Prospectus Supplement.

Any underwriter, agent or dealer utilized in the Offering of Common Shares will not confirm sales to accounts over which it exercises
discretionary authority without the prior specific written approval of its customer.

DISTRIBUTIONS

The Trust intends to make monthly distributions of net investment income to Common Shareholders, after payment of any dividends
on any outstanding APS. The amount of each monthly distribution will vary depending on a number of factors, including dividends
payable on the Trust’s preferred shares or other costs of financial leverage. As portfolio and market conditions change, the rate of
dividends on the Common Shares and the Trust’s dividend policy could change. Over time, the Trust will distribute all of its net
investment income (after it pays accrued dividends on any outstanding preferred shares) or other costs of financial leverage. In addition,
at least annually, the Trust intends to distribute all or substantially all of its net realized capital gains (reduced by available capital
loss carryforwards from prior years, if any). Distributions to Common Shareholders are recorded on the ex-dividend date. Distributions
to preferred shareholders are recorded daily and are payable at the end of each dividend period.

Beginning February 13, 2008 and consistent with the patterns in the broader market for auction-rate securities, the Trust’s APS
auctions were unsuccessful in clearing due to an imbalance of sell orders over bids to buy the APS. As a result, the dividend rates
of the APS were reset to the maximum applicable rates.

The Trust distinguishes between distributions on a tax basis and a financial reporting basis. Accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America require that only distributions in excess of tax basis earnings and profits be reported in
the financial statements as a return of capital. Permanent differences between book and tax accounting relating to distributions are
reclassified to paid-in capital. For tax purposes, distributions from short-term capital gains are considered to be from ordinary
income.

Common Shareholders may elect automatically to reinvest some or all of their distributions in additional Common Shares under
the Trust’s dividend reinvestment plan. See “Distributions” and “Dividend Reinvestment Plan.”
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DIVIDEND REINVESTMENT PLAN

The Trust has established a dividend reinvestment plan (the “Plan”). Under the Plan, a Common Shareholder may elect to have
all dividend and capital gain distributions automatically reinvested in additional Common Shares either purchased in the open market,
or newly issued by the Trust if the Common Shares are trading at or above their net asset value. Common Shareholders may elect
to participate in the Plan by completing the dividend reinvestment plan application form. Common Shareholders who do not elect to
participate in the Plan will receive all distributions in cash paid by check mailed directly to them by American Stock Transfer &
Trust Company, LLC, as dividend paying agent. Common Shareholders who intend to hold their Common Shares through a broker
or nominee should contact such broker or nominee to determine whether or how they may participate in the Plan. See “Dividend
Reinvestment Plan.”

CLOSED-END STRUCTURE

Closed-end funds differ from open-end management investment companies (commonly referred to as mutual funds) in that
closed-end funds generally list their shares for trading on a securities exchange and do not redeem their shares at the option of
the shareholder. By comparison, mutual funds issue securities redeemable at NAV at the option of the shareholder and typically
engage in a continuous offering of their shares. Mutual funds are subject to continuous asset in-flows and out-flows that can complicate
portfolio management, whereas closed-end funds generally can stay more fully invested in securities consistent with the closed-end
fund’s investment objective(s) and policies. In addition, in comparison to open-end funds, closed-end funds have greater flexibility
in the employment of financial leverage and in the ability to make certain types of investments, including investments in illiquid
securities.

However, shares of closed-end funds frequently trade at a discount from their net asset value. Since inception, the market price of
the Common Shares has fluctuated and at times traded below the Trust’s NAV, and at times has traded above NAV. In recognition
of the possibility that the Common Shares might trade at a discount to net asset value and that any such discount may not be in the
interest of Common Shareholders, the Trust’s Board of Trustees (the “Board”), in consultation with Eaton Vance, from time to time
may review possible actions to reduce any such discount. The Board might consider open market repurchases or tender offers for
Common Shares at net asset value. There can be no assurance that the Board will decide to undertake any of these actions or
that, if undertaken, such actions would result in the Common Shares trading at a price equal to or close to net asset value per Common
Share. The Board might also consider the conversion of the Trust to an open-end management investment company. The Board
believes, however, that the closed-end structure is desirable, given the Trust’s investment objectives and policies. Investors should
assume, therefore, that it is highly unlikely that the Board would vote to convert the Trust to an open-end management investment
company. Investors should note that any outstanding preferred shares issued by the Trust could make a conversion to open-end form
more difficult because of the voting rights of preferred shareholders, the costs of redeeming preferred shares and other factors.
See “Description of Capital Structure.”

SPECIAL RISK CONSIDERATIONS

Risk is inherent in all investing. Investing in any investment company security involves risk, including the risk that you may
receive little or no return on your investment or even that you may lose part or all of your investment.

Discount From or Premium to NAV. The Offering will be conducted only when Common Shares of the Trust are trading at a price
equal to or above the Trust’s NAV per Common Share plus the per Common Share amount of commissions. As with any security, the
market value of the Common Shares may increase or decrease from the amount initially paid for the Common Shares. The Trust’s
Common Shares have traded both at a premium and at a discount relative to net asset value. The shares of closed-end management
investment companies frequently trade at a discount from their NAV. This is a risk separate and distinct from the risk that the
Trust’s NAV may decrease.

Market Discount Risk. As with any security, the market value of the Common Shares may increase or decrease from the amount
initially paid for the Common Shares. The Trust’s Common Shares have traded both at a premium and at a discount relative to NAV.
The shares of closed-end management investment companies frequently trade at a discount from their NAV. This is a risk separate
and distinct from the risk that the Trust’s NAV may decrease.

Secondary Market for the Common Shares. The issuance of Common Shares through the Offering may have an adverse effect on
the secondary market for the Common Shares. The increase in the amount of the Trust’s outstanding Common Shares resulting
from the Offering may put downward pressure on the market price for the Common Shares of the Trust. Common Shares will not
be issued pursuant to the Offering at any time when Common Shares are trading at a price lower than a price equal to the Trust’s NAV
per Common Share plus the per Common Share amount of commissions.

The Trust also issues Common Shares of the Trust through its dividend reinvestment plan. See “Dividend Reinvestment Plan.”
Common Shares may be issued under the plan at a discount to the market price for such Common Shares, which may put downward
pressure on the market price for Common Shares of the Trust.
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When the Common Shares are trading at a premium, the Trust may also issue Common Shares of the Trust that are sold through
transactions effected on the NYSE. The increase in the amount of the Trust’s outstanding Common Shares resulting from that offering
may also put downward pressure on the market price for the Common Shares of the Trust.

The voting power of current shareholders will be diluted to the extent that such shareholders do not purchase shares in any future
Common Share offerings or do not purchase sufficient shares to maintain their percentage interest. In addition, if the Adviser is unable
to invest the proceeds of such offering as intended, the Trust’s per share distribution may decrease (or may consist of return of
capital) and the Trust may not participate in market advances to the same extent as if such proceeds were fully invested as planned.

Income Risk. The income investors receive from the Trust is based primarily on the interest it earns from its investments, which
can vary widely over the short and long-term. If prevailing market interest rates drop, investors’ income from the Trust could drop
as well. The Trust’s income could also be affected adversely when prevailing short-term interest rates increase and the Trust is utilizing
leverage, although this risk is mitigated by the Trust’s investment in Senior Loans, which pay floating-rates of interest.

Market Risk. The value of investments held by the Trust may increase or decrease in response to social, economic, political,
financial, public health crises or other disruptive events (whether real, expected or perceived) in the U.S. and global markets and
include events such as war, natural disasters, epidemics and pandemics, terrorism, conflicts and social unrest. These events may
negatively impact broad segments of businesses and populations and may exacerbate pre-existing risks to the Trust. The frequency
and magnitude of resulting changes in the value of the Trust‘s investments cannot be predicted. Certain securities and other
investments held by the Trust may experience increased volatility, illiquidity, or other potentially adverse effects in reaction to changing
market conditions. Monetary and/or fiscal actions taken by U.S. or foreign governments to stimulate or stabilize the global economy
may not be effective and could lead to higher market volatility. No active trading market may exist for certain investments held by
the Trust, which may impair the ability of the Trust to sell or to realize the current valuation of such investments in the event of the
need to liquidate such assets.

Senior Loans Risk. The risks associated with Senior Loans are similar to the risks of Non-Investment Grade Bonds (discussed
below), although Senior Loans are typically senior and secured in contrast to Non-Investment Grade Bonds, which are often
subordinated and unsecured. Senior Loans’ higher standing has historically resulted in generally higher recoveries in the event of
a corporate reorganization or other restructuring. In addition, because their interest rates are adjusted for changes in short-term interest
rates, Senior Loans generally have less interest rate risk than Non-Investment Grade Bonds, which are typically fixed rate. The
Trust’s investments in Senior Loans are typically below investment grade and are considered speculative because of the credit risk
of their issuers. Such companies are more likely to default on their payments of interest and principal owed to the Trust, and such
defaults could reduce the Trust’s net asset value and income distributions. An economic downturn generally leads to a higher
non-payment rate, and a debt obligation may lose significant value before a default occurs. Moreover, any specific collateral used
to secure a loan may decline in value or lose all its value or become illiquid, which would adversely affect the loan’s value. “Junior
Loans” are secured and unsecured subordinated loans, second lien loans and subordinate bridge loans. Senior Loans and Junior
Loans are referred to together herein as “loans.”

Loans and other debt securities are also subject to the risk of price declines and to increases in prevailing interest rates, although
floating-rate debt instruments are less exposed to this risk than fixed-rate debt instruments. Interest rate changes may also increase
prepayments of debt obligations and require the Trust to invest assets at lower yields.

Loans are traded in a private, unregulated inter-dealer or inter-bank resale market and are generally subject to contractual restrictions
that must be satisfied before a loan can be bought or sold. These restrictions may impede the Trust’s ability to buy or sell loans
(thus affecting their liquidity) and may negatively impact the transaction price. See also “Market Risk” above. It also may take longer
than seven days for transactions in loans to settle. The types of covenants included in loan agreements generally vary depending
on market conditions, the creditworthiness of the issuer, the nature of the collateral securing the loan and possibly other factors. Loans
with fewer covenants that restrict activities of the borrower (“covenant lite” loans) may provide the borrower with more flexibility
to take actions that may be detrimental to the loan holders and provide fewer investor protections in the event of such actions or if
covenants are breached. The Trust may experience relatively greater realized or unrealized losses or delays and expense in enforcing
its rights with respect to loans with fewer restrictive covenants. Loans to entities located outside of the U.S. may have substantially
different lender protections and covenants as compared to loans to U.S. entities and may involve greater risks. The Trust may
have difficulties and incur expense enforcing its rights with respect to non-U.S. loans and such loans could be subject to bankruptcy
laws that are materially different than in the U.S. Loans may be structured such that they are not securities under securities law,
and in the event of fraud or misrepresentation by a borrower, lenders may not have the protection of the anti-fraud provisions of the
federal securities laws. Loans are also subject to risks associated with other types of income investments, including credit risk
and risks of lower rated investments.

Credit Risk. Investments in loans and other debt obligations (referred to below as “debt instruments”) are subject to the risk of
non-payment of scheduled principal and interest. Changes in economic conditions or other circumstances may reduce the capacity
of the party obligated to make principal and interest payments on such instruments and may lead to defaults. Such non-payments
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and defaults may reduce the value of Trust shares and income distributions. The value of debt instruments also may decline 
because of concerns about the issuer’s ability to make principal and interest payments. In addition, the credit ratings of debt instruments 
may be lowered if the financial condition of the party obligated to make payments with respect to such instruments deteriorates. 
In the event of bankruptcy of the issuer of a debt instrument, the Trust could experience delays or limitations with respect to its ability 
to realize the benefits of any collateral securing the instrument. In order to enforce its rights in the event of a default, bankruptcy 
or similar situation, the Trust may be required to retain legal or similar counsel, which may increase the Trust’s operating expenses 
and adversely affect net asset value. See “Lower Rated Investments Risk.” The Trust is also exposed to credit risk when it engages 
in certain types of derivatives transactions and when it engages in transactions that expose the Trust to counterparty risk. See
“Derivatives.” Due to their lower place in the borrower’s capital structure, Junior Loans involve a higher degree of overall risk than 
Senior Loans to the same borrower.

In evaluating the quality of a particular instrument, the investment adviser may take into consideration, among other things, a 
credit rating assigned by a credit rating agency, the issuer’s financial resources and operating history, its sensitivity to economic 
conditions and trends, the ability of its management, its debt maturity schedules and borrowing requirements, and relative values 
based on anticipated cash flow, interest and asset coverage, and earnings prospects. Credit rating agencies are private services that 
provide ratings of the credit quality of certain investments. Credit ratings issued by rating agencies are based on a number of 
factors including, but not limited to, the issuer’s financial condition and the rating agency’s credit analysis, if applicable, at the 
time of rating. As such, the rating assigned to any particular security is not necessarily a reflection of the issuer’s current financial 
condition. The ratings assigned are not absolute standards of credit quality and do not evaluate market risks or necessarily reflect the 
issuer’s current financial condition or the volatility or liquidity of the security.

A credit rating may have a modifier (such as plus, minus or a numerical modifier) to denote its relative status within the rating. 
The presence of a modifier does not change the security credit rating (for example, BBB- and Baa3 are within the investment grade 
rating) for purposes of the Trust’s investment limitations.

Interest Rate Risk. In general, the value of income securities will fluctuate based on changes in interest rates. The value of these 
securities is likely to increase when interest rates fall and decline when interest rates rise. Duration measures the time-weighted 
expected cash flows of a fixed-income security, while maturity refers to the amount of time until a fixed-income security matures. 
Generally, securities with longer durations or maturities are more sensitive to changes in interest rates than securities with shorter 
durations or maturities, causing them to be more volatile. Conversely, fixed-income securities with shorter durations or maturities will 
be less volatile but may provide lower returns than fixed-income securities with longer durations or maturities. In a rising interest 
rate environment, the duration of income securities that have the ability to be prepaid or called by the issuer may be extended. In 
a declining interest rate environment, the proceeds from prepaid or maturing instruments may have to be reinvested at a lower interest 
rate. The impact of interest rate changes is significantly less for floating-rate instruments that have relatively short periodic rate 
resets (e.g., ninety days or less). Variable and floating-rate loans and securities generally are less sensitive to interest rate changes, 
but may decline in value if their interest rates do not rise as much or as quickly as interest rates in general. Conversely, variable 
and floating-rate loans and securities generally will not increase in value as much as fixed rate debt instruments if interest rates decline. 
Because the Trust holds variable and floating-rate loans and securities, a decrease in market interest rates will reduce the interest 
income to be received from such securities. In the event that the Trust has a negative average portfolio duration, the value of the Trust 
may decline in a declining interest rate environment. Because floating or variable rates on loans only reset periodically, changes 
in prevailing interest rates may cause some fluctuations in the Trust’s net asset value. Similarly, a sudden and significant increase 
in market interest rates may cause a decline in the Trust’s net asset value. A material decline in the Trust’s net asset value may impair 
the Trust’s ability to maintain required levels of asset coverage. Certain countries and regulatory bodies may use negative interest 
rates as a monetary policy tool to encourage economic growth during periods of deflation. In a negative interest rate environment, 
debt instruments may trade at negative yields, which means the purchaser of the instrument may receive at maturity less than the 
total amount invested. Changes in governmental policy, including changes in central bank monetary policy, could cause interest 
rates to rise rapidly, or cause investors to expect a rapid rise in interest rates. This could lead to heightened levels of interest rate, 
volatility and liquidity risks for the fixed income markets generally and could have a substantial and immediate effect on the values 
of the Trust’s investments.

LIBOR Transition and Associated Risk. The London Interbank Offered Rate or LIBOR is the average offered rate for various maturities 
of short-term loans between major international banks who are members of the British Bankers Association. It historically was 
used throughout global banking and financial industries to determine interest rates for a variety of financial instruments (such as 
debt instruments and derivatives) and borrowing arrangements. In July 2017, the Financial Conduct Authority (the “FCA”), the United 
Kingdom financial regulatory body, announced a desire to phase out the use of LIBOR. The ICE Benchmark Administration Limited, 
the administrator of LIBOR, ceased publishing certain LIBOR settings on December 31, 2021, and is expected to cease publishing 
the remaining LIBOR settings on June 30, 2023. Market participants are in the process of transitioning to the use of alternative 
reference or benchmark rates.
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On September 29, 2021 the FCA announced that it will compel the ICE Benchmark Administration Limited (the “IBA”) to publish 
a subset of non-U.S. LIBOR maturities after December 31, 2021 using a “synthetic” methodology that is not based on panel bank 
contributions and has indicated that it may also require IBA to publish a subset of U.S. LIBOR maturities after June 30, 2023, 
using a similar synthetic methodology. However, these synthetic publications are expected to be published for a limited period of 
time and would be considered non-representative of the underlying market.

Although the transition process away from LIBOR has become increasingly well-defined, the impact on certain debt securities, 
derivatives and other financial instruments that utilize LIBOR remains uncertain. The transition process may involve, among other 
things, increased volatility or illiquidity in markets for instruments that currently rely on LIBOR. The transition may also result in a 
change in (i) the value of certain instruments held by the Trust, (ii) the cost of borrowing or the dividend rate for preferred shares, or 
(iii) the effectiveness of related Trust transactions such as hedges, as applicable.

Various financial industry groups are planning for the transition away from LIBOR, but there are obstacles to converting certain 
longer term securities and transactions to a new benchmark. In June 2017, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee, a group of 
large U.S. banks working with the Federal Reserve, announced its selection of a new Secured Overnight Financing Rate (“SOFR”), 
which is intended to be a broad measure of secured overnight U.S. Treasury repo rates, as an appropriate replacement for LIBOR. 
Bank working groups and regulators in other countries have suggested other alternatives for their markets, including the Sterling 
Overnight Interbank Average Rate (“SONIA”) in England. Both SOFR and SONIA, as well as certain other proposed replacement rates, 
are materially different from LIBOR, and changes in the applicable spread for financial instruments transitioning away from LIBOR 
need to be made to accommodate the differences. Liquid markets for newly-issued instruments that use an alternative reference 
rate are still developing. Consequently, there may be challenges for a Trust to enter into hedging transactions against instruments 
tied to alternative reference rates until a market for such hedging transactions develops.

Additionally, while some existing LIBOR-based instruments may contemplate a scenario where LIBOR is no longer available by 
providing for an alternative or “fallback” rate-setting methodology, there may be significant uncertainty regarding the effectiveness 
of any such alternative methodologies to replicate LIBOR. Not all existing LIBOR-based instruments have such fallback provisions, 
and many that do, do not contemplate the permanent cessation of LIBOR. While it is expected that market participants will amend 
legacy financial instruments referencing LIBOR to include fallback provisions to alternative reference rates, there remains uncertainty 
regarding the willingness and ability of parties to add or amend such fallback provisions in legacy instruments maturing after the 
end of 2021, particularly with respect to legacy cash products. Although there are ongoing efforts among certain government entities 
and other organizations to address these uncertainties, the ultimate effectiveness of such efforts is not yet known.

Any effects of the transition away from LIBOR and the adoption of alternative reference rates, as well as other unforeseen effects, 
could result in losses to the Trust, and such effects may occur prior to the discontinuation of the remaining LIBOR settings in 2023. 
Furthermore, the risks associated with the discontinuation of LIBOR and transition to replacement rates may be exacerbated if an 
orderly transition to an alternative reference rate is not completed in a timely manner.

Non-Investment Grade Bonds Risk. The Trust’s investments in Non-Investment Grade Bonds, commonly referred to as “junk 
bonds,” are predominantly speculative because of the credit risk of their issuers. While offering a greater potential opportunity for 
capital appreciation and higher yields, Non-Investment Grade Bonds typically entail greater potential price volatility and may be less 
liquid than higher-rated securities. Issuers of Non-Investment Grade Bonds are more likely to default on their payments of interest 
and principal owed to the Trust, and such defaults will reduce the Trust’s net asset value and income distributions. The prices of these 
lower rated obligations are more sensitive to negative developments than higher rated securities. Adverse business conditions, 
such as a decline in the issuer’s revenues or an economic downturn, generally lead to a higher non-payment rate. In addition, a 
security may lose significant value before a default occurs as the market adjusts to expected higher non-payment rates.

Prepayment Risk. During periods of declining interest rates or for other purposes, Borrowers may exercise their option to prepay 
principal earlier than scheduled. For fixed-income securities, such payments often occur during periods of declining interest rates, 
forcing the Trust to reinvest in lower yielding securities. This is known as call or prepayment risk. Non-Investment Grade Bonds 
frequently have call features that allow the issuer to redeem the security at dates prior to its stated maturity at a specified price (typically 
greater than par) only if certain prescribed conditions are met (“call protection”). An issuer may redeem a Non-Investment Grade 
Bond if, for example, the issuer can refinance the debt at a lower cost due to declining interest rates or an improvement in the credit 
standing of the issuer. Senior Loans typically have no such call protection. For premium bonds (bonds acquired at prices that 
exceed their par or principal value) purchased by the Trust, prepayment risk may be enhanced.

Lower Rated Investments Risk. Investments rated below investment grade and comparable unrated investments (sometimes 
referred to as “junk”) have speculative characteristics because of the credit risk associated with their issuers. Changes in economic 
conditions or other circumstances typically have a greater effect on the ability of issuers of lower rated investments to make principal 
and interest payments than they do on issuers of higher rated investments. An economic downturn generally leads to a higher 
non-payment rate, and a lower rated investment may lose significant value before a default occurs. Lower rated investments typically 
are subject to greater price volatility and illiquidity than higher rated investments. Lower rated investments are considered primarily 
speculative with respect to the issuer’s capacity to pay interest and repay principal.
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The secondary market for lower rated investments may be less liquid than the market for higher grade investments and may be
more severely affected than other financial markets by economic recession or substantial interest rate increases, changing public
perceptions, or legislation that limits the ability of certain categories of financial institutions to invest in lower rated investments.

Issuer Risk. The value of corporate income-producing securities held by the Trust may decline for a number of reasons, which directly
relate to the issuer, such as management performance, financial leverage and reduced demand for the issuer’s goods and services.

Derivatives Risk. The Trust’s exposure to derivatives involves risks different from, or possibly greater than, the risks associated
with investing directly in securities and other investments. The use of derivatives can lead to losses because of adverse movements
in the price or value of the security, instrument, index, currency, commodity, economic indicator or event underlying a derivative
(“reference instruments”), due to failure of a counterparty or due to tax or regulatory constraints. Derivatives may create leverage in
the Trust, which represents a non-cash exposure to the reference instrument. Leverage can increase both the risk and return
potential of the Trust. Derivatives risk may be more significant when derivatives are used to enhance return or as a substitute for a
cash investment position, rather than solely to hedge the risk of a position held by the Trust. Use of derivatives involves the exercise
of specialized skill and judgment, and a transaction may be unsuccessful in whole or in part because of market behavior or unexpected
events. Changes in the value of a derivative (including one used for hedging) may not correlate perfectly with the underlying
reference instrument. Derivative instruments traded in over-the-counter markets may be difficult to value, may be illiquid, and
may be subject to wide swings in valuation caused by changes in the value of the underlying reference instrument. If a derivative’s
counterparty is unable to honor its commitments, the value of Trust shares may decline and the Trust could experience delays (or
be unable to achieve) in the return of collateral or other assets held by the counterparty. The loss on derivative transactions may
substantially exceed the initial investment. A derivative investment also involves the risks relating to the reference instrument
underlying the investment.

Leverage Risk. Certain fund transactions may give rise to leverage. Leverage can result from a non-cash exposure to the reference
instrument. Leverage can increase both the risk and return potential of the Trust. The use of leverage may cause the Trust to
maintain liquid assets or liquidate portfolio positions when it may not be advantageous to do so to satisfy its obligations or to meet
segregation requirements. Leverage may cause the Trust’s share price to be more volatile than if it had not been leveraged, as
certain types of leverage may exaggerate the effect of any increase or decrease in the value of the Trust’s portfolio securities. The
loss on leveraged investments may substantially exceed the initial investment.

As discussed above, the Trust currently uses leverage created by issuing APS and borrowings. On January 26, 2004, the Trust
issued 3,940 Series A APS, 3,940 Series B APS, 3,940 Series C APS and 3,940 Series D APS, with a liquidation preference per
share of $25,000 plus accumulated but unpaid dividends. As of December 31, 2012, 2,627 Series A APS, 2,627 Series B APS,
2,627 Series C APS and 2,627 Series D APS had been redeemed. On September 23, 2016, the Trust repurchased 354 Series A
APS, 354 Series B APS, 354 Series C APS and 354 Series D APS. On September 14, 2018, the Trust repurchased 220 Series A APS,
196 Series B APS, 221 Series C APS and 167 Series D APS. In addition, the Trust has entered into an Agreement with a bank to
borrow up to a limit of $200 million ($210 million prior to March 15, 2022) pursuant to a revolving line of credit. The Trust is required
to maintain certain net asset levels during the term of the Agreement. As of October 31, 2022, the Trust had $133 million in
outstanding borrowings, at an interest rate of 4.58%, in addition to outstanding APS.

The Adviser anticipates that the use of leverage (from the issuance of APS and borrowings) may result in higher income to Common
Shareholders over time. Leverage creates risks for Common Shareholders, including the likelihood of greater volatility of NAV and
market price of the Common Shares and the risk that fluctuations in dividend rates on APS and costs of borrowings may affect the
return to Common Shareholders. See also “LIBOR Transition and Associated Risk.” To the extent the income derived from investments
purchased with funds received from leverage exceeds the cost of leverage, the Trust’s distributions will be greater than if leverage had
not been used. Conversely, if the income from the investments purchased with such funds is not sufficient to cover the cost of
leverage, the amount available for distribution to Common Shareholders will be less than if leverage had not been used. In the latter
case, Eaton Vance, in its best judgment, may nevertheless determine to maintain the Trust’s leveraged position if it deems such
action to be appropriate. While the Trust has preferred shares outstanding, an increase in short-term rates would also result in an
increased cost of leverage, which would adversely affect the Trust’s income available for distribution. There can be no assurance that
a leveraging strategy will be successful.

In addition, under current federal income tax law, the Trust is required to allocate a portion of any net realized capital gains or
other taxable income to APS holders. The terms of the Trust’s APS require the Trust to pay to any APS holders additional dividends
intended to compensate such holders for taxes payable on any capital gains or other taxable income allocated to such holders.
Any such additional dividends will reduce the amount available for distribution to Common Shareholders. As discussed under
“Management of the Trust,” the fee paid to Eaton Vance is calculated on the basis of the Trust’s gross assets, including proceeds
from the issuance of APS and borrowings, so the fees will be higher when leverage is utilized. In this regard, holders of APS do not
bear the investment advisory fee. Rather, Common Shareholders bear the portion of the investment advisory fee attributable to
the assets purchased with the proceeds, which means that Common Shareholders effectively bear the entire advisory fee.
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The APS have been rated AA by Fitch and Aa3 by Moody’s. The Trust currently intends to seek to maintain this rating or an equivalent
credit rating on the APS or any preferred shares it issues. The Rating Agencies which rate the preferred shares and any bank
lender in connection with a credit facility or commercial paper program may also impose specific restrictions as a condition to
borrowing. Such restrictions may include asset coverage or portfolio composition requirements that are more stringent than those
imposed on the Trust by the 1940 Act. These covenants or guidelines do not currently and are not expected to impede Eaton Vance
in managing the Trust’s portfolio in accordance with its investment objectives and policies and it is not anticipated that they will
so impede Eaton Vance in the future. See “Description of Capital Structure - Preferred Shares.”

Financial leverage may also be achieved through the purchase of certain derivative instruments. The Trust’s use of derivative
instruments exposes the Trust to special risks. See “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks - Additional Investment Practices”
and “Investment Objectives, Policies, and Risks - Additional Risk Considerations.”

Foreign Investment Risk. Investments in foreign issuers could be affected by factors not present in the United States, including
expropriation, armed conflict, confiscatory taxation, lack of uniform accounting and auditing standards, less publicly available financial
and other information, and potential difficulties in enforcing contractual obligations. Because foreign issuers may not be subject
to uniform accounting, auditing and financial reporting standard practices and requirements and regulatory measures comparable
to those in the United States, there may be less publicly available information about such foreign issuers. Adverse changes in
investment regulations, capital requirements or exchange controls could adversely affect the value of the Trust’s investments.
Settlements of securities transactions in foreign countries are subject to risk of loss, may be delayed and are generally less frequent
than in the United States, which could affect the liquidity of the Trust’s assets. Evidence of ownership of certain foreign investments
may be held outside the United States, and the Trust may be subject to the risks associated with the holding of such property
overseas. Trading in certain foreign markets is also subject to liquidity risk.

Foreign investments in the securities markets of certain foreign countries is restricted or controlled to varying degrees. Foreign
issuers may become subject to sanctions imposed by the United States or another country, against a particular country or countries,
organizations, entities and/or individuals, which could result in the immediate freeze of the foreign issuers’ assets or securities.
The imposition of such sanctions could impair the market value of the securities of such foreign issuers and limit the Trust’s ability
to buy, sell, receive or deliver the securities. In addition, as a result of economic sanctions, the Trust may be forced to sell or
otherwise dispose of investments at inopportune times or prices, which could result in losses to the Trust and increased transaction
costs. If a deterioration occurs in a country’s balance of payments, the country could impose temporary restrictions on foreign
capital remittances. The Trust could also be adversely affected by delays in, or a refusal to grant, any required governmental approval
for repatriation, as well as by other restrictions on investment. The risks posed by such actions with respect to a particular foreign
country, its nationals or industries or businesses within the country may be heightened to the extent the Trust invests significantly in
the affected country or region or in issuers from the affected country that depend on global markets.

In some non-U.S. securities markets, custody arrangements for securities provide significantly less protection than custody
arrangements in U.S. securities markets, and prevailing custody and trade settlement practices (e.g., the requirement to pay for
securities prior to receipt) expose the Trust to credit and other risks it does not have in the United States.

The Trust needs a license to invest directly in securities traded in many non-U.S. securities markets. These licenses are often
subject to limitations, including maximum investment amounts. Once a license is obtained, the Trust’s ability to continue to invest
directly is subject to the risk that the license may be terminated or suspended. In some circumstances, the receipt of a non-U.S.
license by one of Eaton Vance’s clients may prevent the Trust from obtaining a similar license. In addition, certain activities could
cause the suspension or revocation of the Trust’s license.

Political events in foreign countries may cause market disruptions. In June 2016, the United Kingdom (“UK”) voted in a referendum
to leave the European Union (“EU”) (“Brexit”). Effective January 31, 2020, the UK ceased to be a member of the EU and, following
a transition period during which the EU and the UK Government engaged in a series of negotiations regarding the terms of the
UK’s future relationship with the EU, the EU and the UK Government signed an agreement on December 30, 2020 regarding the
economic relationship between the UK and the EU. This agreement became effective on a provisional basis on January 1, 2021 and
entered into full force on May 1, 2021. There remains significant market uncertainty regarding Brexit’s ramifications, and the
range and potential implications of the possible political, regulatory, economic, and market outcomes in the UK, EU and beyond
are difficult to predict. The end of the Brexit transition period may cause greater market volatility and illiquidity, currency fluctuations,
deterioration in economic activity, a decrease in business confidence, and an increased likelihood of a recession in the UK. If one
or more additional countries leave the EU or the EU dissolves, the world’s securities markets likely will be significantly disrupted.

The Trust may invest in securities and other instruments (including loans) issued, guaranteed, or backed by sovereign or government
entities. Economic data as reported by sovereign or government entities and other issuers may be delayed, inaccurate or fraudulent.
Many sovereign or government debt obligations may be rated below investment grade. Any restructuring of a sovereign or government
debt obligation held by the Trust will likely have a significant adverse effect on the value of the obligation. In the event of default of
a sovereign or government debt, the Trust may be unable to pursue legal action against the issuer or secure collateral on the
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debt, there are typically no assets to be seized or cash flows to be attached. Furthermore, the willingness or ability of a sovereign
or government entity to restructure defaulted debt may be limited. Therefore, losses on sovereign or government defaults may far exceed
the losses from the default of a similarly rated U.S. corporate debt issuer.

Currency Risk. Exchange rates for currencies fluctuate daily. The value of foreign investments may be affected favorably or unfavorably
by changes in currency exchange rates in relation to the U.S. dollar. Currency markets generally are not as regulated as securities
markets and currency transactions are subject to settlement, custodial and other operational risks.

U.S. Government Securities Risk. Although certain U.S. Government-sponsored agencies (such as the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation and the Federal National Mortgage Association) may be chartered or sponsored by acts of Congress, their
securities are neither issued nor guaranteed by the U.S. Treasury. U.S. Treasury securities generally have a lower return than other
obligations because of their higher credit quality and market liquidity.

Equity Securities Risk. The value of equity securities and related instruments may decline in response to adverse changes in the
economy or the economic outlook; deterioration in investor sentiment; interest rate, currency, and commodity price fluctuations;
adverse geopolitical, social or environmental developments; issuer and sector-specific considerations; unexpected trading activity
among retail investors; or other factors. Market conditions may affect certain types of stocks to a greater extent than other types of
stocks. If the stock market declines in value, the value of the Trust’s equity securities will also likely decline. Although prices can
rebound, there is no assurance that values will return to previous levels.

Pooled Investment Vehicles Risk. Pooled investment vehicles are open- and closed-end investment companies and exchange-traded
funds (“ETFs”). Pooled investment vehicles are subject to the risks of investing in the underlying securities or other investments.
Shares of closed-end investment companies and ETFs may trade at a premium or discount to net asset value and are subject to
secondary market trading risks. In addition, the Trust will bear a pro rata portion of the operating expenses of a pooled investment
vehicle in which it invests.

Liquidity Risk. The Trust is exposed to liquidity risk when trading volume, lack of a market maker, or legal restrictions impair the
Trust’s ability to sell particular investments or close derivative positions at an advantageous market price. Trading opportunities are
also more limited for securities and other instruments that are not widely held or are traded in less developed markets. These
factors may make it more difficult to sell or buy a security at a favorable price or time. Consequently, the Trust may have to accept
a lower price to sell an investment or continue to hold it or keep the position open, sell other investments to raise cash or abandon
an investment opportunity, any of which could have a negative effect on the Trust’s performance. It also may be more difficult to
value less liquid investments. These effects may be exacerbated during times of financial or political stress. In addition, the limited
liquidity could affect the market price of the investments, thereby adversely affecting the Trust’s net asset value and ability to
make dividend distributions. The Trust has no limitation on the amount of its assets which may be invested in illiquid investments.

Money Market Instrument Risk. Money market instruments may be adversely affected by market and economic events, such as
a sharp rise in prevailing short-term interest rates; adverse developments in the banking industry, which issues or guarantees many
money market instruments; adverse economic, political or other developments affecting issuers of money market instruments;
changes in the credit quality of issuers; and default by a counterparty.

Reinvestment Risk. Income from the Trust’s portfolio will decline if and when the Trust invests the proceeds from matured, traded
or called debt obligations into lower yielding instruments.

Inflation Risk. Inflation risk is the risk that the value of assets or income from investments will be worth less in the future as
inflation decreases the value of money. As inflation increases, the real value of the Common Shares and distributions thereon
can decline. In addition, during any periods of rising inflation, dividend rates of preferred shares would likely increase, which would
tend to further reduce returns to Common Shareholders. This risk is mitigated to some degree by the Trust’s investments in Senior
Loans.

Management Risk. The Trust is subject to management risk because it is actively managed. Eaton Vance and the individual
portfolio managers invest the assets of the Trust as they deem appropriate in implementing the Trust’s investment strategy. Accordingly,
the success of the Trust depends upon the investment skills and analytical abilities of Eaton Vance and the individual portfolio
managers to develop and effectively implement strategies that achieve the Trust’s investment objective. There is no assurance that
Eaton Vance and the individual portfolio managers will be successful in developing and implementing the Trust’s investment
strategy. Subjective decisions made by Eaton Vance and the individual portfolio managers may cause the Trust to incur losses or
to miss profit opportunities.

Cybersecurity Risk. With the increased use of technologies by Trust service providers to conduct business, such as the Internet,
the Trust is susceptible to operational, information security and related risks. The Trust relies on communications technology, systems,
and networks to engage with clients, employees, accounts, shareholders, and service providers, and a cyber incident may inhibit
the Trust’s ability to use these technologies. In general, cyber incidents can result from deliberate attacks or unintentional events. Cyber
attacks include, but are not limited to, gaining unauthorized access to digital systems (e.g., through “hacking” or malicious software
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coding) for purposes of misappropriating assets or sensitive information, corrupting data, or causing operational disruption. Cyber
attacks may also be carried out in a manner that does not require gaining unauthorized access, such as causing denial-of-service
attacks on websites or via “ransomware” that renders the systems inoperable until appropriate actions are taken. A denial-of-service
attack is an effort to make network services unavailable to intended users, which could cause shareholders to lose access to their
electronic accounts, potentially indefinitely. Employees and service providers also may not be able to access electronic systems
to perform critical duties for the Trust, such as trading NAV calculation, shareholder accounting or fulfillment of Trust share purchases
and redemptions, during a denial-of-service attack. There is also the possibility for systems failures due to malfunctions, user
error and misconduct by employees and agents, natural disasters, or other foreseeable and unforeseeable events.

Because technology is consistently changing, new ways to carry out cyber attacks are always developing. Therefore, there is a
chance that some risks have not been identified or prepared for, or that an attack may not be detected, which puts limitations on
the Trust’s ability to plan for or respond to a cyber attack. Similar types of cybersecurity risks also are present for issuers of securities
in which the Trust invests, which could have material adverse consequences for those issuers and result in a decline in the market
price of their securities. Furthermore, as a result of cyber attacks, technological disruptions, malfunctions or failures, an exchange
or market may close or suspend trading in specific securities or the entire market, which could prevent the Trust from, among other
things, buying or selling the Trust or accurately pricing its securities. Like other Trusts and business enterprises, the Trust and its
service providers have experienced, and will continue to experience, cyber incidents consistently. In addition to deliberate cyber
attacks, unintentional cyber incidents can occur, such as the inadvertent release of confidential information by the Trust or its service
providers.

The Trust uses third party service providers who are also heavily dependent on computers and technology for their operations.
Cybersecurity failures or breaches by the Trust’s investment adviser or administrator and other service providers (including, but
not limited to, the custodian or transfer agent), and the issuers of securities in which the Trust invests, may disrupt and otherwise
adversely affect their business operations. This may result in financial losses to the Trust, impede Trust trading, interfere with the Trust’s
ability to calculate its NAV, or cause violations of applicable privacy and other laws, regulatory fines, penalties, reputational damage,
reimbursement or other compensation costs, litigation costs, or additional compliance costs. While many of the Trust service
providers have established business continuity plans and risk management systems intended to identify and mitigate cyber attacks,
there are inherent limitations in such plans and systems including the possibility that certain risks have not been identified. The
Trust cannot control the cybersecurity plans and systems put in place by service providers to the Trust and issuers in which the Trust
invests. The Trust and its shareholders could be negatively impacted as a result.

Regulatory Risk. To the extent that legislation or state or federal regulators that regulate certain financial institutions impose
additional requirements or restrictions with respect to the ability of such institutions to make loans, particularly in connection with
highly leveraged transactions, the availability of Senior Loans for investment may be adversely affected. Further, such legislation
or regulation could depress the market value of Senior Loans.

Recent Market Conditions. The outbreak of COVID-19 and efforts to contain its spread have resulted in closing borders, enhanced
health screenings, changes to healthcare service preparation and delivery, quarantines, cancellations, disruptions to supply
chains and customer activity, as well as general concern and uncertainty. The impact of this coronavirus, and the effects of other
infectious illness outbreaks, epidemics or pandemics, may be short term or may continue for an extended period of time. Health crises
caused by outbreaks of disease, such as the coronavirus outbreak, may exacerbate other pre-existing political, social and economic
risks and disrupt normal market conditions and operations. For example, a global pandemic or other widespread health crisis
could cause substantial market volatility and exchange trading suspensions and closures. In addition, the increasing
interconnectedness of markets around the world may result in many markets being affected by events or conditions in a single
country or region or events affecting a single or small number of issuers. The coronavirus outbreak and public and private sector
responses thereto have led to large portions of the populations of many countries working from home for indefinite periods of time,
temporary or permanent layoffs, disruptions in supply chains, and lack of availability of certain goods. The impact of such responses
could adversely affect the information technology and operational systems upon which the Trust and the Trust’s service providers
rely, and could otherwise disrupt the ability of the employees of the Trust’s service providers to perform critical tasks relating to the
Trust. Any such impact could adversely affect the Trust’s performance, or the performance of the securities in which the Trust
invests and may lead to losses on your investment in the Trust.

Geopolitical Risk. The increasing interconnectivity between global economies and financial markets increases the likelihood that
events or conditions in one region or financial market may adversely impact issuers in a different country, region or financial market.
Securities in a Trust’s portfolio may underperform due to inflation (or expectations for inflation), interest rates, global demand for
particular products or resources, natural disasters, health emergencies (such as epidemics and pandemics), terrorism, regulatory
events and governmental or quasi-governmental actions. The occurrence of global events similar to those in recent years, such as
terrorist attacks around the world, natural disasters, health emergencies, social and political discord, war or debt crises and
downgrades, among others, may result in market volatility and may have long term effects on both the U.S. and global financial
markets. Other financial, economic and other global market and social developments or disruptions may result in similar adverse
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circumstances, and it is difficult to predict when similar events affecting the U.S. or global financial markets may occur, the
effects that such events may have and the duration of those effects (which may last for extended periods). Such global events
may negatively impact broad segments of businesses and populations, cause a significant negative impact on the performance of
the Trust’s investments, adversely affect and increase the volatility of the Trust’s share price and/or exacerbate preexisting political,
social and economic risks to the Trust. The Trust’s operations may be interrupted and any such event(s) could have a significant
adverse impact on the value and risk profile of the Trust’s portfolio. There is a risk that you may lose money by investing in the Trust.

Market Disruption. Global instability, war, geopolitical tensions and terrorist attacks in the United States and around the world
have previously resulted, and may in the future result in market volatility and may have long-term effects on the United States and
worldwide financial markets and may cause further economic uncertainties in the United States and worldwide. The Trust cannot
predict the effects of significant future events on the global economy and securities markets. A similar disruption of the financial markets
could impact interest rates, auctions, secondary trading, ratings, credit risk, inflation and other factors relating to the Common
Shares. In particular, Non-Investment Grade Bonds and Senior Loans tend to be more volatile than higher rated fixed-income securities
so that these events and any actions resulting from them may have a greater impact on the prices and volatility of Non-Investment
Grade Bonds and Senior Loans than on higher rated fixed-income securities.

Anti-Takeover Provisions. The Trust’s Agreement and Declaration of Trust (the “Declaration of Trust”) and Amended and Restated
By-Laws (the “By-Laws” and together with the Declaration of Trust, the “Organizational Documents”) include provisions that could
have the effect of limiting the ability of other persons or entities to acquire control of the Trust or to change the composition of its
Board. For example, pursuant to the Trust’s Declaration of Trust, the Board is divided into three classes of Trustees with each class
serving for a three-year term and certain types of transactions require the favorable vote of holders of at least 75% of the outstanding
shares of the Trust. See “Description of Capital Structure - Certain Provisions of the Organizational Documents - Anti-Takeover Provisions
in the Organizational Documents.”
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Summary of Trust Expenses

The purpose of the table below is to help you understand all fees and expenses that you, as a holder of Common Shares (“Common
Shareholder”), would bear directly or indirectly. The table reflects the issuance of preferred shares and borrowings, and shows
Trust expenses as a percentage of net assets attributable to Common Shares for the year ended October 31, 2022.

Common Shareholder transaction expenses

Sales load paid by you (as a percentage of offering price) --%(1)

Offering expenses (as a percentage of offering price) None(2)

Dividend reinvestment plan fees $5.00(3)

Annual expenses
Percentage of net assets

attributable to Common Shares(4)

Investment advisory fee 1.17%(5)

Interest payments on borrowed funds 1.70%(6)

Other expenses 0.20%

Acquired fund fees and expenses 0.06%

Total annual Trust operating expenses 3.13%

Dividends on preferred shares 0.33%(6)

Total annual Trust operating expenses and dividends on preferred shares 3.46%

(1) If Common Shares are sold to or through underwriters, the Prospectus Supplement will set forth any applicable sales load.
(2) The Adviser will pay the expenses of the Offering (other than the applicable commissions); therefore, Offering expenses are not included in the Summary of Trust Expenses. Offering expenses generally

include, but are not limited to, the preparation, review and filing with the SEC of the Trust’s registration statement (including this Prospectus and the SAI), the preparation, review and filing of any
associated marketing or similar materials, costs associated with the printing, mailing or other distribution of this Prospectus, the SAI and/or marketing materials, associated filing fees, NYSE listing
fees, and legal and auditing fees associated with the Offering.

(3) You will be charged a $5.00 service charge and pay brokerage charges if you direct the plan agent to sell your Common Shares held in a dividend reinvestment account.
(4) Stated as a percentage of average net assets attributable to Common Shares for the year ended October 31, 2022.
(5) The advisory fee paid by the Trust to the Adviser is based on the average daily gross assets of the Trust, including all assets attributable to any form of investment leverage that the Trust may utilize.

Accordingly, if the Trust were to increase investment leverage in the future, the advisory fee will increase as a percentage of net assets.
(6) As of October 31, 2022 the outstanding borrowings of 23.4% and APS of 13.4% represented approximately 36.8% leverage. Interest payments on borrowed funds have been restated and are estimated

based on the Trust’s borrowings and interest rate on borrowings as of the Trust’s fiscal year end. The Trust is subject to a floating interest rate and, therefore, the actual amount of interest expense borne
by the Trust will vary over time in accordance with the level of the Trust’s use of borrowings, variations in market interest rates and/or the Trust’s borrowings outstanding. If the Trust were to incur
higher levels of borrowing or pay higher interest rates, interest payments on borrowed funds as a percentage of net assets would be higher.

EXAMPLE

The following example illustrates the expenses that Common Shareholders would pay on a $1,000 investment in Common
Shares, assuming (i) total annual expenses of 3.46% of net assets attributable to Common Shares in years 1 through 10; (ii) a
5% annual return; and (iii) all distributions are reinvested at NAV:

1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years

$35 $106 $180 $374

The above table and example and the assumption in the example of a 5% annual return are required by regulations of the SEC
that are applicable to all investment companies; the assumed 5% annual return is not a prediction of, and does not represent, the
projected or actual performance of the Trust’s Common Shares. For more complete descriptions of certain of the Trust’s costs and
expenses, see “Management of the Trust.” In addition, while the example assumes reinvestment of all dividends and distributions at
NAV, participants in the Trust’s dividend reinvestment plan may receive Common Shares purchased or issued at a price or value
different from NAV. See “Distributions” and “Dividend Reinvestment Plan.” The example does not include sales load or estimated
offering costs, which would cause the expenses shown in the example to increase.

The example should not be considered a representation of past or future expenses, and the Trust’s actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. Moreover, the Trust’s actual rate of return may be greater or less than the hypothetical 5%
return shown in the example.
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Financial Highlights and Investment Performance

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

This table details the financial performance of the Common Shares, including total return information showing how much an
investment in the Trust has increased or decreased each period. This information has been audited by Deloitte & Touche LLP, an
independent registered public accounting firm. The report of Deloitte & Touche LLP and the Trust’s financial statements are incorporated
by reference and included in the Trust’s annual report, which is available upon request.

Selected data for a Common Share outstanding during the periods stated.

Year Ended October 31,
2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Net asset value - Beginning of year (Common shares) $ 14.300 $ 13.500 $ 14.510 $ 15.370 $ 15.210

Income (Loss) From Operations
Net investment income(1) $ 0.917 $ 0.721 $ 0.816 $ 0.987 $ 0.885
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) (1.934) 0.907 (0.874) (0.796) 0.153
Distributions to preferred shareholders
From net investment income(1) (0.045) (0.003) (0.028) (0.072) (0.066)
Discount on redemption and repurchase of auction
preferred shares(1) — — — — 0.044
Total income (loss) from operations $ (1.062) $ 1.625 $ (0.086) $ 0.119 $ 1.016

Less Distributions to Common Shareholders
From net investment income $ (0.875) $ (0.806) $ (0.924) $ (0.979) $ (0.856)
Tax return on capital (0.100) (0.056) — — —
Total distributions to common shareholders $ (0.975) $ (0.862) $ (0.924) $ (0.979) $ (0.856)
Premium from common shares sold through shelf offering(1) $ 0.017 $ 0.001 $ — $ — $ —
Discount on tender offer(1) $ — $ 0.036 $ — $ — $ —
Net asset value — End of year (Common shares) $ 12.280 $ 14.300 $ 13.500 $ 14.510 $ 15.370
Market value — End of year (Common shares) $ 11.170 $ 14.900 $ 11.900 $ 12.910 $ 13.430
Total Investment Return on Net Asset Value(2) (7.26)% 12.69% 0.42% 1.69% 7.25%(3)

Total Investment Return on Market Value(2) (19.10)% 33.21% (0.52)% 3.55% (2.04)%

Ratios/Supplemental Data
Net assets applicable to common shares, end of year (000’s omitted) $358,405 $403,589 $497,341 $534,714 $566,490
Ratios (as a percentage of average daily net assets applicable to
common shares):(5)†

Expenses excluding interest and fees 1.37% 1.33% 1.32% 1.28% 1.31%
Interest and fee expense(7) 0.81% 0.46% 0.78% 1.40% 1.06%
Total expenses 2.18%(8) 1.79% 2.10% 2.68% 2.37%
Net investment income 6.83% 5.05% 6.03% 6.64% 5.78%

Portfolio Turnover 12% 66% 30% 28% 32%
Senior Securities:

Total notes payable outstanding (in 000’s) $133,000 $120,000 $223,000 $218,000 $222,000
Asset coverage per $1,000 of notes payable(9) $ 4,265 $ 4,995 $ 3,570 $ 3,801 $ 3,893
Total preferred shares outstanding 3,032 3,032 3,032 3,032 3,032
Asset coverage per preferred share(10) $ 67,924 $ 76,531 $ 66,612 $ 70,501 $ 72,558
Involuntary liquidation preference per preferred share(11) $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000
Approximate market value per preferred share(11) $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000

(See related footnotes.)
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Financial Highlights (continued)

Year Ended October 31,
2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Net asset value - Beginning of year (Common shares) $ 14.860 $ 14.350 $ 15.330 $ 15.810 $ 15.630

Income (Loss) From Operations
Net investment income(1) $ 0.898 $ 0.963 $ 0.943 $ 0.925 $ 1.009
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) 0.359 0.459 (0.979) (0.414) 0.145
Distributions to preferred shareholders
From net investment income(1) (0.034) (0.019) (0.006) (0.004) (0.006)
Discount on redemption and repurchase of auction preferred shares(1) — 0.048 — — —
Total income (loss) from operations $ 1.223 $ 1.451 $ (0.042) $ 0.507 $ 1.148

Less Distributions to Common Shareholders
From net investment income $ (0.873) $ (0.941) $ (0.938) $ (0.987) $ (1.038)
Tax return on capital —
Total distributions to common shareholders $ (0.873) $ (0.941) $ (0.938) $ (0.987) $ (1.038)
Premium from common shares sold through shelf offering(1) $ — $ — $ — $ — $ 0.070
Discount on tender offer(1) $ —
Net asset value — End of year (Common shares) $ 15.210 $ 14.860 $ 14.350 $ 15.330 $ 15.810
Market value — End of year (Common shares) $ 14.550 $ 14.150 $ 12.970 $ 14.050 $ 15.800
Total Investment Return on Net Asset Value(2) 8.54% 11.31%(4) 0.15% 3.60% 7.98%
Total Investment Return on Market Value(2) 9.04% 17.27% (1.24)% (4.99)% 3.79%

Ratios/Supplemental Data
Net assets applicable to common shares, end of year (000’s omitted) $560,431 $547,620 $528,561 $564,827 $582,523
Ratios (as a percentage of average daily net assets applicable to
common shares):(5)†

Expenses excluding interest and fees(6) 1.34% 1.38% 1.39% 1.36% 1.37%
Interest and fee expense(7) 0.75% 0.49% 0.42% 0.40% 0.40%
Total expenses 2.09% 1.87% 1.81% 1.76% 1.77%
Net investment income 5.93% 6.84% 6.27% 5.89% 6.38%

Portfolio Turnover 42% 35% 32% 35% 45%
Senior Securities:

Total notes payable outstanding (in 000’s) $199,000 $198,000 $208,000 $210,000 $210,000
Asset coverage per $1,000 of notes payable(9) $ 4,298 $ 4,250 $ 4,172 $ 4,315 $ 4,399
Total preferred shares outstanding 3,836 3,836 5,252 5,252 5,252
Asset coverage per preferred share(10) $ 72,511 $ 71,584 $ 63,946 $ 66,374 $ 67,670
Involuntary liquidation preference per preferred share(11) $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000
Approximate market value per preferred share(11) $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000
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(1) Computed using average shares outstanding.
(2) Returns are historical and are calculated by determining the percentage change in net asset value or market value with all distributions reinvested. Distributions are assumed to be reinvested at prices

obtained under the Trust’s dividend reinvestment plan.
(3) The total return based on net asset value reflects the impact of the tender and repurchase by the Trust of a portion of its APS at 92% of the per share liquidation preference. Absent this transaction, the

total return based on net asset value would have been 6.94%.
(4) The total return based on net asset value reflects the impact of the tender and repurchase by the Trust of a portion of its APS at 95% of the per share liquidation preference. Absent this transaction, the

total return based on net asset value would have been 10.95%.
(5) Ratios do not reflect the effect of dividend payments to preferred shareholders.
(6) Excludes the effect of custody fee credits, if any, of less than 0.005%. Effective September 1, 2015, custody fee credits, which were earned on cash deposit balances, were discontinued by the

custodian.
(7) Interest and fee expense relates to the notes payable incurred to partially redeem the Trust’s APS.
(8) Includes a reduction by the investment adviser of a portion of its adviser fee due to the Trust’s investment in the Morgan Stanley Institutional Liquidity Funds – Government Portfolio (equal to less than

0.005% of average daily net assets for the year ended October 31, 2022).
(9) Calculated by subtracting the Trust’s total liabilities (not including the notes payable and preferred shares) from the Trust’s total assets, and dividing the result by the notes payable balance in

thousands.
(10) Calculated by subtracting the Trust’s total liabilities (not including the notes payable and preferred shares) from the Trust’s total assets, dividing the result by the sum of the value of the notes payable

and liquidation value of preferred shares, and multiplying the result by the liquidation value of one preferred share. Such amount equates to 272%, 306%, 266%, 282%, 290%, 290%, 286%, 256%,
265% and 271% at October 31, 2022, 2021, 2020, 2019, 2018, 2017, 2016, 2015, 2014 and 2013, respectively.

(11) Plus accumulated and unpaid dividends.
† Ratios based on net assets applicable to common shares plus preferred shares and borrowings are presented below. Ratios do not reflect the effect of dividend payments to preferred shareholders and

exclude the effect of custody fee credits, if any.

Year Ended October 31,
2022 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Expenses excluding interest and fees 0.88% 0.87% 0.84% 0.82% 0.85% 0.87% 0.88% 0.86% 0.86% 0.87%
Interest and fee expense 0.52% 0.31% 0.50% 0.91% 0.69% 0.49% 0.31% 0.26% 0.25% 0.25%
Total expenses 1.40% 1.18% 1.34% 1.73% 1.54% 1.36% 1.19% 1.12% 1.11% 1.12%
Net investment income 4.39% 3.34% 3.86% 4.29% 3.76% 3.85% 4.34% 3.90% 3.70% 4.06%
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TRADING AND NAV INFORMATION

The Trust’s Common Shares have traded both at a premium and a discount to NAV. The Trust cannot predict whether its shares
will trade in the future at a premium or discount to NAV. The provisions of the 1940 Act generally require that the public offering
price of Common Shares (less any underwriting commissions and discounts) must equal or exceed the NAV per share of a company’s
common stock. The issuance of Common Shares may have an adverse effect on prices in the secondary market for the Trust’s
Common Shares by increasing the number of Common Shares available, which may put downward pressure on the market price
for the Trust’s Common Shares. Shares of common stock of closed-end investment companies frequently trade at a discount from NAV.
See “Additional Risk Considerations - Discount from or Premium to NAV”.

In addition, the Trust’s Board of Trustees has authorized the Trust to repurchase up to 10% of its outstanding Common Shares as
of the last day of the prior calendar year-end at market prices when shares are trading at a discount to net asset value. The share
repurchase program does not obligate the Trust to purchase a specific amount of shares. The results of the share repurchase program
are disclosed in the Trust’s annual and semi-annual reports to shareholders. See “Description of Capital Structure - Repurchase
of Common Shares and Other Discount Measures.”

The following table sets forth for each of the periods indicated the high and low closing market prices for Common Shares on the
NYSE, and the corresponding NAV per share and the premium or discount to NAV per share at which the Trust’s Common Shares
were trading as of such date.

Market Price NAV per Share on Date of Market Price NAV Premium/(Discount) on Date of Market Price
Fiscal Quarter Ended High Low High Low High Low

1/31/2023 $11.78 $10.81 $12.83 $12.30 (8.18)% (12.11)%
10/31/2022 $13.15 $10.78 $13.10 $12.29 0.38% (12.29)%
7/31/2022 $12.67 $11.63 $13.69 $13.24 (7.45)% (12.16)%
4/30/2022 $14.02 $12.92 $13.97 $13.78 0.36% (6.24)%
1/31/2022 $15.49 $13.46 $14.35 $14.22 7.94% (5.34)%
10/31/2021 $15.54 $13.79 $14.36 $14.30 8.22% (3.57)%
7/31/2021 $14.27 $13.88 $14.42 $14.32 (1.04)% (3.07)%
4/30/2021 $14.08 $13.29 $14.37 $14.39 (2.02)% (7.64)%
1/31/2021 $13.53 $11.97 $14.40 $13.51 (6.04)% (11.40)%

On March 21, 2023, the last reported sale price, NAV per Common Share and percentage premium/(discount) to NAV per Common
Share, were $11.19, $12.44 and (10.05)%, respectively. As of March 21, 2023, the Trust had 29,174,848 Common Shares
outstanding and net asset of $362,789,509.

The following table provides information about our outstanding Common Shares as of March 21, 2023:

Title of Class Amount Authorized Amount Held by the Trust for its
Account

Amount Outstanding

Common Shares Unlimited 0 29,174,848

The Trust

The Trust is a diversified, closed-end management investment company registered under the 1940 Act. The Trust was organized
as a Massachusetts business trust on August 5, 2003, pursuant to a Declaration of Trust, as amended August 11, 2008, governed
by the laws of The Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The Trust’s principal office is located at Two International Place, Boston,
MA 02110, and its telephone number is 1-800-262-1122.

Use of Proceeds

Subject to the remainder of this section, and unless otherwise specified in a Prospectus Supplement, the Trust currently intends to
invest substantially all of the net proceeds of any sales of Common Shares pursuant to this Prospectus in accordance with its
Trust’s investment objectives and policies within three months of receipt of such proceeds. Such investments may be delayed up
to three months if suitable investments are unavailable at the time or for other reasons, such as market volatility and lack of liquidity
in the markets of suitable investments. Pending such investment, the Trust anticipates that it will invest the proceeds in short-term
money market instruments, securities with remaining maturities of less than one year, cash or cash equivalents. A delay in the
anticipated use of proceeds could lower returns and reduce the Trust’s distribution to Common Shareholders or result in a distribution
consisting principally of a return of capital.
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Portfolio Composition

As of October 31, 2022, the following table indicates the approximate percentage of the Trust’s portfolio invested in long-term
and short-term obligations and also includes other information with respect to the composition of the Trust’s investment portfolio:

S&P(1) Number of issues Mkt Value Percent
BBB 7 $ 5,588,689 1.03%
BB 86 $101,975,139 18.74%
B 269 $366,757,677 67.41%
CCC 35 $ 34,036,496 6.26%
CC 1 $ 644,995 0.12%
D 4 $ 2,334,152 0.43%
NR 35 $ 31,344,800 5.76%

Cash and cash equivalents $ 1,352,933 0.25%

Total 437 $544,034,881 100.00%

(1) Ratings: Using S&P’s ratings on the Trust’s investments. S&P rating categories may be modified further by a plus (+) or minus (—) in AA, A, BBB, BB, B, and CCC ratings.

Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

The Trust’s investment objective is to provide a high level of current income. The Trust will, as a secondary objective, also seek
preservation of capital to the extent consistent with its primary goal of high current income. Under normal market conditions, Eaton
Vance expects the Trust to maintain a duration of less than one year (including the effect of leverage). In comparison to maturity
(which is the date on which a debt instrument ceases and the issuer is obligated to repay the principal amount), duration is a measure
of the price volatility of a debt instrument as a result of changes in market rates of interest, based on the weighted average timing
of the instrument’s expected principal and interest payments. Duration differs from maturity in that it considers a security’s yield,
coupon payments, principal payments and call features in addition to the amount of time until the security finally matures. The Trust
pursues its objectives by investing its assets primarily in senior, secured floating-rate loans (“Senior Loans”). Senior Loans are
loans in which the interest rate paid fluctuates based on a reference rate. Senior Loans typically are secured with specific collateral
and have a claim on the assets and/or stock that is senior to subordinated debtholders and stockholders of the borrower. Senior
Loans are made to corporations, partnerships and other business entities (“Borrowers”) which operate in various industries and
geographical regions. Senior Loans pay interest at rates that are reset periodically by reference to a base lending rate.

PRIMARY INVESTMENT POLICIES

General Composition of the Trust. Under normal market conditions, the Trust will invest at least 80% of its total assets in Senior
Loans of domestic and foreign borrowers that are denominated in U.S. dollars, euros, British pounds, Swiss francs, Canadian dollars
and Australian dollars (each, an “Authorized Foreign Currency”). For the purposes of the 80% test, total assets is defined as net
assets plus any borrowings for investment purposes, including any outstanding preferred shares. The Trust may invest up to 20%
of its total assets in (i) loan interests which have (a) a second lien on collateral, (b) no security interest in the collateral, or (c)
lower than a senior claim on collateral; (ii) other income-producing securities, such as investment and non-investment grade corporate
debt securities and U.S. government and U.S. dollar-denominated foreign government or supranational debt securities; and (iii)
warrants and equity securities issued by a Borrower or its affiliates as part of a package of investments in the Borrower or its affiliates.
During unusual market conditions, the Trust may invest up to 100% of assets in cash or cash equivalents which may be inconsistent
with its investment objectives and other policies. Corporate bonds of below investment grade quality (“Non-Investment Grade
Bonds”), commonly referred to as “junk bonds,” which are bonds that are rated below investment grade by each of the Rating Agencies
who cover the security, or, if unrated, are determined to be of comparable quality by the Adviser. S&P and Fitch consider securities
rated below BBB- to be below investment grade and Moody’s considers securities rated below Baa3 to be below investment
grade. The Trust’s credit quality policies apply only at the time a security is purchased, and the Trust is not required to dispose of
a security in the event of a downgrade of an assessment of credit quality, the withdrawal of a rating, or in the event of a default. In
determining whether to retain or sell such a security, Eaton Vance may consider such factors as Eaton Vance’s assessment of the
credit quality of the issuers of such security, the price at which such security could be sold and the rating, if any, assigned to such
security by other Rating Agencies. Securities rated in the lowest investment grade rating (BBB- or Baa3) may have certain speculative
characteristics. Below investment grade quality securities are considered to be predominantly speculative because of the credit risk
of the issuers. See “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks - Risk Considerations - Non-Investment Grade Bonds Risk.”
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The Trust’s policy of investing, under normal market conditions, at least 80% of its total assets in Senior Loans is not considered
to be fundamental by the Trust and can be changed without a vote of the Trust’s shareholders. However, this policy may only be changed
by the Trust’s Board following the provision of 60 days prior written notice to the Trust’s shareholders.

Under normal market conditions, the Trust expects to maintain an average duration of less than one year (including the effect of
leverage). As the value of a security changes over time, so will its duration. Prices of securities with longer durations tend to be more
sensitive to interest rate changes than securities with shorter durations. In general, a portfolio of securities with a longer duration
can be expected to be more sensitive to interest rate changes than a portfolio with a shorter duration.

The Adviser’s staff monitors the credit quality and the price of Senior Loans and other securities held by the Trust, as well as other
securities that are available to the Trust. The Trust may invest in Senior Loans and other securities of any credit quality. Although the
Adviser considers ratings when making investment decisions, it generally performs its own credit and investment analysis and
does not rely primarily on the ratings assigned by the Rating Agencies. In evaluating the quality of a particular security, whether
rated or unrated, the Adviser will normally take into consideration, among other things, the issuer’s financial resources and operating
history, its sensitivity to economic conditions and trends, the ability of its management, its debt maturity schedules and borrowing
requirements, and relative values based on anticipated cash flow, interest and asset coverage, and earnings prospects. The Adviser
will attempt to reduce the risks of investing in lower rated or unrated debt instruments through active portfolio management, credit
analysis and attention to current developments and trends in the economy and the financial markets.

The Trust is not required to dispose of a security in the event that a Rating Agency downgrades its assessment of the credit characteristics
of a particular issue or withdraws its assessment, including in the event of a default. In determining whether to retain or sell such
a security, Eaton Vance may consider such factors as Eaton Vance’s assessment of the credit quality of the issuers of such security,
the price at which such security could be sold and the rating, if any, assigned to such security by other Rating Agencies.

The Trust may invest up to 15% of net assets in Senior Loans denominated in Authorized Foreign Currencies and may invest in
other securities of non-United States issuers. The Trust’s investments may have significant exposure to certain sectors of the economy
and thus may react differently to political or economic developments than the market as a whole. The Trust may accept equity
securities in connection with a debt restructuring or reorganization of a Borrower either inside or outside of bankruptcy. The Trust
may hold equity securities issued in exchange for a Senior Loan or issued in connection with the debt restructuring or reorganization
of a Borrower. The Trust may also acquire additional equity securities of such Borrower or its affiliates if, in the judgment of the
Adviser, such an investment may enhance the value of a Senior Loan held or would otherwise be consistent with the Trust’s investment
policies.

The Trust may purchase shares of other investment companies, including open- and closed-end investment companies and
exchange-traded funds, with a similar investment objective and policies as permitted under the 1940 Act. Such investments are
limited to 10% of total assets overall, with no more than 5% invested in any one issuer. The value of shares of other closed-end
investment companies and exchange-traded funds is affected by risks similar to those of the Trust, such as demand for those securities
regardless of the demand for the underlying portfolio assets. Investment companies bear fees and expenses that the Trust will
bear indirectly, so investors in the Trust will be subject to duplication of fees. The Trust also may invest up to 5% of its total assets
in structured notes with rates of return determined by reference to the total rate of return on one or more Senior Loans referenced in
such notes. The rate of return on the structured note may be determined by applying a multiplier to the rate of total return on the
referenced Senior Loan or Loans. Application of a multiplier is comparable to the use of financial leverage, a speculative technique.
Leverage magnifies the potential for gain and the risk of loss; as a result, a relatively small decline in the value of a referenced
Senior Loan could result in a relatively large loss in the value of a structured note. Common Shares of other investment companies
and structured notes as discussed above that invest in Senior Loans or baskets of Senior Loans will be treated as Senior Loans for
purposes of the Trust’s policy of normally investing at least 80% of its assets in Senior Loans, and may be subject to the Trust’s leverage
limitations.

Senior Loans. Senior Loans hold a senior position in the capital structure of a Borrower, are typically secured with specific collateral
and have a claim on the assets and/or stock of the Borrower that is senior to that held by subordinated debt holders and stockholders
of the Borrower. The capital structure of a Borrower may include Senior Loans, senior and junior subordinated debt, preferred
stock and common stock issued by the Borrower, typically in descending order of seniority with respect to claims on the Borrower’s
assets. Senior Loans are typically secured by specific collateral. As also discussed above, the proceeds of Senior Loans primarily
are used to finance leveraged buyouts, recapitalizations, mergers, acquisitions, stock repurchases, refinancing and internal growth
and for other corporate purposes.

Senior Loans in which the Trust will invest generally pay interest at rates, which are reset periodically by reference to a base
lending rate, plus a premium. Senior Loans typically have rates of interest which are reset either daily, monthly, quarterly or
semi-annually by reference to a base lending rate, plus a premium or credit spread. Floating-rate loans typically have rates of
interest which are re-determined daily, monthly, quarterly or semi-annually by reference to a base lending rate, plus a premium.
As floating-rate loans, the frequency of how often a loan resets its interest rate will impact how closely such loans track current market
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interest rate. The floating-rate loans held by the Trust will have a dollar-weighted average period until the next interest rate adjustment
of approximately 90 days or less. As a result, as short-term interest rates increase, interest payable to the Trust from its investments
in Senior Loans should increase, and as short-term interest rates decrease, interest payable to the Trust from its investments in
Senior Loans should decrease. The Trust may utilize derivative instruments to shorten the effective interest rate redetermination period
of Senior Loans in its portfolio. Senior Loans typically have a stated term of between one and ten years. In the experience of the
Adviser over the last decade, however, the average life of Senior Loans has been two to four years because of prepayments. Junior
Loans are secured and unsecured subordinated loans, second lien loans and subordinate bridge loans. Senior Loans and Junior
Loans are referred to together herein as “loans.”

Loans may be primary, direct investments or investments in loan assignments or participation interests. A loan assignment
represents a portion of the entirety of a loan and a portion of the entirety of a position previously attributable to a different lender.
The purchaser of an assignment typically succeeds to all the rights and obligations under the loan agreement and has the same rights
and obligations as the assigning investor. However, assignments through private negotiations may cause the purchaser of an
assignment to have different and more limited rights than those held by the assigning investor. Loan participation interests are
interests issued by a lender or other entity and represent a fractional interest in a loan. The Trust typically will have a contractual
relationship only with the financial institution that issued the participation interest. As a result, the Trust may have the right to receive
payments of principal, interest and any fees to which it is entitled only from the financial institution and only upon receipt by
such entity of such payments from the borrower. In connection with purchasing a participation interest, the Trust generally will
have no right to enforce compliance by the borrower with the terms of the loan agreement, nor any rights with respect to any funds
acquired by other investors through set-off against the borrower and the Trust may not directly benefit from the collateral supporting
the loan in which it has purchased the participation interest. As a result, the Trust may assume the credit risk of both the borrower
and the financial institution issuing the participation interest. In the event of the insolvency of the entity issuing a participation interest,
the Trust may be treated as a general creditor of such entity. No active trading market may exist for certain loans, which may
impair the ability of the Trust to realize full value in the event of the need to sell a loan and which may make it difficult to value
the loan. To the extent that a secondary market does exist for certain loans, the market may be subject to irregular trading activity,
wide bid/ask spreads and extended trade settlement periods. Most loans are rated below investment grade or, if unrated, are of
similar credit quality.

Loan investments may be made at par or at a discount or premium to par. The interest payable on a loan may be fixed or floating
rate, and paid in cash or in-kind. In connection with transactions in loans, the Trust may be subject to facility or other fees. Loans
may be secured by specific collateral or other assets of the borrower, guaranteed by a third party, unsecured or subordinated.
During the term of a loan, the value of any collateral securing the loan may decline in value, causing the loan to be under collateralized.
Collateral may consist of assets that may not be readily liquidated, and there is no assurance that the liquidation of such assets
would satisfy fully a borrower’s obligations under the loan. In addition, if a loan is foreclosed, the Trust could become part owner
of the collateral and would bear the costs and liabilities associated with owning and disposing of such collateral.

A lender’s repayment and other rights primarily are determined by governing loan, assignment or participation documents, which
(among other things) typically establish the priority of payment on the loan relative to other indebtedness and obligations of the
borrower. A borrower typically is required to comply with certain covenants contained in a loan agreement between the borrower
and the holders of the loan. The types of covenants included in loan agreements generally vary depending on market conditions, the
creditworthiness of the issuer, and the nature of the collateral securing the loan. Loans with fewer covenants that restrict activities
of the borrower (“covenant lite” loans) may provide the borrower with more flexibility to take actions that may be detrimental to the
loan holders and provide fewer investor protections in the event covenants are breached. The Trust may experience relatively
greater realized or unrealized losses or delays and expense in enforcing its rights with respect to loans with fewer restrictive covenants.
Loans to entities located outside of the U.S. have substantially different lender protections and covenants as compared to loans to
U.S. entities and may involve greater risks. In the event of bankruptcy, applicable law may impact a lender’s ability to enforce its rights.
Bankruptcy laws in foreign jurisdictions, including emerging markets, may differ significantly from U.S. bankruptcy law and the
Trust’s rights with respect to a loan governed by the laws of a foreign jurisdiction may be more limited.

Loans may be originated by a lending agent, such as a financial institution or other entity, on behalf of a group or “syndicate” of
loan investors (the “Loan Investors”). In such a case, the agent administers the terms of the loan agreement and is responsible for
the collection of principal, and interest payments from the borrower and the apportionment of these payments to the Loan Investors.
Failure by the agent to fulfill its obligations may delay or adversely affect receipt of payment by the Trust. Furthermore, unless under
the terms of a loan agreement or participation (as applicable) the Trust has direct recourse against the borrower, the Trust must
rely on the agent and the other Loan Investors to pursue appropriate remedies against the borrower.

The Trust expects primarily to purchase Senior Loans by assignment from a participant in the original syndicate of lenders or from
subsequent assignees of such interests. The purchaser of an assignment typically succeeds to all the rights and obligations under the
loan agreement and has the same rights and obligations as the assigning investor. However, assignments through private negotiations
may cause the purchaser of an assignment to have different and more limited rights than those held by the assigning investor.
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The Trust may also purchase participations in the original syndicate making Senior Loans. Such indebtedness may be secured or
unsecured. Loan participations typically represent direct participations in a loan to a corporate borrower, and generally are offered
by banks or other financial institutions or lending syndicates. The Trust may participate in such syndications, or can buy part of a loan,
becoming a part lender. When purchasing loan participations, the Trust assumes the credit risk associated with the corporate
Borrower and may assume the credit risk associated with an interposed bank or other financial intermediary. The participation
interests in which the Trust intends to invest may not be rated by any Rating Agency.

The Trust may purchase and retain in its portfolio loans where the Borrowers have experienced, or may be perceived to be likely
to experience, credit problems, including default, involvement in or recent emergence from bankruptcy reorganization proceedings
or other forms of debt restructuring. At times, in connection with the restructuring of a loan either outside of bankruptcy court or
in the context of bankruptcy court proceedings, the Trust may determine or be required to accept equity securities or junior debt
securities in exchange for all or a portion of a loan.

The Trust may also purchase unsecured loans, other floating-rate debt securities such as notes, bonds and asset-backed securities
(such as special purpose trusts investing in bank loans), credit-linked notes, tranches of collateralized loan obligations, investment
grade fixed-income debt obligations and money market instruments, such as commercial paper.

Loans are subject to the risk that a court, pursuant to fraudulent conveyance or other similar laws, could subordinate a loan to
presently existing or future indebtedness of the borrower, or take other action detrimental to the holders of a loan including, in certain
circumstances, invalidating the loans or causing interest previously paid to be returned to the borrower. Any such actions by a
court could negatively affect the Trust’s performance. Loans that are secured and senior to other debtholders of a borrower tend to
have more favorable loss recovery rates as compared to more junior types of below investment grade debt obligations. Due to their
lower place in the borrower’s capital structure and, in some cases, their unsecured status, junior loans involve a higher degree of
overall risk than senior loans of the same borrower.

Investing in loans involves the risk of default by the borrower or other party obligated to repay the loan. In the event of insolvency
of the borrower or other obligated party, the Trust may be treated as a general creditor of such entity unless it has rights that are
senior to that of other creditors or secured by specific collateral or assets of the borrower. Fixed rate loans are also subject to the
risk that their value will decline in a rising interest rate environment. This risk is mitigated for floating-rate loans, where the interest
rate payable on the loan resets periodically by reference to a base lending rate.

Many loans in which the Trust will invest may not be rated by a Rating Agency, will not be registered with the SEC or any state
securities commission and will not be listed on any national securities exchange. In evaluating the creditworthiness of Borrowers,
the Adviser will consider, and may rely in part, on analyses performed by others. Borrowers may have outstanding debt obligations
that are rated below investment grade by a Rating Agency. Many of the loans held by the Trust will have been assigned ratings
below investment grade by Rating Agencies. In the event loans are not rated, they are likely to be the equivalent of below investment
grade quality. Because of the protective features of Senior Loans, the Adviser believes, based on its experience, that Senior Loans
tend to have more favorable loss recovery rates as compared to more junior types of below investment grade debt obligations.

U.S. federal securities laws afford certain protections against fraud and misrepresentation in connection with the offering or sale
of a security, as well as against manipulation of trading markets for securities. The typical practice of a lender in relying exclusively
or primarily on reports from the borrower may involve the risk of fraud, misrepresentation, or market manipulation by the borrower.
It is unclear whether U.S. federal securities law protections are available to an investment in a loan. In certain circumstances,
loans may not be deemed to be securities, and in the event of fraud or misrepresentation by a borrower, lenders may not have the
protection of the anti-fraud provisions of the federal securities laws. However, contractual provisions in the loan documents may
offer some protections, and lenders may also avail themselves of common-law fraud protections under applicable state law.

In addition to the risks generally associated with debt instruments, such as credit, market, interest rate and liquidity risks, loans
are also subject to the risk that the value of any collateral securing a loan may decline, be insufficient to meet the obligations of the
borrower or be difficult to liquidate. The specific collateral used to secure a loan may decline in value or become illiquid, which
would adversely affect the loan’s value. The Trust’s access to collateral may be limited by bankruptcy, other insolvency laws or by
the type of loan the Trust has purchased. For example, if the Trust purchases a participation instead of an assignment, it would
not have direct access to collateral of the borrower. As a result, a floating rate loan may not be fully collateralized and can decline
significantly in value. Additionally, collateral on loan instruments may not be readily liquidated, and there is no assurance that
the liquidation of such assets will satisfy a borrower’s obligations under the investment.

When interest rates decline, the value of a fund invested in fixed-rate obligations can be expected to rise. Conversely, when interest
rates rise, the value of a fund invested in fixed-rate obligations can be expected to decline. Although changes in prevailing interest
rates can be expected to cause some fluctuations in the value of Senior Loans (due to the fact that floating-rates on Senior Loans only
reset periodically), the value of Senior Loans is less sensitive to changes in market interest rates than fixed-rate instruments. As a
result, the Adviser expects the Trust’s policy of investing a portion of its assets in floating-rate Senior Loans will make the Trust less
volatile and less sensitive to changes in market interest rates than if the Trust invested exclusively in fixed-rate obligations. Similarly,
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a sudden and significant increase in market interest rates may cause a decline in the value of these investments and in the Trust’s
net asset value. Other factors (including, but not limited to, rating downgrades, credit deterioration, a large downward movement
in stock prices, a disparity in supply and demand of certain Senior Loans and other securities or market conditions that reduce liquidity)
can reduce the value of Senior Loans and other debt obligations, impairing the Trust’s net asset value.

Although the overall size and number of participants in the market for loans has grown over the past decade, loans continue to
trade in a private, unregulated inter-dealer or inter-bank secondary market. The amount of public information available with respect
to Senior Loans will generally be less extensive than that available for registered or exchange listed securities. With limited exceptions,
the adviser will take steps intended to ensure that it does not receive material nonpublic information about the issuers of Senior
Loans that also issue publicly traded securities. Therefore the adviser may have less information than other investors about certain
of the Senior Loans in which it seeks to invest. Purchases and sales of loans are generally subject to contractual restrictions that
must be satisfied before a loan can be bought or sold. These restrictions may (i) impede the Trust’s ability to buy or sell loans, (ii)
negatively impact the transaction price, (iii) impact the counterparty credit risk borne by the Trust, (iv) impede the Trust’s ability to
timely vote or otherwise act with respect to loans, (v) expose the Trust to adverse tax or regulatory consequences and (vi) result
in delayed settlement of loan transactions. It may take longer than seven days for transactions in loans to settle. This is partly due
to the nature of loans and the contractual restrictions noted above, which require a written assignment agreement and various ancillary
documents for each transfer, and frequently require discretionary consents from both the borrower and the administrative agent.
In light of the foregoing, the Trust may hold cash, sell securities or temporarily borrow from banks or other lenders to meet short-term
liquidity needs due to the extended loan settlement process.

The Adviser uses an independent pricing service to value most loans and other debt securities at their market value. The Adviser
may use the fair value method to value loans or other securities if a security or a loan is not priced by a pricing service, a pricing service’s
price is deemed unreliable, or if events occur after the close of a securities market (usually a foreign market) and before the Trust
values its assets would materially affect net asset value. A security that is fair valued may be valued at a price higher or lower than
actual market quotations or the value determined by other funds using their own fair valuation procedures. Because foreign
securities trade on days when the Common Shares are not priced, net asset value can change at times when Common Shares
cannot be sold.

ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT PRACTICES

Second Lien Loans and Debt Securities. The Trust may invest in loans and other debt securities that have the same characteristics
as Senior Loans except that such loans are second in lien priority rather than first. Such “second lien” loans and securities like
Senior Loans typically have adjustable floating-rate interest payments. Accordingly, the risks associated with “second lien” loans
are higher than the risks of loans with first priority over the collateral. In the event of default on a “second lien” loan, the first priority
lien holder has first claim to the underlying collateral of the loan. It is possible that no collateral value would remain for the second
priority lien holder, and therefore result in a loss of investment to the Trust.

Collateralized Loan Obligations (“CLOs”). The Trust may invest in certain asset-backed securities as discussed below. Asset-backed
securities are payment claims that are securitized in the form of negotiable paper that is issued by a financing company (generically
called a Special Purpose Vehicle or “SPV”). These securitized payment claims are, as a rule, corporate financial assets brought
into a pool according to specific diversification rules. The SPV is a company founded solely for the purpose of securitizing these
claims and its only asset is the risk arising out of this diversified asset pool. On this basis, marketable securities are issued which,
due to the diversification of the underlying risk, generally represent a lower level of risk than the original assets. The redemption
of the securities issued by the SPV takes place at maturity out of the cash flow generated by the collected claims.

A CLO is a structured credit security issued by an SPV that was created to reapportion the risk and return characteristics of a pool
of assets. The assets, typically Senior Loans, are used as collateral supporting the various debt tranches issued by the SPV. The key
feature of the CLO structure is the prioritization of the cash flows from a pool of debt securities among the several classes of CLO
holders, thereby creating a series of obligations with varying rates and maturities appealing to a wide range of investors. CLOs generally
are secured by an assignment to a trustee under the indenture pursuant to which the bonds are issued of collateral consisting of
a pool of debt instruments, usually, non-investment grade bank loans. Payments with respect to the underlying debt securities generally
are made to the trustee under the indenture. CLOs are designed to be retired as the underlying debt instruments are repaid. In
the event of sufficient early prepayments on such debt instruments, the class or series of CLO first to mature generally will be retired
prior to maturity. Therefore, although in most cases the issuer of CLOs will not supply additional collateral in the event of such
prepayments, there will be sufficient collateral to secure their priority with respect to other CLO tranches that remain outstanding.
The credit quality of these securities depends primarily upon the quality of the underlying assets, their priority with respect to other
CLO tranches and the level of credit support and/or enhancement provided.

The underlying assets (e.g., loans) are subject to prepayments which shorten the securities’ weighted average maturity and may
lower their return. If the credit support or enhancement is exhausted, losses or delays in payment may result if the required payments
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of principal and interest are not made. The value of these securities also may change because of changes in market value, that is
changes in the market’s perception of the creditworthiness of the servicing agent for the pool, the originator of the pool, or the financial
institution or fund providing the credit support or enhancement. The Trust will indirectly bear any management fees and expenses
incurred by a CLO.

Collateralized Debt Obligations (“CDOs”). The Trust may invest in CDOs. A CDO is a structured credit security issued by an SPV
that was created to reapportion the risk and return characteristics of a pool of assets. The assets, typically non-investment grade bonds,
leveraged loans, and other asset-backed obligations, are used as collateral supporting the various debt and equity tranches issued
by the SPV. The key feature of the CDO structure is the prioritization of the cash flows from a pool of debt securities among the
several classes of CDO holders, thereby creating a series of obligations with varying rates and maturities appealing to a wide range
of investors. CDOs generally are secured by an assignment to a trustee under the indenture pursuant to which the bonds are
issued of collateral consisting of a pool of debt securities, usually, non-investment grade bonds. Payments with respect to the underlying
debt securities generally are made to the trustee under the indenture. CDOs are designed to be retired as the underlying debt
securities are repaid. In the event of sufficient early prepayments on such debt securities, the class or series of CDO first to mature
generally will be retired prior to maturity. Therefore, although in most cases the issuer of CDOs will not supply additional collateral
in the event of such prepayments, there will be sufficient collateral to secure CDOs that remain outstanding. The credit quality of these
securities depends primarily upon the quality of the underlying assets and the level of credit support and/or enhancement provided.
CDOs operate similarly to CLOs and are subject to the same inherent risks.

Foreign Securities. The Trust may invest in Senior Loans and other debt securities of non-U.S. issuers. Investment in securities of
non-U.S. issuers involves special risks, including that non-U.S. issuers may be subject to less rigorous accounting and reporting
requirements than U.S. issuers, less rigorous regulatory requirements, differing legal systems and laws relating to creditors’ rights,
the potential inability to enforce legal judgments and the potential for political, social and economic adversity. The willingness
and ability of sovereign issuers to pay principal and interest on government securities depends on various economic factors, including
among others the issuer’s balance of payments, overall debt level, and cash flow considerations related to the availability of tax or
other revenues to satisfy the issuer’s obligations. The securities of some foreign issuers are less liquid and at times more volatile than
securities of comparable U.S. issuers. Foreign settlement procedures and trade regulations may involve certain risks (such as
delay in the payment or delivery of securities and interest or in the recovery of assets held abroad) and expenses not present in
the settlement of domestic investments. Investments may include securities issued by the governments of lesser-developed countries,
which are sometimes referred to as “emerging markets.” There may be a possibility of nationalization or expropriation of assets,
imposition of currency exchange controls, confiscatory taxation, political or financial instability, armed conflict and diplomatic
developments which could affect the value of the Trust’s investments in certain foreign countries. Foreign issuers may become
subject to sanctions imposed by the United States or another country, which could result in the immediate freeze of the foreign
issuers’ assets or securities. The imposition of such sanctions could impair the market value of the securities of such foreign issuers
and limit the Trust’s ability to buy, sell, receive or deliver the securities. Trading in certain foreign markets is also subject to liquidity
risks.

The value of foreign assets and currencies as measured in U.S. dollars may be affected favorably or unfavorably by changes in
foreign currency rates and exchange control regulations, application of foreign tax laws (including withholding tax), governmental
administration of economic or monetary policies (in this country or abroad), and relations between nations and trading. Foreign
currencies also are subject to settlement, custodial and other operational risks. Currency exchange rates can be affected unpredictably
by intervention, or the failure to intervene, by U.S. or foreign governments or central banks or by currency controls or political
developments in the United States or abroad. If the U.S. dollar rises in value relative to a foreign currency, a security denominated
in that foreign currency will be worth less in U.S. dollars. If the U.S. dollar decreases in value relative to a foreign currency, a
security denominated in that foreign currency will be worth more in U.S. dollars. A devaluation of a currency by a country’s government
or banking authority will have a significant impact on the value of any investments denominated in that currency. Costs are
incurred in connection with conversions between currencies.

The Trust may invest in securities and other instruments (including loans) issued, guaranteed, or backed by sovereign or government
entities. Economic data as reported by sovereign or government entities and other issuers may be delayed, inaccurate or fraudulent.
Many sovereign or government debt obligations may be rated below investment grade. Any restructuring of a sovereign or government
debt obligation held by the Trust will likely have a significant adverse effect on the value of the obligation. In the event of default of
a sovereign or government debt, the Trust may be unable to pursue legal action against the issuer or secure collateral on the
debt, as there are typically no assets to be seized or cash flows to be attached. Furthermore, the willingness or ability of a sovereign
or government entity to restructure defaulted debt may be limited. Therefore, losses on sovereign or government defaults may far
exceed the losses from the default of a similarly rated U.S. corporate debt issuer.

Political events in foreign countries may cause market disruptions. In June 2016, the United Kingdom (“UK”) voted in a referendum
to leave the European Union (“EU”) (“Brexit”). Effective January 31, 2020, the UK ceased to be a member of the EU and, following
a transition period during which the EU and the UK Government engaged in a series of negotiations regarding the terms of the
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UK’s future relationship with the EU, the EU and the UK Government signed an agreement on December 30, 2020 regarding the
economic relationship between the UK and the EU. This agreement became effective on a provisional basis on January 1, 2021 and
entered into full force on May 1, 2021. There remains significant market uncertainty regarding Brexit’s ramifications, and the
range and potential implications of the possible political, regulatory, economic, and market outcomes in the UK, EU and beyond
are difficult to predict. The end of the Brexit transition period may cause greater market volatility and illiquidity, currency fluctuations,
deterioration in economic activity, a decrease in business confidence, and an increased likelihood of a recession in the UK. If one
or more additional countries leave the EU or the EU dissolves, the world’s securities markets likely will be significantly disrupted.

Corporate Bonds and Other Debt Securities. The Trust may invest in a wide variety of bonds, debentures and similar debt securities
of varying maturities and durations issued by corporations and other business entities, including limited liability companies. Debt
securities in which the Trust may invest may pay fixed or variable rates of interest. Bonds and other debt securities generally are issued
by corporations and other issuers to borrow money from investors. The issuer pays the investor a fixed or variable rate of interest
and normally must repay the amount borrowed on or before maturity. Certain debt securities are “perpetual” in that they have no
maturity date. The Trust may invest in bonds and other debt securities of any quality. As discussedbelow, Non-Investment Grade Bonds,
commonly known as “junk bonds,” are considered to be predominantly speculative in nature because of the credit risk of the issuers.

Non-Investment Grade Bonds. As indicated above, Non-Investment Grade Bonds are those rated lower than investment grade
(i.e., bonds rated lower than Baa3 by Moody’s and lower than BBB- by S&P and Fitch) or are unrated and of comparable quality
as determined by the Adviser. Non-Investment Grade Bonds rated BB and Ba have speculative characteristics, while lower rated
Non-Investment Grade Bonds are predominantly speculative.

The Trust may hold securities that are unrated or in the lowest rating categories (rated C by Moody’s or D by S&P or Fitch). Bonds
rated C by Moody’s are regarded as having extremely poor prospects of ever attaining any real investment standing. Bonds rated D
by S&P or Fitch are in payment default or a bankruptcy petition has been filed and debt service payments are jeopardized. In
order to enforce its rights with defaulted securities, the Trust may be required to retain legal counsel and/or a financial adviser.
This may increase the Trust’s operating expenses and adversely affect net asset value.

The credit quality of most securities held by the Trust reflects a greater than average possibility that adverse changes in the financial
condition of an issuer, or in general economic conditions, or both, may impair the ability of the issuer to make payments of interest
and principal. The inability (or perceived inability) of issuers to make timely payment of interest and principal would likely make
the values of securities held by the Trust more volatile and could limit the Trust’s ability to sell its securities at favorable prices. In
the absence of a liquid trading market for securities held by it, the Trust may have difficulties determining the fair market value of such
securities.

Because of the greater number of investment considerations involved in investing in investments that receive lower ratings, investing
in lower rated investments depends more on the Adviser’s judgment and analytical abilities than may be the case for investing in
investments with higher ratings. While the Adviser will attempt to reduce the risks of investing in lower rated or unrated securities
through, among other things, active portfolio management, credit analysis and attention to current developments and trends in the
economy and the financial markets, there can be no assurance that the investment adviser will be successful in doing so.

Investments in obligations rated below investment grade and comparable unrated securities (sometimes referred to as “junk”)
generally entail greater economic, credit and liquidity risks than investment grade securities. Lower rated investments have speculative
characteristics because of the credit risk associated with their issuers. Changes in economic conditions or other circumstances
typically have a greater effect on the ability of issuers of lower rated investments to make principal and interest payments than they
do on issuers of higher rated investments. An economic downturn generally leads to a higher non-payment rate, and a lower
rated investment may lose significant value before a default occurs. Lower rated investments generally are subject to greater price
volatility and illiquidity than higher rated investments. Lower rated investments are considered primarily speculative with respect to
the issuer’s capacity to pay interest and repay principal.

The Trust’s high yield securities may have fixed or variable principal payments and all types of interest rate and dividend payment
and reset terms, including fixed rate, adjustable rate, zero coupon, contingent, deferred, and payment in kind features.

Convertible Securities. The Trust may invest in convertible securities. A convertible security is a bond, debenture, note, preferred
security, or other security that entitles the holder to acquire common stock or other equity securities of the same or a different issuer.
A convertible security entitles the holder to receive interest paid or accrued or dividends paid until the convertible security matures
or is redeemed, converted or exchanged. Before conversion, convertible securities have characteristics similar to nonconvertible
income securities.

Holders of convertible securities generally have a claim on the assets of the issuer prior to the common stockholders but may be
subordinated to other debt securities of the same issuer. Certain convertible debt securities may provide a put option to the holder,
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which entitles the holder to cause the securities to be redeemed by the issuer at a premium over the stated principal amount of
the debt securities under certain circumstances. Certain convertible securities may include loss absorption characteristics that make
the securities more debt-like. This is particularly true of convertible securities issued by companies in the financial services
sector.

The value of a convertible security may be influenced by changes in interest rates, with investment value declining as interest
rates increase and increasing as interest rates decline. The credit standing of the issuer and other factors also may have an effect
on the convertible security’s investment value. A convertible security may be subject to redemption at the option of the issuer at a
price established in the convertible security’s governing instrument.

Government Securities. U.S. Government securities include (1) U.S. Treasury obligations, which differ in their interest rates,
maturities and times of issuance: U.S. Treasury bills (maturities of one year or less), U.S. Treasury notes (maturities of one year to
ten years) and U.S. Treasury bonds (generally maturities of greater than ten years) and (2) obligations issued or guaranteed by
U.S. Government agencies and instrumentalities that are supported by any of the following: (a) the full faith and credit of the U.S.
Treasury, (b) the right of the issuer to borrow an amount limited to a specific line of credit from the U.S. Treasury, (c) discretionary
authority of the U.S. Government to purchase certain obligations of the U.S. Government agency or instrumentality or (d) the credit
of the agency or instrumentality. The Trust may also invest in any other security or agreement collateralized or otherwise secured
by U.S. Government securities. Agencies and instrumentalities of the U.S. Government include but are not limited to: Federal Land
Banks, Federal Financing Banks, Banks for Cooperatives, Federal Intermediate Credit Banks, Farm Credit Banks, Federal Home
Loan Banks, Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, Federal National Mortgage Association, Government National Mortgage
Association, Student Loan Marketing Association, United States Postal Service, Small Business Administration, Tennessee Valley
Authority and any other enterprise established or sponsored by the U.S. Government. Not all obligations of the U.S. Government, its
agencies and instrumentalities are backed by the full faith and credit of the United States. Some obligations are backed only by
the credit of the issuing agency or instrumentality, and in some cases there may be some risk of default by the issuer. Even if a security
is backed by the U.S. Treasury or the full faith and credit of the United States, such guarantee applies only to the timely payment
of interest and principal. The U.S. Government generally is not obligated to provide support to its instrumentalities and interest rate
changes, prepayments and other factors may affect the value of U.S. Government securities.

The principal of and/or interest on certain U.S. Government securities which may be purchased by the Trust could be (a) payable
in foreign currencies rather than U.S. dollars or (b) increased or diminished as a result of changes in the value of the U.S. dollar relative
to the value of foreign currencies. The value of such portfolio securities may be affected favorably by changes in the exchange
rate between foreign currencies and the U.S. dollar.

Because of their high credit quality and market liquidity, U.S. Treasury and Agency Securities generally provide a lower current
return than obligations of other issuers. While the U.S. Government has provided financial support to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
in the past, but there can be no assurance that it will support these or other government-sponsored enterprises in the future.

Commercial Paper. Commercial paper represents short-term unsecured promissory notes issued in bearer form by corporations
such as banks or bank holding companies and finance companies. The rate of return on commercial paper may be linked or indexed
to the level of exchange rates between the U.S. dollar and a foreign currency or currencies.

Forward Commitments and When-Issued Securities. The Trust may purchase securities on a “forward commitment” or “when-issued”
basis (meaning securities are purchased or sold with payment and delivery taking place in the future). In such a transaction, the
Trust is securing what is considered to be an advantageous price and yield at the time of entering into the transaction.

The yield on a comparable security when the transaction is consummated may vary from the yield on the security at the time that
the forward commitment or when-issued transaction was made. From the time of entering into the transaction until delivery and
payment is made at a later date, the securities that are the subject of the transaction are subject to market fluctuations. In forward
commitment or when-issued transactions, if the seller or buyer, as the case may be, fails to consummate the transaction, the
counterparty may miss the opportunity of obtaining a price or yield considered to be advantageous. Forward commitment or
when-issued transactions may be expected to occur a month or more before delivery is due. No payment or delivery is made,
however, until payment is received or delivery is made from the other party to the transaction. These transactions may create leverage
in the Trust.

Restricted Securities. Securities held by the Trust may be legally restricted as to resale (such as those issued in private placements),
including commercial paper issued pursuant to Section 4(a)(2) of the 1933 Act and securities eligible for resale pursuant to Rule
144A thereunder, and securities of U.S. and non- U.S. issuers initially offered and sold outside the United States pursuant to Regulation
S thereunder. Restricted securities may not be listed on an exchange and may have no active trading market. The Trust may incur
additional expense when disposing of restricted securities, including all or a portion of the cost to register the securities. The Trust also
may acquire securities through private placements under which it may agree to contractual restrictions on the resale of such
securities that are in addition to applicable legal restrictions. In addition, if the Adviser receives material non-public information
about the issuer, the Trust may as a result be unable to sell the securities.
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Restricted securities may be difficult to value properly and may involve greater risks than securities that are not subject to restrictions
on resale. It may be difficult to sell restricted securities at a price representing fair value until such time as the securities may be
sold publicly. Under adverse market or economic conditions or in the event of adverse changes in the financial condition of the issuer,
the Trust could find it more difficult to sell such securities when the Adviser believes it advisable to do so or may be able to sell
such securities only at prices lower than if such securities were more widely held. Holdings of restricted securities may increase
the level of Trust illiquidity if eligible buyers become uninterested in purchasing them. Restricted securities may involve a high degree
of business and financial risk, which may result in substantial losses.

Illiquid Investments. The Trust may invest without limitation in investments for which there is no readily available trading market
or are otherwise illiquid. It may be difficult to sell illiquid investments at a price representing their fair value until such time as such
investments may be sold publicly. Where registration is required, a considerable period may elapse between a decision by the
Trust to sell the investments and the time when it would be permitted to sell. Thus, the Trust may not be able to obtain as favorable
a price as that prevailing at the time of the decision to sell. The Trust may also acquire investments through private placements
under which it may agree to contractual restrictions on the resale of such investments. Such restrictions might prevent their sale
at a time when such sale would otherwise be desirable.

At times, a portion of the Trust’s assets may be invested in investments as to which the Trust, by itself or together with other
accounts managed by the Adviser and its affiliates, holds a major portion or all of such investments. Under adverse market or
economic conditions or in the event of adverse changes in the financial condition of the issuer, the Trust could find it more difficult
to sell such investments when the Adviser believes it advisable to do so or may be able to sell such investments only at prices
lower than if such investments were more widely held. It may also be more difficult to determine the fair value of such investments
for purposes of computing the Trust’s net asset value.

Equity Securities. Equity securities include: common stocks; preferred stocks, including convertible and contingent convertible
preferred stocks; equity interests in trusts, partnerships, joint ventures and other unincorporated entities or enterprises; depositary
receipts, rights and warrants in underlying equity interests; and other securities that are treated as equity for U.S. federal income tax
purposes. The Trust cannot predict the income it might receive from equity securities because issuers generally have discretion as
to the payment of any dividends or distributions.

The value of equity securities and related instruments may decline in response to adverse changes in the economy or the economic
outlook; deterioration in investor sentiment; interest rate, currency, and commodity price fluctuations; adverse geopolitical, social
or environmental developments; issuer- and sector-specific considerations; and other factors. Market conditions may affect certain
types of stocks to a greater extent than other types of stocks. Although stock prices can rebound, there is no assurance that
values will return to previous levels.

Warrants. Equity warrants are securities that give the holder the right, but not the obligation, to subscribe for equity issues of the
issuing company or a related company at a fixed price either on a certain date or during a set period. Changes in the value of a warrant
do not necessarily correspond to changes in the value of its underlying security. The price of a warrant may be more volatile than
the price of its underlying security, and a warrant may offer greater potential for capital appreciation as well as capital loss. Warrants
do not entitle a holder to dividends or voting rights with respect to the underlying security and do not represent any rights in the
assets of the issuing company. A warrant ceases to have value if it is not exercised prior to its expiration date. These factors can make
warrants more speculative than other types of investments. The sale of a warrant results in a long or short term capital gain or
loss depending on the period for which a warrant is held.

Cash and Money Market Instruments; Temporary Defensive Positions. The Trust may invest in cash or money market instruments,
including high quality short-term instruments. During unusual market conditions, including for temporary defensive purposes,
the Trust may invest up to 100% of its assets in cash or money market instruments, which may be inconsistent with its investment
objective(s) and other policies, and as such, the Trust may not achieve its investment objective(s) during this period.

Money market instruments may be adversely affected by market and economic events, such as a sharp rise in prevailing short-term
interest rates; adverse developments in the banking industry, which issues or guarantees many money market instruments;
adverse economic, political or other developments affecting issuers of money market instruments; changes in the credit quality of
issuers; and default by a counterparty.

Derivatives. Generally, derivatives can be characterized as financial instruments whose performance is derived at least in part
from the performance of an underlying reference instrument. Derivative instruments may be acquired in the United States or abroad
consistent with the Trust’s investment strategy and may include the various types of exchange-traded and over-the-counter (“OTC”)
instruments described herein and other instruments with substantially similar characteristics and risks. Trust obligations created
pursuant to derivative instruments may give rise to leverage. The Trust may invest in a derivative transaction if it is permitted to own,
invest in, or otherwise have economic exposure to the reference instrument. Depending on the type of derivative instrument and
the Trust’s investment strategy, a reference instrument could be a security, instrument, index, currency, commodity, economic indicator
or event (“reference instruments”). As described more specifically below, the Trust may purchase or sell derivative instruments
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(which are instruments that derive their value from another instrument, security or index) to seek to hedge against fluctuations in
securities prices or interest rates or for the purpose of leveraging the Trust. The Trust’s transactions in derivatives instruments may
include the purchase or sale of futures contracts on securities, indices and other financial instruments, credit-linked notes, tranches
of collateralized loan obligations and/or collateralized debt obligations, options on futures contracts, forward foreign currency
contracts, and exchange-traded and over-the-counter options on securities or indices, index-linked securities, and interest rate,
total return and credit default swaps. The Trust may trade in the specific type(s) and/or combinations of derivative transactions listed
below.

Derivative instruments are subject to a number of risks, including adverse or unexpected movements in the price of the reference
instrument, and counterparty, credit, interest rate, liquidity, market, tax and leverage risks. In addition, derivatives also involve the
risk that changes in their value may not correlate perfectly with the assets, rates, indices or instruments they are designed to
hedge or closely track. Use of derivative instruments may cause the realization of higher amounts of short-term capital gains (generally
taxed at ordinary income tax rates) than if such instruments had not been used. Success in using derivative instruments to hedge
portfolio assets depends on the degree of price correlation between the derivative instruments and the hedged asset. Imperfect
correlation may be caused by several factors, including temporary price disparities among the trading markets for the derivative
instrument, the reference instrument and the Trust’s assets. To the extent that a derivative instrument is intended to hedge against
an event that does not occur, the Trust may realize losses.

OTC derivative instruments involve an additional risk in that the issuer or counterparty may fail to perform its contractual obligations.
Some derivative instruments are not readily marketable or may become illiquid under adverse market conditions. In addition,
during periods of market volatility, an option or commodity exchange or swap execution facility or clearinghouse may suspend or
limit trading in an exchange-traded derivative instrument, which may make the contract temporarily illiquid and difficult to price.
Commodity exchanges may also establish daily limits on the amount that the price of a futures contract or futures option can vary from
the previous day’s settlement price. Once the daily limit is reached, no trades may be made that day at a price beyond the limit.
This may prevent the closing out of positions to limit losses. The ability to terminate OTC derivative instruments may depend on the
cooperation of the counterparties to such contracts. For thinly traded derivative instruments, the only source of price quotations
may be the selling dealer or counterparty. In addition, certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the
“Code”), limit the use of derivative instruments. Derivatives permit the Trust to increase or decrease the level of risk, or change the
character of the risk, to which its portfolio is exposed in much the same way as the Trust can increase or decrease the level of
risk, or change the character of the risk, of its portfolio by making investments in specific securities. There can be no assurance
that the use of derivative instruments will benefit the Trust.

The U.S. and non-U.S. derivatives markets have undergone substantial changes in recent years as a result of changes under the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (the “Dodd-Frank Act”) in the United States and regulatory changes in
Europe, Asia and other non-U.S. jurisdictions. In particular, the Dodd-Frank Act and related regulations require many derivatives
to be cleared and traded on an exchange, expand entity registration requirements, impose business conduct requirements on
counterparties, and impose other regulatory requirements that will continue to change derivatives markets as regulations are
implemented. The CFTC and various exchanges have imposed (and continue to evaluate and monitor) limits on the number of
speculative positions that any person, or group of persons acting in concert, may hold or control in certain futures and options on
futures contracts. Additionally, starting January 1, 2023, federal position limits will apply to swaps that are economically equivalent
to futures contracts that are subject to CFTC set speculative limits. All positions owned or controlled by the same person or entity,
even if in different accounts, must be aggregated for purposes of determining whether the applicable position limits have been
exceeded, unless an exemption applies. Thus, even if the Trust does not intend to exceed applicable position limits, it is possible
that positions of different clients managed by the investment adviser and its affiliates may be aggregated for this purpose. It is possible
that the trading decisions of the investment adviser may have to be modified and

that positions held by the Trust may have to be liquidated in order to avoid exceeding such limits. The modification of investment
decisions or the elimination of open positions, if it occurs, may adversely affect the profitability of the Trust. A violation of position limits
could also lead to regulatory action materially adverse to the Trust’s investment strategy. The SEC adopted Rule 18f-4 under the
1940 Act, which applies to the Trust’s use of derivative investments and certain financing transactions. Among other things, Rule
18f-4 requires certain funds that invest in derivative instruments beyond a specified limited amount (greater than 10% of a Trust’s
net assets) to apply a value-at-risk based limit to their use of certain derivative instruments and financing transactions and to
adopt and implement a derivatives risk management program. To the extent a Trust uses derivative instruments (excluding certain
currency and interest rate hedging transactions) in a limited amount (up to 10% of a Trust’s net assets), it will not be subject to the
full requirements of Rule 18f-4. In addition, to the extent that the Trust enters into reverse repurchase agreements or similar
financing transactions, the Trust may elect to either treat all of its reverse repurchase agreements or similar financing transactions
as derivatives transactions for purposes of Rule 18f-4 or comply (with respect to reverse repurchase agreements or similar financing
transactions) with the asset coverage requirements under Section 18 of the 1940 Act. The implementation of these requirements
or additional future regulation of the derivatives markets may make the use of derivatives more costly, may limit the availability or reduce
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the liquidity of derivatives, and may impose limits or restrictions on the counterparties with which the Trust engages in derivative
transactions. Trust management cannot predict the effects of any new governmental regulation that may be implemented, and there
can be no assurance that any new government regulation will not adversely affect the Trust’s performance or ability to achieve its
investment objective.

Futures Contracts. Futures are standardized, exchange-traded contracts. Futures contracts on securities obligate a purchaser
to take delivery, and a seller to make delivery, of a specific amount of the financial instrument called for in the contract at a specified
future date at a specified price. An index futures contract obligates the purchaser to take, and a seller to deliver, an amount
of cash equal to a specific dollar amount times the difference between the value of a specific index at the close of the last trading
day of the contract and the price at which the agreement is made. No physical delivery of the underlying securities in the
index is made. It is the practice of holders of futures contracts to close out their positions on or before the expiration date by
use of offsetting contract positions, and physical delivery of financial instruments or delivery of cash, as applicable, is thereby
avoided. An option on a futures contract gives the holder the right to enter into a specified futures contract.

Credit-Linked Notes. The Trust may invest in credit-linked notes (“CLN”) for risk management purposes, including diversification.
A CLN is a type of hybrid instrument in which a special purpose entity issues a structured note (the “note issuer”) with respect
to which the reference instrument is a single bond, a portfolio of bonds or the unsecured credit of an issuer, in general (each
a “reference credit”). The purchaser of the CLN (the “note purchaser”) invests a par amount and receives a payment during the
term of the CLN that equals a fixed or floating rate of interest equivalent to a high-rated funded asset (such as a bank certificate
of deposit) plus an additional premium that relates to taking on the credit risk of the reference credit. Upon maturity of the
CLN, the note purchaser will receive a payment equal to: (i) the original par amount paid to the note issuer, if there is no occurrence
of a designated event of default, restructuring or other credit event (each a “credit event”) with respect to the issuer of the
reference credit; or (ii) the market value of the reference credit, if a credit event has occurred. Depending upon the terms of
the CLN, it is also possible that the note purchaser may be required to take physical delivery of the reference credit in the event
of credit event. Most CLNs use a corporate bond (or a portfolio of corporate bonds) as the reference credit. However, almost
any type of fixed-income security (including foreign government securities), index or derivative contract (such as a credit default
swap) can be used as the reference credit.

Swaps. Swap contracts may be purchased or sold to hedge against fluctuations in securities prices, interest rates or market
conditions, to change the duration of the overall portfolio, or to mitigate default risk. In a standard “swap” transaction, two parties
agree to exchange the returns (or differentials in rates of return) to be exchanged or “swapped” between the parties, which returns are
calculated with respect to a “notional amount,” i.e., the return on or increase in value of a particular dollar amount invested at a
particular interest rate or in a “basket” of securities representing a particular index.

Interest Rate Swaps. The Trust will enter into interest rate and total return swaps only on a net basis, i.e., the two payment
streams are netted out, with the Trust receiving or paying, as the case may be, only the net amount of the two payments. Interest
rate swaps involve the exchange by the Trust with another party of their respective commitments to pay or receive interest
(e.g., an exchange of fixed rate payments for floating-rate payments). The Trust will only enter into interest rate swaps on a
net basis. If the other party to an interest rate swap defaults, the Trust’s risk of loss consists of the net amount of payments that
the Trust is contractually entitled to receive. The net amount of the excess, if any, of the Trust’s obligations over its entitlements
will be maintained in a segregated account by the Trust’s custodian. The Trust will not enter into any interest rate swap unless
the claims-paying ability of the other party thereto is considered to be investment grade by the Adviser. If there is a default by the
other party to such a transaction, the Trust will have contractual remedies pursuant to the agreements related to the transaction.
These instruments are traded in the over-the-counter market.

The Trust may use interest rate swaps for risk management purposes only and not as a speculative investment and would
typically use interest rate swaps to shorten the average interest rate reset time of the Trust’s holdings. Interest rate swaps involve
the exchange by the Trust with another party of their respective commitments to pay or receive interest (e.g., an exchange of
fixed rate payments for floating-rate payments). The use of interest rate swaps is a highly specialized activity which involves
investment techniques and risks different from those associated with ordinary portfolio securities transactions. If the Adviser is
incorrect in its forecasts of market values, interest rates and other applicable factors, the investment performance of the Trust
would be unfavorably affected.

Total Return Swaps. As stated above, the Trust will enter into total return swaps only on a net basis. A total return swap is a
contract in which one party agrees to make periodic payments to another party based on the change in market value of a reference
instrument during the specified period, in return for periodic payments from the other party that are based on a fixed or
variable interest rate or the total return of the reference instrument or another reference instrument. Total return swap agreements
may be used to obtain exposure to a security or market without owning or taking physical custody of such security or investing
directly in such market.
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Credit Default Swaps. The Trust may enter into credit default swap contracts for risk management purposes, including
diversification. When the Trust is the buyer of a credit default swap contract, the Trust is entitled to receive the par (or other
agreed-upon) value of a referenced debt obligation from the counterparty to the contract in the event of a default by a third party,
such as a U.S. or foreign corporate issuer, on the debt obligation. In return, the Trust would pay the counterparty a periodic
stream of payments over the term of the contract provided that no event of default has occurred. If no default occurs, the Trust
would have spent the stream of payments and received no benefit from the contract. When the Trust is the seller of a credit
default swap contract, it receives the stream of payments, but is obligated to pay upon default of the referenced debt obligation.
As the seller, the Trust would effectively add leverage to its portfolio because, in addition to its total net assets, the Trust
would be subject to investment exposure on the notional amount of the swap. These transactions involve certain risks, including
the risk that the seller may be unable to fulfill the transaction.

Credit default swap agreements (“CDS”) enable the Trust to buy or sell credit protection on an individual issuer or basket of
issuers (i.e., the reference instrument). The Trust may enter into CDS to gain or short exposure to a reference instrument. Long
CDS positions are utilized to gain exposure to a reference instrument (similar to buying the instrument) and are akin to selling
insurance on the instrument. Short CDS positions are utilized to short exposure to a reference instrument (similar to shorting
the instrument) and are akin to buying insurance on the instrument.

Under a CDS, the protection “buyer” in a credit default contract is generally obligated to pay the protection “seller” an upfront
or a periodic stream of payments over the term of the contract, provided that no credit event, such as a default, on a reference
instrument has occurred. If a credit event occurs, the seller generally must pay the buyer the “par value” (full notional value)
of the reference instrument in exchange for an equal face amount of the reference instrument described in the swap, or the seller
may be required to deliver the related net cash amount, if the swap is cash settled. If the Trust is a buyer and no credit event
occurs, the Trust may recover nothing if the swap is held through its termination date. As a seller, the Trust generally receives an
upfront payment or a fixed rate of income throughout the term of the swap provided that there is no credit event. The Trust’s
obligations under a CDS will be accrued daily (offset against any amounts owed to the Trust).

In response to market events, federal and certain state regulators have proposed regulation of the CDS market. These regulations
may limit the Trust’s ability to use CDS and/or the benefits of CDS. CDS may be difficult to value and generally pay a return
to the party that has paid the premium only in the event of an actual default by the issuer of the underlying obligation (as opposed
to a credit downgrade or other indication of financial difficulty). The Trust may have difficulty, be unable or may incur additional
costs to acquire any securities or instruments it is required to deliver under a CDS. The Trust may have limited ability to
eliminate its exposure under a CDS either by assignment or other disposition, or by entering into an offsetting swap agreement.
The Trust also may have limited ability to eliminate its exposure under a CDS if the reference instrument has declined in value.

Futures and Options on Futures. The Trust may purchase and sell various kinds of financial futures contracts and options thereon
to seek to hedge against changes in interest rates or for other risk management purposes. Futures contracts may be based on
various debt securities and securities indices. Such transactions involve a risk of loss or depreciation due to unanticipated adverse
changes in securities prices, which may exceed the Trust’s initial investment in these contracts. The Trust will only purchase or
sell futures contracts or related options in compliance with the rules of the CFTC. These transactions involve transaction costs. There
can be no assurance that Eaton Vance’s use of futures will be advantageous to the Trust. Rating Agency guidelines on any preferred
shares issued by the Trust, including APS, may limit use of these transactions.

Options. Options may be traded on an exchange and OTC. By buying a put option on a particular instrument, the Trust acquires a
right to sell the underlying instrument at the exercise price. By buying a put option on an index, the Trust acquires a right to
receive the cash difference between the strike price of the option and the index price at expiration. A purchased put position also
typically can be sold at any time by selling at prevailing market prices. Purchased put options generally are expected to limit the Trust’s
risk of loss through a decline in the market value of the underlying security or index until the put option expires. When buying a
put, the Trust pays a premium to the seller of the option. If the price of the underlying security or index is above the exercise price
of the option as of the option valuation date, the option expires worthless and the Trust will not be able to recover the option premium
paid to the seller. The Trust may purchase uncovered put options on securities, meaning it will not own the securities underlying
the option.

The Trust may also write (i.e., sell) put options. The Trust will receive a premium for selling a put option, which may increase the
Trust’s return. In selling a put option on a security, the Trust has the obligation to buy the security at an agreed upon price if the price
of such instrument decreases below the exercise price. By selling a put option on an index, the Trust has an obligation to make a
payment to the buyer to the extent that the value of the index decreases below the exercise price as of the option valuation date. If
the value of the underlying security or index on the option’s expiration date is above the exercise price, the option will generally
expire worthless and the Trust, as option seller, will have no obligation to the option holder.
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The Trust may purchase call options. By purchasing a call option on a security, the Trust has the right to buy the security at the
option’s exercise price. By buying a call option on an index, the Trust acquires the right to receive the cash difference between the
market price of the index and strike price at expiration. Call options typically can be exercised any time prior to option maturity
or, sold at the prevailing market price.

The Trust may also write (i.e., sell) a call option on a security or index in return for a premium. A call written on a security obligates
the Trust to deliver the underlying security at the option exercise price. Written index call options obligate the Trust to make a
cash payment to the buyer at expiration if the market price of the index is above the option strike price. Calls typically can also be
bought back by the Trust at prevailing market prices and the Trust also may enter into closing purchase transactions with respect to
written call options.

The Trust’s options positions are marked to market daily. The value of options is affected by changes in the value and dividend
rates of their underlying instruments, changes in interest rates, changes in the actual or perceived volatility of the relevant index or
market and the remaining time to the options’ expiration, as well as trading conditions in the options market. The hours of trading
for options may not conform to the hours during which the underlying instruments are traded. To the extent that the options markets
close before markets for the underlying instruments, significant price and rate movements can take place in the markets that
would not be reflected concurrently in the options markets.

The Trust’s ability to sell the instrument underlying a call option may be limited while the option is in effect unless the Trust enters
into a closing purchase transaction. Uncovered call options have speculative characteristics and are riskier than covered call
options because there is no underlying instrument held by the Trust that can act as a partial hedge. As the seller of a covered call
option or an index call option, the Trust may forego, during the option’s life, the opportunity to profit from increases in the market value
of the underlying instrument covering the call option above the sum of the premium received by the Trust and the exercise price
of the call. The Trust also retains the risk of loss, minus the option premium received, should the price of the underlying instrument
decline.

Participants in OTC markets are typically not subject to the same credit evaluation and regulatory oversight as are members of
“exchange-based” markets. OTC option contracts generally carry greater liquidity risk than exchange-traded contracts. This risk
may be increased in times of financial stress, if the trading market for OTC options becomes restricted. The ability of the Trust to
transact business with any one or a number of counterparties may increase the potential for losses to the Trust, due to the lack of
any independent evaluation of the counterparties or their financial capabilities, and the absence of a regulated market to facilitate
settlement of the options.

Forward Foreign Currency Exchange Contracts. A forward foreign currency exchange contract (“currency forward”) involves an
obligation to purchase or sell a specific currency at a future date, which may be any fixed number of days from the date of the contract
agreed upon by the parties, at a price set at the time of the contract. These contracts may be bought or sold to protect against an
adverse change in the relationship between currencies or to increase exposure to a particular foreign currency.

Certain currency forwards may be individually negotiated and privately traded, exposing them to credit and counterparty risks.
The precise matching of the currency forward amounts and the value of the instruments denominated in the corresponding currencies
will not generally be possible because the future value of such securities in foreign currencies will change as a consequence of
market movements in the value of those securities between the date on which the contract is entered into and the date it matures.
There is additional risk that the use of currency forwards may reduce or preclude the opportunity for gain if the value of the currency
should move in the direction opposite to the position taken and that currency forwards may create exposure to currencies in which
the Trust’s securities are not denominated. In addition, it may not be possible to hedge against long-term currency changes.
Currency forwards are subject to the risk of political and economic factors applicable to the countries issuing the underlying currencies.
Furthermore, unlike trading in most other types of instruments, there is no systematic reporting of last sale information with
respect to the foreign currencies underlying currency forwards. As a result, available information may not be complete.

Counterparty Risk. A financial institution or other counterparty with whom the Trust does business (such as trading or as a derivatives
counterparty), or that underwrites, distributes or guarantees any instruments that the Trust owns or is otherwise exposed to, may
decline in financial condition and become unable to honor its commitments. This could cause the value of Trust shares to decline
or could delay the return or delivery of collateral or other assets to the Trust. Counterparty risk is increased for contracts with longer
maturities.

Securities Lending. The Trust may lend its portfolio securities to broker-dealers and other institutional borrowers. During the
existence of a loan, the Trust will continue to receive the equivalent of the interest paid by the issuer on the securities loaned, or
all or a portion of the interest on investment of the collateral, if any. The Trust may pay lending fees to such borrowers. Loans will
only be made to firms that have been approved by the investment adviser, and the investment adviser or the securities lending agent
will periodically monitor the financial condition of such firms while such loans are outstanding. Securities loans will only be
made when the investment adviser believes that the expected returns, net of expenses, justify the attendant risks. Securities loans
currently are required to be secured continuously by collateral in cash, cash equivalents (such as money market instruments) or
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other liquid securities held by the custodian and maintained in an amount at least equal to the market value of the securities
loaned. The Trust may engage in securities lending to generate income. Upon return of the loaned securities, the Trust would be
required to return the related collateral to the borrower and may be required to liquidate portfolio securities in order to do so. The
Trust may lend up to one-third of the value of its total assets or such other amount as may be permitted by law.

As with other extensions of credit, there are risks of delay in recovery or even loss of rights in the securities loaned if the borrower
of the securities fails financially. To the extent that the portfolio securities acquired with such collateral have decreased in value, it may
result in the Trust realizing a loss at a time when it would not otherwise do so. As such, securities lending may introduce leverage
into the Trust. The Trust also may incur losses if the returns on securities that it acquires with cash collateral are less than the applicable
rebate rates paid to borrowers and related administrative costs.

Borrowings. The Trust may borrow money to the extent permitted under the 1940 Act as interpreted, modified or otherwise
permitted by the regulatory authority having jurisdiction. Under the 1940 Act, the Trust is not permitted to incur indebtedness,
including through the issuance of debt securities, unless immediately thereafter the total asset value of the Trust’s portfolio is at
least 300% of the liquidation value of the outstanding indebtedness (i.e., such liquidation value may not exceed 33 1/3% of the
Trust’s total assets). The Trust may also borrow money for temporary administrative purposes.

The Trust has entered into a Credit Agreement, as amended (the “Agreement”) with a bank to borrow up to a limit of $200 million
($210 million prior to March 15, 2022) pursuant to a revolving line of credit. Borrowings under the Agreement are secured by
the assets of the Trust. Interest is generally charged at a rate above SOFR and is payable monthly. Under the terms of the Agreement,
in effect through March 14, 2023, the Trust pays a facility fee of 0.15% on the borrowing limit. In connection with the extension
of the Agreement on March 15, 2022, the Trust also paid upfront fees of $100,000, which are being amortized to interest expense
to March 14, 2023. The Trust is required to maintain certain net asset levels during the term of the Agreement. As of October
31, 2022, the Trust had borrowings outstanding under the Agreement of $133 million at an interest rate of 4.58%. The carrying
amount of the borrowings at October 31, 2022 approximated its fair value. For the year ended October 31, 2022, the average
borrowings under the Agreement and the average interest rate (excluding fees) were $140,843,836 and 1.94%, respectively. In
addition, the credit facility may in the future be replaced or refinanced by one or more credit facilities having substantially different
terms or by the issuance of preferred shares or debt securities. The interest rates at which the Trust may borrow are subject to
change, and such changes may increase the Trust’s borrowing costs.

Repurchase Agreements. The Trust may enter into repurchase agreements (the purchase of a security coupled with an agreement
to resell at a higher price) with respect to its permitted investments. A repurchase agreement is the purchase by the Trust of
securities from a counterparty in exchange for cash that is coupled with an agreement to resell those securities to the counterparty
at a specified date and price. Repurchase agreements maturing in more than seven days that the investment adviser believes
may not be terminated within seven days at approximately the amount at which the Trust has valued the agreements are considered
illiquid securities. When a repurchase agreement is entered into, the Trust typically receives securities with a value that equals or
exceeds the repurchase price, including any accrued interest earned on the agreement. The value of such securities will be marked
to market daily, and cash or additional securities will be exchanged between the parties as needed. Except in the case of a repurchase
agreement entered into to settle a short sale, the value of the securities delivered to the Trust will be at least equal to repurchase
price during the term of the repurchase agreement. The terms of a repurchase agreement entered into to settle a short sale may provide
that the cash purchase price paid by the Trust is more than the value of purchased securities that effectively collateralize the
repurchase price payable by the counterparty. Since in such a transaction the Trust normally will have used the purchased securities
to settle the short sale, the Trust will segregate liquid assets equal to the marked to market value of the purchased securities that
it is obligated to return to the counterparty under the repurchase agreement.

In the event of the insolvency of the counterparty to a repurchase agreement, recovery of the repurchase price owed to the Trust
may be delayed. In a repurchase agreement, such an insolvency may result in a loss to the extent that the value of the purchased
securities decreases during the delay or that value has otherwise not been maintained at an amount equal to the repurchase price.
Repurchase agreements may create leverage in the Trust.

Reverse Repurchase Agreements.While the Trust has no current intention to enter into reverse repurchase agreements, the Trust
reserves the right to enter into reverse repurchase agreements in the future, at levels that may vary over time. Under a reverse
repurchase agreement, the Trust temporarily transfers possession of a portfolio instrument to another party, such as a bank or
broker-dealer, in return for cash. At the same time, the Trust agrees to repurchase the instrument at an agreed upon time and price,
which reflects an interest payment. The Trust may enter into such agreements when it is able to invest the cash acquired at a rate
higher than the cost of the agreement, which would increase earned income.

In the event of the insolvency of the counterparty to a reverse repurchase agreement, recovery of the securities sold by the Trust
may be delayed. In a reverse repurchase agreement, the counterparty’s insolvency may result in a loss equal to the amount by which
the value of the securities sold by the Trust exceeds the repurchase price payable by the Trust.
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When the Trust enters into a reverse repurchase agreement, any fluctuations in the market value of either the securities transferred
to another party or the securities in which the proceeds may be invested would affect the market value of the Trust’s assets. As a
result, such transactions may increase fluctuations in the market value of the Trust’s assets. While there is a risk that large fluctuations
in the market value of the Trust’s assets could affect net asset value, this risk is not significantly increased by entering into reverse
repurchase agreements, in the opinion of the Adviser. Because reverse repurchase agreements may be considered to be the practical
equivalent of borrowing funds, they constitute a form of leverage. If the Trust reinvests the proceeds of a reverse repurchase
agreement at a rate lower than the cost of the agreement, entering into the agreement will lower the Trust’s yield.

Pooled Investment Vehicles. The Trust may invest in pooled investment vehicles to the extent permitted by the 1940 Act, and the
rules, regulations and interpretations thereunder. Pooled investment vehicles are open- and closed-end investment companies
unaffiliated with the investment adviser, open-end investment companies affiliated with the investment adviser and exchange-traded
funds (“ETFs”). The Trust will indirectly bear its proportionate share of any management fees and other operating expenses paid
by unaffiliated and certain affiliated pooled investment vehicles in which it invests. If such fees exceed 0.01% of average net assets
of the Trust, the costs associated with such investments will be reflected under Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses in the Trust’s
Annual Fund Operating Expenses table(s) in its Trust Summary.

Pooled investment vehicles are subject to the risks of investing in the underlying securities or other instruments that they own.
The market for common shares of certain closed-end investment companies and ETFs, which are generally traded on an exchange
and may be traded at a premium or discount to net asset value, is affected by the demand for those securities, regardless of the
value of such fund’s underlying securities.

Research Process. The Trust’s portfolio management utilizes the information provided by, and the expertise of, the research staff
of the investment adviser and/or certain of its affiliates in making investment decisions. As part of the research process, portfolio
management may consider financially material environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) factors. Such factors, alongside other
relevant factors, may be taken into account in the Trust’s securities selection process.

Portfolio Turnover. The Trust cannot accurately predict its portfolio turnover rate, but the annual turnover rate may exceed 100%
(excluding turnover of securities having a maturity of one year or less). A high turnover rate (100% or more) necessarily involves greater
expenses to the Trust. The portfolio turnover rate(s) for the Trust for the fiscal years ended October 31, 2022 and 2021 were
12% and 66%, respectively. For the fiscal year ended October 31, 2022, the Trust’s portfolio turnover rate was 12% compared to
66% for fiscal year ended October 31, 2021. This decrease was due to a decrease in the number of transactions compare to the
previous year, as in that year the Trust’s transactions in investments increased due the Trust’s tender offer.

USE OF LEVERAGE AND RELATED RISKS

Generally, leverage involves the use of proceeds from the issuance of preferred shares or borrowed funds, or various financial
instruments (such as derivatives). Leverage can increase both the risk and return profile of the Trust. The Trust currently uses leverage
created by issuing APS as well as by loans acquired with borrowings. On January 26, 2004, the Trust issued 3,940 Series A
APS, 3,940 Series B APS, 3,940 Series C APS and 3,940 Series D APS, with a liquidation preference per share of $25,000 plus
accumulated but unpaid dividends. As of December 31, 2012, 2,627 Series A APS, 2,627 Series B APS, 2,627 Series C APS
and 2,627 Series D APS had been redeemed. The APS have seniority over the Common Shares. On September 23, 2016, the Trust
repurchased 354 Series A APS, 354 Series B APS, 354 Series C APS and 354 Series D APS. On September 14, 2018, the Trust
repurchased 220 Series A APS, 196 Series B APS, 221 Series C APS and 167 Series D APS. In addition, the Trust has entered into
an Agreement with a bank to borrow up to a limit of $200 million ($210 million prior to March 15, 2022) pursuant to a revolving
line of credit. Borrowings under the Agreement are secured by the assets of the Trust. Interest is generally charged at a rate above
SOFR and is payable monthly. Under the terms of the Agreement, in effect through March 14, 2023, the Trust pays a facility fee of
0.15% on the borrowing limit. In connection with the extension of the Agreement on March 15, 2022, the Trust also paid upfront
fees of $100,000, which are being amortized to interest expense through March 14, 2023. The Trust is required to maintain
certain net asset levels during the term of the Agreement. As of October 31, 2022, the Trust had $133 million in outstanding
borrowings, at an interest rate of 4.58%, in addition to outstanding APS. The Adviser anticipates that the use of leverage (from
such issuance of APS and any borrowings) may result in higher income to Common Shareholders over time. Use of financial leverage
creates an opportunity for increased income but, at the same time, creates special risks. There can be no assurance that a leveraging
strategy will be successful.

The costs of the financial leverage program (from any issuance of preferred shares and any borrowings) are borne by Common
Shareholders and consequently result in a reduction of the NAV of Common Shares. During periods in which the Trust is using leverage,
the fees paid to Eaton Vance for investment advisory services will be higher than if the Trust did not use leverage because the
fees paid will be calculated on the basis of the Trust’s gross assets, including proceeds from the issuance of preferred shares and
any borrowings. In this regard, holders of debt or preferred securities do not bear the investment advisory fee. Rather, Common
Shareholders bear the portion of the investment advisory fee attributable to the assets purchased with the proceeds, which means
that Common Shareholders effectively bear the entire advisory fee.
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Leverage creates risks for holders of the Common Shares, including the likelihood of greater volatility of NAV and market price of
the Common Shares. There is a risk that fluctuations in the distribution rates on any outstanding preferred shares may adversely affect
the return to the holders of the Common Shares. If the income from the investments purchased with the proceeds of leverage is
not sufficient to cover the cost of leverage, the return on the Trust will be less than if leverage had not been used, and, therefore,
the amount available for distribution to Common Shareholders will be reduced. The Adviser in its best judgment nevertheless may
determine to maintain the Trust’s leveraged position if it deems such action to be appropriate in the circumstances.

Changes in the value of the Trust’s investment portfolio (including investments bought with the proceeds of leverage) will be borne
entirely by the Common Shareholders. If there is a net decrease (or increase) in the value of the Trust’s investment portfolio, the
leverage will decrease (or increase) the NAV per Common Share to a greater extent than if the Trust were not leveraged. During periods
in which the Trust is using leverage, the fees paid to Eaton Vance for investment advisory services will be higher than if the Trust
did not use leverage because the fees paid will be calculated on the basis of the Trust’s gross assets, including the proceeds from the
issuance of preferred shares and any borrowings. As discussed under “Description of Capital Structure,” the Trust’s issuance of
preferred shares may alter the voting power of Common Shareholders.

Capital raised through leverage will be subject to distribution and/or interest payments, which may exceed the income and appreciation
on the assets purchased. The issuance of preferred shares involves offering expenses and other costs and may limit the Trust’s
freedom to pay distributions on Common Shares or to engage in other activities. The issuance of a class of preferred shares having
priority over the Common Shares creates an opportunity for greater return per Common Share, but at the same time such leveraging
is a speculative technique that will increase the Trust’s exposure to capital risk. Unless the income and appreciation, if any, on
assets acquired with offering proceeds exceed the cost of issuing additional classes of securities (and other Trust expenses), the
use of leverage will diminish the investment performance of the Common Shares compared with what it would have been without
leverage.

The Trust is subject to certain restrictions on investments imposed by guidelines of one or more Rating Agencies that issued
ratings for preferred shares issued by the Trust. These guidelines impose asset coverage or Trust composition requirements that
are more stringent than those imposed on the Trust by the 1940 Act. These covenants or guidelines do not currently and are not
expected to impede Eaton Vance in managing the Trust’s portfolio in accordance with its investment objectives and policies and it
is not anticipated that they will so impede Eaton Vance in the future.

Under the 1940 Act, the Trust is not permitted to issue preferred shares unless immediately after such issuance the total asset
value of the Trust’s portfolio is at least 200% of the liquidation value of the outstanding preferred shares plus the amount of any
senior security representing indebtedness (i.e., such liquidation value and amount of indebtedness may not exceed 50% of the Trust’s
total assets). In addition, the Trust is not permitted to declare any cash distribution on its Common Shares unless, at the time of
such declaration, the NAV of the Trust’s portfolio (determined after deducting the amount of such distribution) is at least 200% of
such liquidation value plus amount of indebtedness. The Trust intends, to the extent possible, to purchase or redeem preferred shares,
from time to time, to maintain coverage of any preferred shares of at least 200%. As of October 31, 2022, the outstanding APS
and the outstanding borrowings represented 36.8% leverage, and there was an asset coverage of the APS of 272%. Holders of
preferred shares, voting as a class, shall be entitled to elect two of the Trust’s Trustees. The holders of both the Common Shares and
the preferred shares (voting together as a single class with each share entitling its holder to one vote) shall be entitled to elect the
remaining Trustees of the Trust. In the event the Trust fails to pay distributions on its preferred shares for two years, preferred
shareholders would be entitled to elect a majority of the Trustees until the preferred distributions in arrears are paid.

Under the 1940 Act, the Trust is not permitted to incur indebtedness, including through the issuance of debt securities, unless
immediately thereafter the total asset value of the Trust’s portfolio is at least 300% of the liquidation value of the outstanding
indebtedness (i.e., such liquidation value may not exceed 33 1/3% of the Trust’s total assets). In addition, the Trust is not permitted
to declare any cash distribution on its Common Shares unless, at the time of such declaration, the NAV of the Trust’s portfolio
(determined after deducting the amount of such distribution) is at least 300% of such liquidation value. If the Trust borrows money
or enters into a commercial paper program, the Trust intends, to the extent possible, to retire outstanding debt, from time to time,
to maintain coverage of any outstanding indebtedness of at least 300%. As of October 31, 2022, there were $133 million in
outstanding borrowings.

To qualify for federal income taxation as a “regulated investment company,” the Trust must distribute in each taxable year at least
90% of its net investment income (including net interest income and net short-term gain). The Trust also will be required to distribute
annually substantially all of its income and capital gain, if any, to avoid imposition of a nondeductible 4% federal excise tax. If
the Trust is precluded from making distributions on the Common Shares because of any applicable asset coverage requirements,
the terms of the preferred shares may provide that any amounts so precluded from being distributed, but required to be distributed
for the Trust to meet the distribution requirements for qualification as a regulated investment company, will be paid to the holders
of the preferred shares as a special distribution. This distribution can be expected to decrease the amount that holders of preferred
shares would be entitled to receive upon redemption or liquidation of the shares.
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Successful use of a leveraging strategy may depend on the Adviser’s ability to predict correctly interest rates and market movements,
and there is no assurance that a leveraging strategy will be successful during any period in which it is employed.

The following table is designed to illustrate the effect on the return to a holder of the Common Shares of leverage in the amount of
approximately 36.8% of the Trust’s gross assets, assuming hypothetical annual returns of the Trust’s portfolio of minus 10% to
plus 10%. As the table shows, leverage generally increases the return to Common Shareholders when portfolio return is positive
and greater than the cost of leverage and decreases the return when the portfolio return is negative or less than the cost of leverage.
The figures appearing in the table are hypothetical and actual returns may be greater or less than those appearing in the table.

Assumed Portfolio Return (Net of Expenses) (10)% (5)% 0% 5% 10%
Corresponding Common Share Total Return (17.91)% (10.00)% (2.08)% 5.83% 13.74%

Assuming the utilization of leverage in the amount of 36.8% of the Trust’s gross assets, the cost of leverage is 3.58%. The additional
income that the Trust must earn (net of expenses) in order to cover such costs is approximately 1.32% of net assets. The Trust’s
actual costs of leverage will be based on market rates at the time the Trust undertakes a leveraging strategy, and such actual costs
of leverage may be higher or lower than that assumed in the previous example.

ADDITIONAL RISK CONSIDERATIONS

Risk is inherent in all investing. Investing in any investment company security involves risk, including the risk that you may
receive little or no return on your investment or even that you may lose part or all of your investment.

Discount From or Premium to NAV. The Offering will be conducted only when Common Shares of the Trust are trading at a price
equal to or above the Trust’s NAV per Common Share plus the per Common Share amount of commissions. As with any security, the
market value of the Common Shares may increase or decrease from the amount initially paid for the Common Shares. The Trust’s
Common Shares have traded both at a premium and at a discount relative to net asset value. The shares of closed-end management
investment companies frequently trade at a discount from their NAV. This is a risk separate and distinct from the risk that the
Trust’s NAV may decrease.

Market Discount Risk. As with any security, the market value of the Common Shares may increase or decrease from the amount
initially paid for the Common Shares. The Trust’s Common Shares have traded both at a premium and at a discount relative to NAV.
The shares of closed-end management investment companies frequently trade at a discount from their NAV. This is a risk separate
and distinct from the risk that the Trust’s NAV may decrease.

Secondary Market for the Common Shares. The issuance of Common Shares through the Offering may have an adverse effect on
the secondary market for the Common Shares. The increase in the amount of the Trust’s outstanding Common Shares resulting
from the Offering may put downward pressure on the market price for the Common Shares of the Trust. Common Shares will not
be issued pursuant to the Offering at any time when Common Shares are trading at a price lower than a price equal to the Trust’s NAV
per Common Share plus the per Common Share amount of commissions.

The Trust also issues Common Shares of the Trust through its dividend reinvestment plan. See “Dividend Reinvestment Plan.”
Common Shares may be issued under the plan at a discount to the market price for such Common Shares, which may put downward
pressure on the market price for Common Shares of the Trust.

When the Common Shares are trading at a premium, the Trust may also issue Common Shares of the Trust that are sold through
transactions effected on the NYSE. The increase in the amount of the Trust’s outstanding Common Shares resulting from that offering
may also put downward pressure on the market price for the Common Shares of the Trust.

The voting power of current shareholders will be diluted to the extent that such shareholders do not purchase shares in any future
Common Share offerings or do not purchase sufficient shares to maintain their percentage interest. In addition, if the Adviser is unable
to invest the proceeds of such offering as intended, the Trust’s per share distribution may decrease (or may consist of return of
capital) and the Trust may not participate in market advances to the same extent as if such proceeds were fully invested as planned.

Income Risk. The income investors receive from the Trust is based primarily on the interest it earns from its investments, which
can vary widely over the short and long-term. If prevailing market interest rates drop, investors’ income from the Trust could drop
as well. The Trust’s income could also be affected adversely when prevailing short-term interest rates increase and the Trust is utilizing
leverage, although this risk is mitigated by the Trust’s investment in Senior Loans, which pay floating-rates of interest.

Market Risk. The value of investments held by the Trust may increase or decrease in response to social, economic, political,
financial, public health crises or other disruptive events (whether real, expected or perceived) in the U.S. and global markets and
include events such as war, natural disasters, epidemics and pandemics, terrorism, conflicts and social unrest. These events may
negatively impact broad segments of businesses and populations and may exacerbate pre-existing risks to the Trust. The frequency
and magnitude of resulting changes in the value of the Trust‘s investments cannot be predicted. Certain securities and other
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investments held by the Trust may experience increased volatility, illiquidity, or other potentially adverse effects in reaction to
changing market conditions. Monetary and/or fiscal actions taken by U.S. or foreign governments to stimulate or stabilize the
global economy may not be effective and could lead to higher market volatility. No active trading market may exist for certain
investments held by the Trust, which may impair the ability of the Trust to sell or to realize the current valuation of such investments
in the event of the need to liquidate such assets.

Senior Loans Risk. The risks associated with Senior Loans are similar to the risks of Non-Investment Grade Bonds (discussed
below), although Senior Loans are typically senior and secured in contrast to Non-Investment Grade Bonds, which are often
subordinated and unsecured. Senior Loans’ higher standing has historically resulted in generally higher recoveries in the event of
a corporate reorganization or other restructuring. In addition, because their interest rates are adjusted for changes in short-term interest
rates, Senior Loans generally have less interest rate risk than Non-Investment Grade Bonds, which are typically fixed rate. The
Trust’s investments in Senior Loans are typically below investment grade and are considered speculative because of the credit risk
of their issuers. Such companies are more likely to default on their payments of interest and principal owed to the Trust, and such
defaults could reduce the Trust’s net asset value and income distributions. An economic downturn generally leads to a higher
non-payment rate, and a debt obligation may lose significant value before a default occurs. Moreover, any specific collateral used
to secure a loan may decline in value or lose all its value or become illiquid, which would adversely affect the loan’s value. “Junior
Loans” are secured and unsecured subordinated loans, second lien loans and subordinate bridge loans. Senior Loans and Junior
Loans are referred to together herein as “loans.”

Loans and other debt securities are also subject to the risk of price declines and to increases in prevailing interest rates, although
floating-rate debt instruments are less exposed to this risk than fixed-rate debt instruments. Interest rate changes may also increase
prepayments of debt obligations and require the Trust to invest assets at lower yields.

Loans are traded in a private, unregulated inter-dealer or inter-bank resale market and are generally subject to contractual restrictions
that must be satisfied before a loan can be bought or sold. These restrictions may impede the Trust’s ability to buy or sell loans
(thus affecting their liquidity) and may negatively impact the transaction price. See also “Market Risk” above. It also may take longer
than seven days for transactions in loans to settle. The types of covenants included in loan agreements generally vary depending
on market conditions, the creditworthiness of the issuer, the nature of the collateral securing the loan and possibly other factors. Loans
with fewer covenants that restrict activities of the borrower (“covenant lite” loans) may provide the borrower with more flexibility
to take actions that may be detrimental to the loan holders and provide fewer investor protections in the event of such actions or if
covenants are breached. The Trust may experience relatively greater realized or unrealized losses or delays and expense in enforcing
its rights with respect to loans with fewer restrictive covenants. Loans to entities located outside of the U.S. may have substantially
different lender protections and covenants as compared to loans to U.S. entities and may involve greater risks. The Trust may
have difficulties and incur expense enforcing its rights with respect to non-U.S. loans and such loans could be subject to bankruptcy
laws that are materially different than in the U.S. Loans may be structured such that they are not securities under securities law,
and in the event of fraud or misrepresentation by a borrower, lenders may not have the protection of the anti-fraud provisions of the
federal securities laws. Loans are also subject to risks associated with other types of income investments, including credit risk
and risks of lower rated investments.

Credit Risk. Investments in loans and other debt obligations (referred to below as “debt instruments”) are subject to the risk of
non-payment of scheduled principal and interest. Changes in economic conditions or other circumstances may reduce the capacity
of the party obligated to make principal and interest payments on such instruments and may lead to defaults. Such non-payments
and defaults may reduce the value of Trust shares and income distributions. The value of debt instruments also may decline
because of concerns about the issuer’s ability to make principal and interest payments. In addition, the credit ratings of debt instruments
may be lowered if the financial condition of the party obligated to make payments with respect to such instruments deteriorates.
In the event of bankruptcy of the issuer of a debt instrument, the Trust could experience delays or limitations with respect to its ability
to realize the benefits of any collateral securing the instrument. In order to enforce its rights in the event of a default, bankruptcy
or similar situation, the Trust may be required to retain legal or similar counsel, which may increase the Trust’s operating expenses
and adversely affect net asset value. See “Lower Rated Investments Risk.” The Trust is also exposed to credit risk when it engages
in certain types of derivatives transactions and when it engages in transactions that expose the Trust to counterparty risk. See
“Derivatives.” Due to their lower place in the borrower’s capital structure, Junior Loans involve a higher degree of overall risk than
Senior Loans to the same borrower.

In evaluating the quality of a particular instrument, the investment adviser may take into consideration, among other things, a
credit rating assigned by a credit rating agency, the issuer’s financial resources and operating history, its sensitivity to economic
conditions and trends, the ability of its management, its debt maturity schedules and borrowing requirements, and relative values
based on anticipated cash flow, interest and asset coverage, and earnings prospects. Credit rating agencies are private services that
provide ratings of the credit quality of certain investments. Credit ratings issued by rating agencies are based on a number of
factors including, but not limited to, the issuer’s financial condition and the rating agency’s credit analysis, if applicable, at the
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time of rating. As such, the rating assigned to any particular security is not necessarily a reflection of the issuer’s current financial
condition. The ratings assigned are not absolute standards of credit quality and do not evaluate market risks or necessarily reflect the
issuer’s current financial condition or the volatility or liquidity of the security.

A credit rating may have a modifier (such as plus, minus or a numerical modifier) to denote its relative status within the rating.
The presence of a modifier does not change the security credit rating (for example, BBB- and Baa3 are within the investment grade
rating) for purposes of the Trust’s investment limitations.

Interest Rate Risk. In general, the value of income securities will fluctuate based on changes in interest rates. The value of these
securities is likely to increase when interest rates fall and decline when interest rates rise. Duration measures the time-weighted
expected cash flows of a fixed-income security, while maturity refers to the amount of time until a fixed-income security matures.
Generally, securities with longer durations or maturities are more sensitive to changes in interest rates than securities with shorter
durations or maturities, causing them to be more volatile. Conversely, fixed-income securities with shorter durations or maturities will
be less volatile but may provide lower returns than fixed-income securities with longer durations or maturities. In a rising interest
rate environment, the duration of income securities that have the ability to be prepaid or called by the issuer may be extended. In
a declining interest rate environment, the proceeds from prepaid or maturing instruments may have to be reinvested at a lower interest
rate. The impact of interest rate changes is significantly less for floating-rate instruments that have relatively short periodic rate
resets (e.g., ninety days or less). Variable and floating-rate loans and securities generally are less sensitive to interest rate changes,
but may decline in value if their interest rates do not rise as much or as quickly as interest rates in general. Conversely, variable
and floating-rate loans and securities generally will not increase in value as much as fixed rate debt instruments if interest rates decline.
Because the Trust holds variable and floating-rate loans and securities, a decrease in market interest rates will reduce the interest
income to be received from such securities. In the event that the Trust has a negative average portfolio duration, the value of the Trust
may decline in a declining interest rate environment. Because floating or variable rates on loans only reset periodically, changes
in prevailing interest rates may cause some fluctuations in the Trust’s net asset value. Similarly, a sudden and significant increase
in market interest rates may cause a decline in the Trust’s net asset value. A material decline in the Trust’s net asset value may impair
the Trust’s ability to maintain required levels of asset coverage. Certain countries and regulatory bodies may use negative interest
rates as a monetary policy tool to encourage economic growth during periods of deflation. In a negative interest rate environment,
debt instruments may trade at negative yields, which means the purchaser of the instrument may receive at maturity less than the
total amount invested. Changes in governmental policy, including changes in central bank monetary policy, could cause interest
rates to rise rapidly, or cause investors to expect a rapid rise in interest rates. This could lead to heightened levels of interest rate,
volatility and liquidity risks for the fixed income markets generally and could have a substantial and immediate effect on the values
of the Trust’s investments.

LIBOR Transition and Associated Risk. The London Interbank Offered Rate or LIBOR is the average offered rate for various maturities
of short-term loans between major international banks who are members of the British Bankers Association. It historically was
used throughout global banking and financial industries to determine interest rates for a variety of financial instruments (such as
debt instruments and derivatives) and borrowing arrangements. In July 2017, the Financial Conduct Authority (the “FCA”), the United
Kingdom financial regulatory body, announced a desire to phase out the use of LIBOR. The ICE Benchmark Administration Limited,
the administrator of LIBOR, ceased publishing certain LIBOR settings on December 31, 2021, and is expected to cease publishing
the remaining LIBOR settings on June 30, 2023. Market participants are in the process of transitioning to the use of alternative
reference or benchmark rates.

On September 29, 2021 the FCA announced that it will compel the ICE Benchmark Administration Limited (the “IBA”) to publish
a subset of non-U.S. LIBOR maturities after December 31, 2021 using a “synthetic” methodology that is not based on panel bank
contributions and has indicated that it may also require IBA to publish a subset of U.S. LIBOR maturities after June 30, 2023,
using a similar synthetic methodology. However, these synthetic publications are expected to be published for a limited period of
time and would be considered non-representative of the underlying market.

Although the transition process away from LIBOR has become increasingly well-defined, the impact on certain debt securities,
derivatives and other financial instruments that utilize LIBOR remains uncertain. The transition process may involve, among other
things, increased volatility or illiquidity in markets for instruments that currently rely on LIBOR. The transition may also result in
a change in (i) the value of certain instruments held by the Trust, (ii) the cost of borrowing or the dividend rate for preferred shares,
or (iii) the effectiveness of related Trust transactions such as hedges, as applicable.

Various financial industry groups are planning for the transition away from LIBOR, but there are obstacles to converting certain
longer term securities and transactions to a new benchmark. In June 2017, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee, a group
of large U.S. banks working with the Federal Reserve, announced its selection of a new Secured Overnight Financing Rate (“SOFR”),
which is intended to be a broad measure of secured overnight U.S. Treasury repo rates, as an appropriate replacement for LIBOR.
Bank working groups and regulators in other countries have suggested other alternatives for their markets, including the Sterling
Overnight Interbank Average Rate (“SONIA”) in England. Both SOFR and SONIA, as well as certain other proposed replacement rates,
are materially different from LIBOR, and changes in the applicable spread for financial instruments transitioning away from LIBOR
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need to be made to accommodate the differences. Liquid markets for newly-issued instruments that use an alternative reference
rate are still developing. Consequently, there may be challenges for a Trust to enter into hedging transactions against instruments
tied to alternative reference rates until a market for such hedging transactions develops.

Additionally, while some existing LIBOR-based instruments may contemplate a scenario where LIBOR is no longer available by
providing for an alternative or “fallback” rate-setting methodology, there may be significant uncertainty regarding the effectiveness
of any such alternative methodologies to replicate LIBOR. Not all existing LIBOR-based instruments have such fallback provisions,
and many that do, do not contemplate the permanent cessation of LIBOR. While it is expected that market participants will amend
legacy financial instruments referencing LIBOR to include fallback provisions to alternative reference rates, there remains uncertainty
regarding the willingness and ability of parties to add or amend such fallback provisions in legacy instruments maturing after the
end of 2021, particularly with respect to legacy cash products. Although there are ongoing efforts among certain government entities
and other organizations to address these uncertainties, the ultimate effectiveness of such efforts is not yet known.

Any effects of the transition away from LIBOR and the adoption of alternative reference rates, as well as other unforeseen effects,
could result in losses to the Trust, and such effects may occur prior to the discontinuation of the remaining LIBOR settings in 2023.
Furthermore, the risks associated with the discontinuation of LIBOR and transition to replacement rates may be exacerbated if an
orderly transition to an alternative reference rate is not completed in a timely manner.

Non-Investment Grade Bonds Risk. The Trust’s investments in Non-Investment Grade Bonds, commonly referred to as “junk
bonds,” are predominantly speculative because of the credit risk of their issuers. While offering a greater potential opportunity for
capital appreciation and higher yields, Non-Investment Grade Bonds typically entail greater potential price volatility and may be less
liquid than higher-rated securities. Issuers of Non-Investment Grade Bonds are more likely to default on their payments of interest
and principal owed to the Trust, and such defaults will reduce the Trust’s net asset value and income distributions. The prices of these
lower rated obligations are more sensitive to negative developments than higher rated securities. Adverse business conditions,
such as a decline in the issuer’s revenues or an economic downturn, generally lead to a higher non-payment rate. In addition, a
security may lose significant value before a default occurs as the market adjusts to expected higher non-payment rates.

Prepayment Risk. During periods of declining interest rates or for other purposes, Borrowers may exercise their option to prepay
principal earlier than scheduled. For fixed-income securities, such payments often occur during periods of declining interest rates,
forcing the Trust to reinvest in lower yielding securities. This is known as call or prepayment risk. Non-Investment Grade Bonds
frequently have call features that allow the issuer to redeem the security at dates prior to its stated maturity at a specified price (typically
greater than par) only if certain prescribed conditions are met (“call protection”). An issuer may redeem a Non-Investment Grade
Bond if, for example, the issuer can refinance the debt at a lower cost due to declining interest rates or an improvement in the credit
standing of the issuer. Senior Loans typically have no such call protection. For premium bonds (bonds acquired at prices that
exceed their par or principal value) purchased by the Trust, prepayment risk may be enhanced.

Lower Rated Investments Risk. Investments rated below investment grade and comparable unrated investments (sometimes
referred to as “junk”) have speculative characteristics because of the credit risk associated with their issuers. Changes in economic
conditions or other circumstances typically have a greater effect on the ability of issuers of lower rated investments to make principal
and interest payments than they do on issuers of higher rated investments. An economic downturn generally leads to a higher
non-payment rate, and a lower rated investment may lose significant value before a default occurs. Lower rated investments typically
are subject to greater price volatility and illiquidity than higher rated investments. Lower rated investments are considered primarily
speculative with respect to the issuer’s capacity to pay interest and repay principal.

The secondary market for lower rated investments may be less liquid than the market for higher grade investments and may be
more severely affected than other financial markets by economic recession or substantial interest rate increases, changing public
perceptions, or legislation that limits the ability of certain categories of financial institutions to invest in lower rated investments.

Issuer Risk. The value of corporate income-producing securities held by the Trust may decline for a number of reasons, which directly
relate to the issuer, such as management performance, financial leverage and reduced demand for the issuer’s goods and services.

Derivatives Risk. The Trust’s exposure to derivatives involves risks different from, or possibly greater than, the risks associated
with investing directly in securities and other investments. The use of derivatives can lead to losses because of adverse movements
in the price or value of the security, instrument, index, currency, commodity, economic indicator or event underlying a derivative
(“reference instruments”), due to failure of a counterparty or due to tax or regulatory constraints. Derivatives may create leverage in
the Trust, which represents a non-cash exposure to the reference instrument. Leverage can increase both the risk and return
potential of the Trust. Derivatives risk may be more significant when derivatives are used to enhance return or as a substitute for a
cash investment position, rather than solely to hedge the risk of a position held by the Trust. Use of derivatives involves the exercise
of specialized skill and judgment, and a transaction may be unsuccessful in whole or in part because of market behavior or unexpected
events. Changes in the value of a derivative (including one used for hedging) may not correlate perfectly with the underlying
reference instrument. Derivative instruments traded in over-the-counter markets may be difficult to value, may be illiquid, and
may be subject to wide swings in valuation caused by changes in the value of the underlying reference instrument. If a derivative’s
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counterparty is unable to honor its commitments, the value of Trust shares may decline and the Trust could experience delays (or
be unable to achieve) in the return of collateral or other assets held by the counterparty. The loss on derivative transactions may
substantially exceed the initial investment. A derivative investment also involves the risks relating to the reference instrument
underlying the investment.

Leverage Risk. Certain fund transactions may give rise to leverage. Leverage can result from a non-cash exposure to the reference
instrument. Leverage can increase both the risk and return potential of the Trust. The use of leverage may cause the Trust to
maintain liquid assets or liquidate portfolio positions when it may not be advantageous to do so to satisfy its obligations or to meet
segregation requirements. Leverage may cause the Trust’s share price to be more volatile than if it had not been leveraged, as
certain types of leverage may exaggerate the effect of any increase or decrease in the value of the Trust’s portfolio securities. The
loss on leveraged investments may substantially exceed the initial investment.

As discussed above, the Trust currently uses leverage created by issuing APS and borrowings. On January 26, 2004, the Trust
issued 3,940 Series A APS, 3,940 Series B APS, 3,940 Series C APS and 3,940 Series D APS, with a liquidation preference per
share of $25,000 plus accumulated but unpaid dividends. As of December 31, 2012, 2,627 Series A APS, 2,627 Series B APS,
2,627 Series C APS and 2,627 Series D APS had been redeemed. On September 23, 2016, the Trust repurchased 354 Series A
APS, 354 Series B APS, 354 Series C APS and 354 Series D APS. On September 14, 2018, the Trust repurchased 220 Series A APS,
196 Series B APS, 221 Series C APS and 167 Series D APS. In addition, the Trust has entered into an Agreement with a bank to
borrow up to a limit of $200 million ($210 million prior to March 15, 2022) pursuant to a revolving line of credit. The Trust is required
to maintain certain net asset levels during the term of the Agreement. As of October 31, 2022, the Trust had $133 million in
outstanding borrowings, at an interest rate of 4.58%, in addition to outstanding APS.

The Adviser anticipates that the use of leverage (from the issuance of APS and borrowings) may result in higher income to Common
Shareholders over time. Leverage creates risks for Common Shareholders, including the likelihood of greater volatility of NAV and
market price of the Common Shares and the risk that fluctuations in dividend rates on APS and costs of borrowings may affect the
return to Common Shareholders. See also “LIBOR Transition and Associated Risk.” To the extent the income derived from investments
purchased with funds received from leverage exceeds the cost of leverage, the Trust’s distributions will be greater than if leverage had
not been used. Conversely, if the income from the investments purchased with such funds is not sufficient to cover the cost of
leverage, the amount available for distribution to Common Shareholders will be less than if leverage had not been used. In the latter
case, Eaton Vance, in its best judgment, may nevertheless determine to maintain the Trust’s leveraged position if it deems such
action to be appropriate. While the Trust has preferred shares outstanding, an increase in short-term rates would also result in an
increased cost of leverage, which would adversely affect the Trust’s income available for distribution. There can be no assurance that
a leveraging strategy will be successful.

In addition, under current federal income tax law, the Trust is required to allocate a portion of any net realized capital gains or
other taxable income to APS holders. The terms of the Trust’s APS require the Trust to pay to any APS holders additional dividends
intended to compensate such holders for taxes payable on any capital gains or other taxable income allocated to such holders.
Any such additional dividends will reduce the amount available for distribution to Common Shareholders. As discussed under
“Management of the Trust,” the fee paid to Eaton Vance is calculated on the basis of the Trust’s gross assets, including proceeds
from the issuance of APS and borrowings, so the fees will be higher when leverage is utilized. In this regard, holders of APS do not
bear the investment advisory fee. Rather, Common Shareholders bear the portion of the investment advisory fee attributable to
the assets purchased with the proceeds, which means that Common Shareholders effectively bear the entire advisory fee.

The APS have been rated AA by Fitch and Aa3 by Moody’s. The Trust currently intends to seek to maintain this rating or an equivalent
credit rating on the APS or any preferred shares it issues. The Rating Agencies which rate the preferred shares and any bank
lender in connection with a credit facility or commercial paper program may also impose specific restrictions as a condition to
borrowing. Such restrictions may include asset coverage or portfolio composition requirements that are more stringent than those
imposed on the Trust by the 1940 Act. These covenants or guidelines do not currently and are not expected to impede Eaton Vance
in managing the Trust’s portfolio in accordance with its investment objectives and policies and it is not anticipated that they will
so impede Eaton Vance in the future. See “Description of Capital Structure - Preferred Shares.”

Financial leverage may also be achieved through the purchase of certain derivative instruments. The Trust’s use of derivative
instruments exposes the Trust to special risks. See “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks - Additional Investment Practices”
and “Investment Objectives, Policies, and Risks - Additional Risk Considerations.”

Foreign Investment Risk. Investments in foreign issuers could be affected by factors not present in the United States, including
expropriation, armed conflict, confiscatory taxation, lack of uniform accounting and auditing standards, less publicly available financial
and other information, and potential difficulties in enforcing contractual obligations. Because foreign issuers may not be subject
to uniform accounting, auditing and financial reporting standard practices and requirements and regulatory measures comparable
to those in the United States, there may be less publicly available information about such foreign issuers. Adverse changes in
investment regulations, capital requirements or exchange controls could adversely affect the value of the Trust’s investments.
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Settlements of securities transactions in foreign countries are subject to risk of loss, may be delayed and are generally less frequent
than in the United States, which could affect the liquidity of the Trust’s assets. Evidence of ownership of certain foreign investments
may be held outside the United States, and the Trust may be subject to the risks associated with the holding of such property
overseas. Trading in certain foreign markets is also subject to liquidity risk.

Foreign investments in the securities markets of certain foreign countries is restricted or controlled to varying degrees. Foreign
issuers may become subject to sanctions imposed by the United States or another country, against a particular country or countries,
organizations, entities and/or individuals, which could result in the immediate freeze of the foreign issuers’ assets or securities.
The imposition of such sanctions could impair the market value of the securities of such foreign issuers and limit the Trust’s ability
to buy, sell, receive or deliver the securities. In addition, as a result of economic sanctions, the Trust may be forced to sell or
otherwise dispose of investments at inopportune times or prices, which could result in losses to the Trust and increased transaction
costs. If a deterioration occurs in a country’s balance of payments, the country could impose temporary restrictions on foreign
capital remittances. The Trust could also be adversely affected by delays in, or a refusal to grant, any required governmental approval
for repatriation, as well as by other restrictions on investment. The risks posed by such actions with respect to a particular foreign
country, its nationals or industries or businesses within the country may be heightened to the extent the Trust invests significantly in
the affected country or region or in issuers from the affected country that depend on global markets.

In some non-U.S. securities markets, custody arrangements for securities provide significantly less protection than custody
arrangements in U.S. securities markets, and prevailing custody and trade settlement practices (e.g., the requirement to pay for
securities prior to receipt) expose the Trust to credit and other risks it does not have in the United States.

The Trust needs a license to invest directly in securities traded in many non-U.S. securities markets. These licenses are often
subject to limitations, including maximum investment amounts. Once a license is obtained, the Trust’s ability to continue to invest
directly is subject to the risk that the license may be terminated or suspended. In some circumstances, the receipt of a non-U.S.
license by one of Eaton Vance’s clients may prevent the Trust from obtaining a similar license. In addition, certain activities could
cause the suspension or revocation of the Trust’s license.

Political events in foreign countries may cause market disruptions. In June 2016, the United Kingdom (“UK”) voted in a referendum
to leave the European Union (“EU”) (“Brexit”). Effective January 31, 2020, the UK ceased to be a member of the EU and, following
a transition period during which the EU and the UK Government engaged in a series of negotiations regarding the terms of the
UK’s future relationship with the EU, the EU and the UK Government signed an agreement on December 30, 2020 regarding the
economic relationship between the UK and the EU. This agreement became effective on a provisional basis on January 1, 2021 and
entered into full force on May 1, 2021. There remains significant market uncertainty regarding Brexit’s ramifications, and the
range and potential implications of the possible political, regulatory, economic, and market outcomes in the UK, EU and beyond
are difficult to predict. The end of the Brexit transition period may cause greater market volatility and illiquidity, currency fluctuations,
deterioration in economic activity, a decrease in business confidence, and an increased likelihood of a recession in the UK. If one
or more additional countries leave the EU or the EU dissolves, the world’s securities markets likely will be significantly disrupted.

The Trust may invest in securities and other instruments (including loans) issued, guaranteed, or backed by sovereign or government
entities. Economic data as reported by sovereign or government entities and other issuers may be delayed, inaccurate or fraudulent.
Many sovereign or government debt obligations may be rated below investment grade. Any restructuring of a sovereign or government
debt obligation held by the Trust will likely have a significant adverse effect on the value of the obligation. In the event of default of
a sovereign or government debt, the Trust may be unable to pursue legal action against the issuer or secure collateral on the
debt, there are typically no assets to be seized or cash flows to be attached. Furthermore, the willingness or ability of a sovereign
or government entity to restructure defaulted debt may be limited. Therefore, losses on sovereign or government defaults may far exceed
the losses from the default of a similarly rated U.S. corporate debt issuer.

Currency Risk. Exchange rates for currencies fluctuate daily. The value of foreign investments may be affected favorably or unfavorably
by changes in currency exchange rates in relation to the U.S. dollar. Currency markets generally are not as regulated as securities
markets and currency transactions are subject to settlement, custodial and other operational risks.

U.S. Government Securities Risk. Although certain U.S. Government-sponsored agencies (such as the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation and the Federal National Mortgage Association) may be chartered or sponsored by acts of Congress, their
securities are neither issued nor guaranteed by the U.S. Treasury. U.S. Treasury securities generally have a lower return than other
obligations because of their higher credit quality and market liquidity.

Equity Securities Risk. The value of equity securities and related instruments may decline in response to adverse changes in the
economy or the economic outlook; deterioration in investor sentiment; interest rate, currency, and commodity price fluctuations;
adverse geopolitical, social or environmental developments; issuer and sector-specific considerations; unexpected trading activity
among retail investors; or other factors. Market conditions may affect certain types of stocks to a greater extent than other types of
stocks. If the stock market declines in value, the value of the Trust’s equity securities will also likely decline. Although prices can
rebound, there is no assurance that values will return to previous levels.
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Pooled Investment Vehicles Risk. Pooled investment vehicles are open- and closed-end investment companies and exchange-traded
funds (“ETFs”). Pooled investment vehicles are subject to the risks of investing in the underlying securities or other investments.
Shares of closed-end investment companies and ETFs may trade at a premium or discount to net asset value and are subject to
secondary market trading risks. In addition, the Trust will bear a pro rata portion of the operating expenses of a pooled investment
vehicle in which it invests.

Liquidity Risk. The Trust is exposed to liquidity risk when trading volume, lack of a market maker, or legal restrictions impair the
Trust’s ability to sell particular investments or close derivative positions at an advantageous market price. Trading opportunities are
also more limited for securities and other instruments that are not widely held or are traded in less developed markets. These
factors may make it more difficult to sell or buy a security at a favorable price or time. Consequently, the Trust may have to accept
a lower price to sell an investment or continue to hold it or keep the position open, sell other investments to raise cash or abandon
an investment opportunity, any of which could have a negative effect on the Trust’s performance. It also may be more difficult to
value less liquid investments. These effects may be exacerbated during times of financial or political stress. In addition, the limited
liquidity could affect the market price of the investments, thereby adversely affecting the Trust’s net asset value and ability to
make dividend distributions. The Trust has no limitation on the amount of its assets which may be invested in illiquid investments.

Money Market Instrument Risk. Money market instruments may be adversely affected by market and economic events, such as
a sharp rise in prevailing short-term interest rates; adverse developments in the banking industry, which issues or guarantees many
money market instruments; adverse economic, political or other developments affecting issuers of money market instruments;
changes in the credit quality of issuers; and default by a counterparty.

Reinvestment Risk. Income from the Trust’s portfolio will decline if and when the Trust invests the proceeds from matured, traded
or called debt obligations into lower yielding instruments.

Inflation Risk. Inflation risk is the risk that the value of assets or income from investments will be worth less in the future as
inflation decreases the value of money. As inflation increases, the real value of the Common Shares and distributions thereon
can decline. In addition, during any periods of rising inflation, dividend rates of preferred shares would likely increase, which would
tend to further reduce returns to Common Shareholders. This risk is mitigated to some degree by the Trust’s investments in Senior
Loans.

Management Risk. The Trust is subject to management risk because it is actively managed. Eaton Vance and the individual
portfolio managers invest the assets of the Trust as they deem appropriate in implementing the Trust’s investment strategy. Accordingly,
the success of the Trust depends upon the investment skills and analytical abilities of Eaton Vance and the individual portfolio
managers to develop and effectively implement strategies that achieve the Trust’s investment objective. There is no assurance that
Eaton Vance and the individual portfolio managers will be successful in developing and implementing the Trust’s investment
strategy. Subjective decisions made by Eaton Vance and the individual portfolio managers may cause the Trust to incur losses or
to miss profit opportunities.

Cybersecurity Risk. With the increased use of technologies by Trust service providers to conduct business, such as the Internet,
the Trust is susceptible to operational, information security and related risks. The Trust relies on communications technology, systems,
and networks to engage with clients, employees, accounts, shareholders, and service providers, and a cyber incident may inhibit
the Trust’s ability to use these technologies. In general, cyber incidents can result from deliberate attacks or unintentional events. Cyber
attacks include, but are not limited to, gaining unauthorized access to digital systems (e.g., through “hacking” or malicious software
coding) for purposes of misappropriating assets or sensitive information, corrupting data, or causing operational disruption. Cyber
attacks may also be carried out in a manner that does not require gaining unauthorized access, such as causing denial-of-service
attacks on websites or via “ransomware” that renders the systems inoperable until appropriate actions are taken. A denial-of-service
attack is an effort to make network services unavailable to intended users, which could cause shareholders to lose access to their
electronic accounts, potentially indefinitely. Employees and service providers also may not be able to access electronic systems
to perform critical duties for the Trust, such as trading NAV calculation, shareholder accounting or fulfillment of Trust share purchases
and redemptions, during a denial-of-service attack. There is also the possibility for systems failures due to malfunctions, user
error and misconduct by employees and agents, natural disasters, or other foreseeable and unforeseeable events.

Because technology is consistently changing, new ways to carry out cyber attacks are always developing. Therefore, there is a
chance that some risks have not been identified or prepared for, or that an attack may not be detected, which puts limitations on
the Trust’s ability to plan for or respond to a cyber attack. Similar types of cybersecurity risks also are present for issuers of securities
in which the Trust invests, which could have material adverse consequences for those issuers and result in a decline in the market
price of their securities. Furthermore, as a result of cyber attacks, technological disruptions, malfunctions or failures, an exchange
or market may close or suspend trading in specific securities or the entire market, which could prevent the Trust from, among other
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things, buying or selling the Trust or accurately pricing its securities. Like other Trusts and business enterprises, the Trust and its
service providers have experienced, and will continue to experience, cyber incidents consistently. In addition to deliberate cyber
attacks, unintentional cyber incidents can occur, such as the inadvertent release of confidential information by the Trust or its service
providers.

The Trust uses third party service providers who are also heavily dependent on computers and technology for their operations.
Cybersecurity failures or breaches by the Trust’s investment adviser or administrator and other service providers (including, but
not limited to, the custodian or transfer agent), and the issuers of securities in which the Trust invests, may disrupt and otherwise
adversely affect their business operations. This may result in financial losses to the Trust, impede Trust trading, interfere with the Trust’s
ability to calculate its NAV, or cause violations of applicable privacy and other laws, regulatory fines, penalties, reputational damage,
reimbursement or other compensation costs, litigation costs, or additional compliance costs. While many of the Trust service
providers have established business continuity plans and risk management systems intended to identify and mitigate cyber attacks,
there are inherent limitations in such plans and systems including the possibility that certain risks have not been identified. The
Trust cannot control the cybersecurity plans and systems put in place by service providers to the Trust and issuers in which the Trust
invests. The Trust and its shareholders could be negatively impacted as a result.

Regulatory Risk. To the extent that legislation or state or federal regulators that regulate certain financial institutions impose
additional requirements or restrictions with respect to the ability of such institutions to make loans, particularly in connection with
highly leveraged transactions, the availability of Senior Loans for investment may be adversely affected. Further, such legislation
or regulation could depress the market value of Senior Loans.

Recent Market Conditions. The outbreak of COVID-19 and efforts to contain its spread have resulted in closing borders, enhanced
health screenings, changes to healthcare service preparation and delivery, quarantines, cancellations, disruptions to supply
chains and customer activity, as well as general concern and uncertainty. The impact of this coronavirus, and the effects of other
infectious illness outbreaks, epidemics or pandemics, may be short term or may continue for an extended period of time. Health crises
caused by outbreaks of disease, such as the coronavirus outbreak, may exacerbate other pre-existing political, social and economic
risks and disrupt normal market conditions and operations. For example, a global pandemic or other widespread health crisis
could cause substantial market volatility and exchange trading suspensions and closures. In addition, the increasing
interconnectedness of markets around the world may result in many markets being affected by events or conditions in a single
country or region or events affecting a single or small number of issuers. The coronavirus outbreak and public and private sector
responses thereto have led to large portions of the populations of many countries working from home for indefinite periods of time,
temporary or permanent layoffs, disruptions in supply chains, and lack of availability of certain goods. The impact of such responses
could adversely affect the information technology and operational systems upon which the Trust and the Trust’s service providers
rely, and could otherwise disrupt the ability of the employees of the Trust’s service providers to perform critical tasks relating to the
Trust. Any such impact could adversely affect the Trust’s performance, or the performance of the securities in which the Trust
invests and may lead to losses on your investment in the Trust.

Geopolitical Risk. The increasing interconnectivity between global economies and financial markets increases the likelihood that
events or conditions in one region or financial market may adversely impact issuers in a different country, region or financial market.
Securities in a Trust’s portfolio may underperform due to inflation (or expectations for inflation), interest rates, global demand for
particular products or resources, natural disasters, health emergencies (such as epidemics and pandemics), terrorism, regulatory
events and governmental or quasi-governmental actions. The occurrence of global events similar to those in recent years, such as
terrorist attacks around the world, natural disasters, health emergencies, social and political discord, war or debt crises and
downgrades, among others, may result in market volatility and may have long term effects on both the U.S. and global financial
markets. Other financial, economic and other global market and social developments or disruptions may result in similar adverse
circumstances, and it is difficult to predict when similar events affecting the U.S. or global financial markets may occur, the effects
that such events may have and the duration of those effects (which may last for extended periods). Such global events may
negatively impact broad segments of businesses and populations, cause a significant negative impact on the performance of the
Trust’s investments, adversely affect and increase the volatility of the Trust’s share price and/or exacerbate preexisting political, social
and economic risks to the Trust. The Trust’s operations may be interrupted and any such event(s) could have a significant adverse
impact on the value and risk profile of the Trust’s portfolio. There is a risk that you may lose money by investing in the Trust.

Market Disruption. Global instability, war, geopolitical tensions and terrorist attacks in the United States and around the world
have previously resulted, and may in the future result in market volatility and may have long-term effects on the United States and
worldwide financial markets and may cause further economic uncertainties in the United States and worldwide. The Trust cannot
predict the effects of significant future events on the global economy and securities markets. A similar disruption of the financial markets
could impact interest rates, auctions, secondary trading, ratings, credit risk, inflation and other factors relating to the Common
Shares. In particular, Non-Investment Grade Bonds and Senior Loans tend to be more volatile than higher rated fixed-income securities
so that these events and any actions resulting from them may have a greater impact on the prices and volatility of Non-Investment
Grade Bonds and Senior Loans than on higher rated fixed-income securities.
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Anti-Takeover Provisions. The Trust’s Agreement and Declaration of Trust (the “Declaration of Trust”) and Amended and Restated
By-Laws (the “By-Laws” and together with the Declaration of Trust, the “Organizational Documents”) include provisions that could
have the effect of limiting the ability of other persons or entities to acquire control of the Trust or to change the composition of its
Board. For example, pursuant to the Trust’s Declaration of Trust, the Board is divided into three classes of Trustees with each class
serving for a three-year term and certain types of transactions require the favorable vote of holders of at least 75% of the outstanding
shares of the Trust. See “Description of Capital Structure - Certain Provisions of the Organizational Documents - Anti-Takeover Provisions
in the Organizational Documents.”

Management of the Trust

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

The management of the Trust, including general supervision of the duties performed by the Adviser under the Advisory Agreement
(as defined below), is the responsibility of the Trust’s Board under the laws of The Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the
1940 Act.

THE ADVISER

Eaton Vance acts as the Trust’s investment adviser under an Investment Advisory Agreement (the “Advisory Agreement”). Eaton
Vance has offices at Two International Place, Boston, MA 02110. EV LLC (“EV”) serves as trustee of Eaton Vance. Eaton Vance and
its predecessor organizations have been managing assets since 1924 and managing investment funds since 1931. Prior to
March 1, 2021, Eaton Vance was a wholly owned subsidiary of Eaton Vance Corp. (“EVC”).

On March 1, 2021, Morgan Stanley acquired EVC (the “Transaction”) and Eaton Vance became an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary
of Morgan Stanley. In connection with the closing of the Transaction, the Trust entered into an interim investment advisory agreement
(the “Interim Agreement”) with Eaton Vance, which took effect on March 1, 2021. The Interim Agreement allowed Eaton Vance
to continue to manage the Trust for up to an additional 150 days following the Transaction to provide more time for further proxy
solicitation in connection with shareholder approval of a new investment advisory agreement. Compensation payable to Eaton Vance
pursuant to the Interim Agreement was required to be held in an interest-bearing escrow account with the Trust’s custodian. The
Advisory Agreement was approved by Trust shareholders on May 13, 2021. Any fee reduction agreement previously applicable to
Trust was incorporated into its new investment advisory agreement with its investment adviser, as applicable.

Morgan Stanley (NYSE: MS), whose principal offices are at 1585 Broadway, New York, New York 10036, is a preeminent global
financial services firm engaged in securities trading and brokerage activities, as well as providing investment banking, research and
analysis, financing and financial advisory services. As of December 31, 2022, Morgan Stanley’s asset management operations
had aggregate assets under management of approximately $1.3 trillion.

Under the general supervision of the Trust’s Board, the Adviser will carry out the investment and reinvestment of the assets of the
Trust, will furnish continuously an investment program with respect to the Trust, will determine which securities should be purchased,
sold or exchanged, and will implement such determinations. The Adviser will furnish to the Trust investment advice and office
facilities, equipment and personnel for servicing the investments of the Trust. The Adviser will compensate all Trustees and officers
of the Trust who are members of the Adviser’s organization and who render investment services to the Trust, and will also compensate
all other Adviser personnel who provide research and investment services to the Trust. In return for these services, facilities and
payments, the Trust, has agreed to pay the Adviser as compensation under the Advisory Agreement a fee computed at an annual
rate of 0.75% of the average daily gross assets, payable monthly. For purposes of this calculation, “gross assets” of the Trust shall
mean total assets of the Trust, including any form of investment leverage, minus all accrued expenses incurred in the normal course
of operations, but not excluding any liabilities or obligations attributable to investment leverage obtained through (i) indebtedness
of any type (including, without limitation, borrowing through a credit facility or the issuance debt securities), (ii) the issuance of
preferred stock or other similar preference securities, (iii) the reinvestment of collateral received for securities loaned in accordance
with the Trust’s investment objectives and policies, and/or (iv) any other means. During periods in which the Trust is using leverage,
the fees paid to Eaton Vance for investment advisory services will be higher than if the Trust did not use leverage because the
fees paid will be calculated on the basis of the Trust’s gross assets, including proceeds from any borrowings and from the issuance
of preferred shares. The Trust is responsible for all expenses not expressly stated to be payable by another party (such as the
expenses required to be paid pursuant to an agreement with the investment adviser or administrator). The Trust may pay brokerage
commissions to broker-dealers affiliated with the Trust or the Adviser. For more information about affiliated brokerage commissions,
see the section entitled “PORTFOLIO TRADING” in the Trust’s SAI.

Sarah A. Choi, Catherine C. McDermott, Daniel P. McElaney and Andrew N. Sveen are portfolio managers of the Trust. Messrs.
McElaney and Sveen and Ms. McDermott are Vice Presidents of Eaton Vance and have managed the Trust since March 2019. Ms.
Choi is a Vice President of Eaton Vance and has managed the Trust since July 2022. Messrs. McElaney and Sveen and Ms.
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McDermott have been employed by Eaton Vance for more than five years and manage other Eaton Vance funds. Ms. Choi has
been employed by Eaton Vance since October 2019 and manages other Eaton Vance funds. Prior to joining Eaton Vance, Ms. Choi
worked as a Senior Credit Analyst at Apex Credit Partners from 2014 to 2019.

Additional Information Regarding Portfolio Managers

The SAI provides additional information about the portfolio managers’ compensation, other accounts managed by the portfolio
managers, and the portfolio managers’ ownership of securities in the Trust. The SAI is available free of charge by calling
1-800-262-1122 or by visiting the Trust’s website at http://www.eatonvance.com. The information contained in, or that can be
accessed through, the Trust’s website is not part of this Prospectus or the SAI.

The Trust and the Adviser have adopted codes of ethics relating to personal securities transactions (the “Codes of Ethics”). The
Codes of Ethics permit Adviser personnel to invest in securities (including securities that may be purchased or held by the Trust)
for their own accounts, subject to the provisions of the Codes of Ethics and certain employees are also subject to certain pre-clearance,
reporting and other restrictions and procedures contained in such Codes of Ethics.

The Trust’s semi-annual shareholder report contains information regarding the basis for the Trustees’ approval of the Trust’s Advisory
Agreement.

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Eaton Vance serves as administrator of the Trust under an Administrative Services Agreement (the “Administration Agreement”),
but currently receives no compensation for providing administrative services to the Trust. Under the Administration Agreement, Eaton
Vance has been engaged to administer the Trust’s affairs, subject to the supervision of the Board, and shall furnish office space
and all necessary office facilities, equipment and personnel for administering the affairs of the Trust.

Plan of Distribution

The Trust may sell the Common Shares being offered under this Prospectus in any one or more of the following ways: (i) directly
to purchasers; (ii) through agents; (iii) to or through underwriters; or (iv) through dealers. The Prospectus Supplement relating to the
Offering will identify any agents, underwriters or dealers involved in the offer or sale of Common Shares, and will set forth any
applicable offering price, sales load, fee, commission or discount arrangement between the Trust and its agents or underwriters,
or among its underwriters, or the basis upon which such amount may be calculated, net proceeds and use of proceeds, and the terms
of any sale.

The Trust may distribute Common Shares from time to time in one or more transactions at: (i) a fixed price or prices that may be
changed; (ii) market prices prevailing at the time of sale; (iii) prices related to prevailing market prices; or (iv) negotiated prices;
provided, however, that in each case the offering price per Common Share (less any underwriting commission or discount) must
equal or exceed the NAV per Common Share.

The Trust from time to time may offer its Common Shares through or to certain broker-dealers, including UBS Securities LLC, that
have entered into selected dealer agreements relating to at-the-market offerings.

The Trust may directly solicit offers to purchase Common Shares, or the Trust may designate agents to solicit such offers. The
Trust will, in a Prospectus Supplement relating to such Offering, name any agent that could be viewed as an underwriter under
the 1933 Act, and describe any commissions the Trust must pay to such agent(s). Any such agent will be acting on a reasonable
best efforts basis for the period of its appointment or, if indicated in the applicable Prospectus Supplement or other offering materials,
on a firm commitment basis. Agents, dealers and underwriters may be customers of, engage in transactions with, or perform
services for the Trust in the ordinary course of business.

If any underwriters or agents are used in the sale of Common Shares in respect of which this Prospectus is delivered, the Trust
will enter into an underwriting agreement or other agreement with them at the time of sale to them, and the Trust will set forth in
the Prospectus Supplement relating to such Offering their names and the terms of the Trust’s agreement with them.

If a dealer is utilized in the sale of Common Shares in respect of which this Prospectus is delivered, the Trust will sell such Common
Shares to the dealer, as principal. The dealer may then resell such Common Shares to the public at varying prices to be determined
by such dealer at the time of resale.

The Trust may engage in at-the-market offerings to or through a market maker or into an existing trading market, on an exchange
or otherwise, in accordance with Rule 415(a)(4) under the 1933 Act. An at-the-market offering may be through an underwriter or
underwriters acting as principal or agent for the Trust.

Agents, underwriters and dealers may be entitled under agreements which they may enter into with the Trust to indemnification
by the Trust against certain civil liabilities, including liabilities under the 1933 Act, and may be customers of, engage in transactions
with or perform services for the Trust in the ordinary course of business.
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In order to facilitate the Offering of Common Shares, any underwriters may engage in transactions that stabilize, maintain or 
otherwise affect the price of Common Shares or any other Common Shares the prices of which may be used to determine payments 
on the Common Shares. Specifically, any underwriters may over-allot in connection with the Offering, creating a short position for 
their own accounts. In addition, to cover over-allotments or to stabilize the price of Common Shares or of any such other Common 
Shares, the underwriters may bid for, and purchase, Common Shares or any such other Common Shares in the open market. 
Finally, in any Offering of Common Shares through a syndicate of underwriters, the underwriting syndicate may reclaim selling 
concessions allowed to an underwriter or a dealer for distributing Common Shares in the Offering if the syndicate repurchases 
previously distributed Common Shares in transactions to cover syndicate short positions, in stabilization transactions or otherwise. 
Any of these activities may stabilize or maintain the market price of Common Shares above independent market levels. Any such 
underwriters are not required to engage in these activities and may end any of these activities at any time.

The Trust may enter into derivative transactions with third parties, or sell Common Shares not covered by this Prospectus to third 
parties in privately negotiated transactions. If the applicable Prospectus Supplement indicates, in connection with those derivatives, 
the third parties may sell Common Shares covered by this Prospectus and the applicable Prospectus Supplement or other offering 
materials, including in short sale transactions. If so, the third parties may use Common Shares pledged by the Trust or borrowed from 
the Trust or others to settle those sales or to close out any related open borrowings of securities, and may use Common Shares 
received from the Trust in settlement of those derivatives to close out any related open borrowings of securities. The third parties 
in such sale transactions will be underwriters and, if not identified in this Prospectus, will be identified in the applicable Prospectus 
Supplement or other offering materials (or a post-effective amendment).

The maximum amount of compensation to be received by any member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. will not 
exceed 8% of the initial gross proceeds from the sale of any security being sold with respect to each particular Offering of Common 
Shares made under a single Prospectus Supplement.

Any underwriter, agent or dealer utilized in the Offering of Common Shares will not confirm sales to accounts over which it exercises 
discretionary authority without the prior specific written approval of its customer.

Distributions

The Trust intends to make monthly distributions of net investment income to Common Shareholders, after payment of any dividends 
on any outstanding APS. The amount of each monthly distribution will vary depending on a number of factors, including dividends 
payable on the Trust’s preferred shares or other costs of financial leverage. As portfolio and market conditions change, the rate of 
dividends on the Common Shares and the Trust’s dividend policy could change. Over time, the Trust will distribute all of its net 
investment income (after it pays accrued dividends on any outstanding preferred shares) or other costs of financial leverage. In addition, 
at least annually, the Trust intends to distribute all or substantially all of its net realized capital gains (reduced by available capital 
loss carryforwards from prior years, if any). Distributions to Common Shareholders are recorded on the ex-dividend date. Distributions 
to preferred shareholders are recorded daily and are payable at the end of each dividend period.

Beginning February 13, 2008 and consistent with the patterns in the broader market for auction-rate securities, the Trust’s APS 
auctions were unsuccessful in clearing due to an imbalance of sell orders over bids to buy the APS. As a result, the dividend rates 
of the APS were reset to the maximum applicable rates.

The Trust distinguishes between distributions on a tax basis and a financial reporting basis. Accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States of America require that only distributions in excess of tax basis earnings and profits be reported in 
the financial statements as a return of capital. Permanent differences between book and tax accounting relating to distributions are 
reclassified to paid-in capital. For tax purposes, distributions from short-term capital gains are considered to be from ordinary 
income.

Common Shareholders may elect automatically to reinvest some or all of their distributions in additional Common Shares under 
the Trust’s dividend reinvestment plan. See “Distributions” and “Dividend Reinvestment Plan.”

While there are any borrowings or preferred shares outstanding, the Trust may not be permitted to declare any cash dividend or 
other distribution on its Common Shares in certain circumstances. See “Description of Capital Structure.”

Federal Income Tax Matters

The Trust has elected to be treated as and intends to qualify each year as a regulated investment company (“RIC”) under the 
Code. Accordingly, the Trust intends to satisfy certain requirements relating to sources of its income and diversification of its assets 
and to distribute substantially all of its net investment income, net tax-exempt interest income, if any, and net capital gains, if 
any, (after reduction by any available capital loss carryforwards) in accordance with the timing requirements imposed by the Code, 
so as to maintain its RIC status. If it qualifies for treatment as a RIC and satisfies the above-mentioned distribution requirements, 
the Trust will not be subject to U.S. federal income tax on income paid to its shareholders in the form of dividends.
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To qualify as a RIC for U.S. federal income tax purposes, the Trust must derive at least 90% of its annual gross income from 
dividends, interest, payments with respect to certain securities loans, gains from the sale or other disposition of stock, securities or 
foreign currencies, or other income (including, but not limited to, gains from options, futures or forward contracts) derived with 
respect to its business of investing in stock, securities and currencies, and net income derived from an interest in a qualified publicly 
traded partnership (a partnership (a) the interests in which are traded on an established securities market or are readily tradable 
on a secondary market or the substantial equivalent thereof and (b) that derives less than 90% of its income from the qualifying income 
described above). The Trust must also distribute to its shareholders at least the sum of 90% of its investment company taxable 
income (as that term is defined in the Code, but determined without regard to the deduction for dividends paid) and 90% of its net 
tax-exempt interest income for each taxable year.

The Trust must also satisfy certain requirements with respect to the diversification of its assets. The Trust must have, at the close of 
each quarter of its taxable year, at least 50% of the value of its total assets represented by cash and cash items, U.S. government 
securities, securities of other RICs, and other securities that, in respect of any one issuer, do not represent more than 5% of the 
value of the total assets of the Trust or more than 10% of the outstanding voting securities of that issuer. In addition, at the close of 
each quarter of its taxable year, not more than 25% of the value of the Trust’s assets may be invested, including through corporations in 
which the Trust owns a 20% or more voting stock interest, in securities (other than U.S. Government securities or the securities of 
other RICs) of any one issuer, or of two or more issuers that the Trust controls and which are engaged in the same or similar trades 
or businesses or related trades or businesses, or of one or more qualified publicly traded partnerships.

If the Trust does not qualify as a RIC for any taxable year, the Trust’s taxable income will be subject to corporate income tax, and 
all distributions from earnings and profits, including distributions of net capital gain (if any), will generally be taxable to the shareholder 
as ordinary income. Such distributions may be treated as qualified dividend income with respect to shareholders who are individuals 
and may be eligible for the dividends-received deduction in the case of shareholders taxed as corporations, provided certain 
holding period and other requirements are met. In order to requalify for taxation as a RIC, the Trust may be required to recognize 
unrealized gains, pay substantial taxes and interest, and make substantial distributions.

The Trust intends to make monthly distributions of net investment income after payment of dividends on any outstanding preferred 
shares or interest on any outstanding borrowings.

The Trust may also distribute its net realized capital gains, if any, generally not more than once per year. Taxes on distributions of 
capital gains are determined by how long the Trust owned (or is deemed to have owned) the investments that generated them, rather 
than how long a shareholder has owned his or her shares. In general, the Trust will recognize long-term capital gain or loss on 
investments it has owned for more than one year, and short-term capital gain or loss on investments it has owned for one year or 
less. Distributions of the Trust’s net capital gains (that is, the excess of net long-term capital gain over net short-term capital loss, in 
each case determined with reference to certain capital loss carryforwards) that are properly reported as capital gain dividends
(“capital gain dividends”), if any, are taxable to shareholders as long-term capital gains. Dividends paid to shareholders out of the 
Trust’s current and accumulated earnings and profits will, except in the case of capital gain dividends and distributions of “qualified 
dividend income”, be taxable as ordinary income. Distributions, if any, in excess of the Trust’s earnings and profits will first reduce 
the adjusted tax basis of a shareholder’s shares and, after that basis has been reduced to zero, will constitute gain for the sale of 
shares. Dividends paid by the Trust generally will not qualify for the reduced tax rates applicable to qualified dividend income received 
by individual shareholders or the dividends-received deduction generally available to corporate shareholders.

Distributions will be treated in the manner described above regardless of whether such distributions are paid in cash or invested in 
additional shares of the Trust. Shareholders receiving any distribution from the Trust in the form of additional shares pursuant to a 
dividend reinvestment plan will be treated as receiving a dividend in amount equal to either (i) if the shares are trading below net 
asset value, the amount of cash allocated to the shareholder for the purchase of shares on its behalf in the open market, or (ii) if 
the shares are trading at or above net asset value, generally the fair market value of the new shares issued to the shareholder.

The Trust may retain some or all of its net capital gain. If the Trust retains any net capital gain, it will be subject to tax at regular corporate 
rates on the amount retained, but may designate the retained amount as undistributed capital gain in a notice to its shareholders 
who (i) will be required to include in income for U.S. federal income tax purposes, as long-term capital gain, their share of such 
undistributed amount; and (ii) will be entitled to credit their proportionate share of the tax paid by the Trust on such undistributed 
amount against their U.S. federal income tax liabilities, if any, and will be entitled to claim refunds to the extent the credit exceeds 
such liabilities. For U.S. federal income tax purposes, the tax basis of shares owned by a shareholder will be increased by an 
amount equal to the difference between the amount of undistributed capital gains included in the shareholder’s gross income under 
clause (i) of the preceding sentence and the tax deemed paid by the shareholder under clause (ii) of the preceding sentence. The 
Trust is not required to, and there can be no assurance the Trust will, make this designation if it retains all or a portion of its net capital 
gain in a taxable year.
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In order to avoid incurring a nondeductible 4% U.S. federal excise tax obligation, the Code requires that the Trust distribute (or be
deemed to have distributed) by December 31 of each calendar year an amount at least equal to the sum of (i) 98% of its ordinary income
for such year, (ii) 98.2% of its capital gain net income, generally computed on the basis of the one-year period ending on October 31
(or later if the Trust is permitted to elect and so elects) of such year and (iii) 100% of any ordinary income and capital gain net
income from the prior year that was not paid out during such year and on which the Trust paid no U.S. federal income tax.

The Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) currently requires that a RIC that has two or more classes of stock allocate to each such
class proportionate amounts of each type of its income (such as ordinary income and capital gains) based on the percentage of
total dividends paid to each class for the tax year. Accordingly, if the Trust issues preferred shares, such as APS, it will designate
dividends made with respect to Common Shares and preferred shares as consisting of particular types of income (e.g., net capital
gain and ordinary income) in accordance with the proportionate share of each class in the total dividends paid by the Trust during
the year.

Gains or losses attributable to fluctuations in exchange rates between the time the Trust accrues income or receivables or expenses
or other liabilities denominated in a foreign currency and the time the Trust actually collects such income or receivables or pays
such liabilities are generally treated as ordinary income or loss. Transactions in foreign currencies, foreign currency-denominated
debt securities and certain foreign currency options, futures contracts, forward contracts and similar instruments (to the extent
permitted) may give rise to ordinary income or loss to the extent such income or loss results from fluctuations in the value of the
foreign currency concerned.

The Trust will inform shareholders of the source and tax status of all distributions promptly after the close of each calendar year.

Selling shareholders will generally recognize capital gain or loss in an amount equal to the difference between the shareholder’s
adjusted tax basis in the shares sold and the sale proceeds. Any loss on a disposition of shares held for six months or less will be
treated as a long-term capital loss to the extent of any capital gain dividends received (or deemed received) with respect to those shares.
For purposes of determining whether shares have been held for six months or less, the holding period is suspended for any periods
during which the shareholder’s risk of loss is diminished as a result of holding one or more offsetting positions in substantially
similar or related property, or through certain options or short sales. Any loss realized on a sale or exchange of shares will be disallowed
to the extent those shares are replaced by other substantially identical shares within a period of 61 days beginning 30 days
before and ending 30 days after the date of disposition of the shares (including through the reinvestment of distributions, which
could occur, for example, if the shareholder is a participant in the Plan or otherwise). In that event, the basis of the replacement shares
will be adjusted to reflect the disallowed loss.

The net investment income of certain U.S. individuals, estates and trusts is subject to a 3.8% Medicare contribution tax. For
individuals, the tax is on the lesser of the “net investment income” and the excess of modified adjusted gross income over $200,000
(or $250,000 if married filing jointly). Net investment income includes, among other things, interest, dividends, gross income
and capital gains derived from passive activities and trading in securities or commodities. Net investment income is reduced by
deductions “properly allocable” to this income.

Investments in foreign securities may be subject to foreign withholding taxes or other foreign taxes with respect to income (possibly
including, in some cases, capital gains) which may decrease the Trust’s yield on such securities. These taxes may be reduced or
eliminated under the terms of an applicable tax treaty. Shareholders generally will not be entitled to claim a credit or deduction with
respect to foreign taxes paid by the Trust. In addition, investments in foreign securities or foreign currencies may increase or
accelerate the Trust’s recognition of ordinary income and may affect the timing or amount of the Trust’s distributions.

Dividends and distributions on Trust shares are generally subject to U.S. federal income tax as described herein to the extent they
do not exceed realized income and gains, even though such dividends and distributions may economically represent a return of a
particular shareholder’s investment. Such distributions are likely to occur in respect of shares purchased at a time when the
Trust’s net asset value reflects unrealized gains or income or gains that are realized but not yet distributed. Such realized gains
may be required to be distributed even when the Trust’s net asset value also reflects unrealized losses.

Taxable distributions to individuals and certain other non-corporate shareholders who have not provided their correct taxpayer
identification number and other required certifications, may be subject to “backup” U.S. federal income tax withholding. Backup
withholding is not an additional tax. Any amounts withheld may be credited against the shareholder’s U.S. federal income tax liability,
provided the appropriate information is furnished to the IRS.

An investor should also be aware that the benefits of the reduced tax rate applicable to long-term capital gains may be impacted
by the application of the alternative minimum tax to individual shareholders.

Certain foreign entities including foreign entities acting as intermediaries may be subject to a 30% withholding tax on ordinary
dividend income paid under the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (“FATCA”). To avoid withholding, foreign financial institutions
subject to FATCA must agree to disclose to the relevant revenue authorities certain information regarding their direct and indirect
U.S. owners and other foreign entities must certify certain information regarding their direct and indirect U.S. owners to the Trust.
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In addition, the IRS and the Department of the Treasury have issued proposed regulations providing that these withholding rules
will not be applicable to the gross proceeds of share redemptions or capital gain dividends the Trust pays. For more detailed information
regarding FATCA withholding and compliance, please refer to the SAI.

The foregoing briefly summarizes some of the important U.S. federal income tax consequences to shareholders of investing in
shares, reflects the federal tax law as of the date of this prospectus, and does not address special tax rules applicable to certain
types of investors, such as corporate and foreign investors. A more complete discussion of the tax rules applicable to the Trust and
the shareholders can be found in the SAI that is incorporated by reference into this prospectus. Unless otherwise noted, this
discussion assumes that an investor is a United States person and holds shares as a capital asset. This discussion is based upon
current provisions of the Code, the regulations promulgated thereunder, and judicial and administrative ruling authorities, all of which
are subject to change or differing interpretations by the courts or the IRS retroactively or prospectively. Investors should consult
their tax advisors regarding other federal, state, local and, where applicable, foreign tax considerations that may be applicable in
their particular circumstances, as well as any proposed tax law changes.

Dividend Reinvestment Plan

The Trust offers a dividend reinvestment plan (the “Plan”) pursuant to which Common Shareholders may elect to have distributions
automatically reinvested in Common Shares of the Trust. You may elect to participate in the Plan by completing the Dividend
Reinvestment Plan Application Form. If you do not participate, you will receive all distributions in cash paid by check mailed directly
to you by American Stock Transfer & Trust Company, LLC (“AST” or “Plan Agent”) as dividend paying agent. On the distribution
payment date, if the net asset value per Common Share is equal to or less than the market price per Common Share plus estimated
brokerage commissions, then new Common Shares will be issued. The number of Common Shares shall be determined by the
greater of the net asset value per Common Share or 95% of the market price. Otherwise, Common Shares generally will be purchased
on the open market by the Plan Agent. Distributions subject to income tax (if any) are taxable whether or not shares are reinvested.

If your shares are in the name of a brokerage firm, bank, or other nominee, you can ask the firm or nominee to participate in the
Plan on your behalf. If the nominee does not offer the Plan, you will need to request that your shares be re-registered in your name
with the Trust’s transfer agent, AST, or you will not be able to participate.

The Plan Agent’s service fee for handling distributions will be paid by the Trust. Each participant will be charged their pro rata
share of brokerage commissions on all open-market purchases.

Plan participants may withdraw from the Plan at any time by writing to the Plan Agent at the address noted on page 56. If you
withdraw, you will receive shares in your name for all Common Shares credited to your account under the Plan. If a participant elects
by written notice to the Plan Agent to have the Plan Agent sell part or all of his or her Common Shares and remit the proceeds,
the Plan Agent is authorized to deduct a $5.00 fee plus brokerage commissions from the proceeds.

Any inquiries regarding the Plan can be directed to the Plan Agent, AST, at 1-866-439-6787.

Description of Capital Structure

The Trust is an unincorporated business trust established under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts by the Declaration
of Trust. The Declaration of Trust provides that the Board may authorize separate classes of shares of beneficial interest. The
Board has authorized an unlimited number of Common Shares. The Trust will hold annual meetings of shareholders so long as
the Common Shares are listed on a national securities exchange and annual meetings are required as a condition of such listing.

COMMON SHARES

The Declaration of Trust permits the Trust to issue an unlimited number of full and fractional Common Shares. Each Common
Share represents an equal proportionate interest in the assets of the Trust with each other Common Share in the Trust. Common
Shareholders are entitled to the payment of distributions when, as, and if declared by the Board. The 1940 Act or the terms of any
future borrowings or issuance of preferred shares may limit the payment of distributions to the Common Shareholder. Each whole
Common Share shall be entitled to one vote as to matters on which it is entitled to vote pursuant to the terms of the Declaration of
Trust on file with the SEC.

The Trust’s By-Laws include provisions (the “Control Share Provisions”), pursuant to which a shareholder who obtains beneficial
ownership of Trust shares in a “Control Share Acquisition” may exercise voting rights with respect to such shares only to the extent
the authorization of such voting rights is approved by other shareholders of the Trust. The By-Laws define a “Control Share Acquisition,”
pursuant to various conditions and exceptions, to include an acquisition of Trust shares that would give the beneficial owner, upon
the acquisition of such shares, the ability to exercise voting power, but for the Control Share Provisions, in the election of Trust
Trustees in any of the following ranges: (i) one-tenth or more, but less than one-fifth of all voting power; (ii) one-fifth or more, but
less than one-third of all voting power; (iii) one-third or more, but less than a majority of all voting power; or (iv) a majority or more
of all voting power. Subject to various conditions and procedural requirements, including the delivery of a “Control Share Acquisition
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Statement” to the Trust’s secretary setting forth certain required information, a shareholder who obtains beneficial ownership of
shares in a Control Share Acquisition generally may request a vote of Trust shareholders (excluding such acquiring shareholder and
certain other interested shareholders) to approve the authorization of voting rights for such shares at the next annual meeting of
Trust shareholders following the Control Share Acquisition. On January 26, 2023, the Trust’s Board of Trustees voted to exempt,
on a going forward basis, all prior and, until further notice, new acquisitions of Trust shares that otherwise might be deemed “Control
Share Acquisitions” under the Trust’s By-Laws from the Control Share Provisions of the Trust’s By-Laws.

The By-Laws establish qualification criteria applicable to prospective Trustees and generally require that advance notice be given
to the Trust in the event a shareholder desires to nominate a person for election to the Board or to transact any other business at a
meeting of shareholders. Any notice by a shareholder must be accompanied by certain information as required by the By-Laws.
No shareholder proposal will be considered at any meeting of shareholders of the Trust if such proposal is submitted by a shareholder
who does not satisfy all applicable requirements set forth in the By-Laws.

In the event of the liquidation of the Trust, after paying or adequately providing for the payment of all liabilities of the Trust and the
liquidation preference with respect to any outstanding preferred shares, and upon receipt of such releases, indemnities and
refunding agreements as they deem necessary for their protection, the Board may distribute the remaining assets of the Trust
among the Common Shareholders. The Declaration of Trust provides that Common Shareholders are not liable for any liabilities of
the Trust and permits inclusion of a clause to that effect in every agreement entered into by the Trust and, in coordination with
the Trust’s By-Laws, indemnifies shareholders against any such liability. Although shareholders of an unincorporated business trust
established under Massachusetts law may, in certain limited circumstances, be held personally liable for the obligations of the
business trust as though they were general partners, the provisions of the Trust’s Organizational Documents described in the foregoing
sentence make the likelihood of such personal liability remote.

While there are any borrowings or preferred shares outstanding, the Trust may not be permitted to declare any cash dividend or
other distribution on its Common Shares, unless at the time of such declaration, (i) all accrued dividends on preferred shares or accrued
interest on borrowings have been paid and (ii) the value of the Trust’s total assets (determined after deducting the amount of
such dividend or other distribution), less all liabilities and indebtedness of the Trust not represented by senior securities, is at least
300% of the aggregate amount of such securities representing indebtedness and at least 200% of the aggregate amount of
securities representing indebtedness plus the aggregate liquidation value of the outstanding preferred shares (expected to equal
the aggregate original purchase price of the outstanding preferred shares plus redemption premium, if any, together with any accrued
and unpaid dividends thereon, whether or not earned or declared and on a cumulative basis). In addition to the requirements of
the 1940 Act, the Trust may be required to comply with other asset coverage requirements as a condition of the Trust obtaining a
rating of the preferred shares from a Rating Agency. These requirements may include an asset coverage test more stringent than under
the 1940 Act. This limitation on the Trust’s ability to make distributions on its Common Shares could in certain circumstances
impair the ability of the Trust to maintain its qualification for taxation as a regulated investment company for federal income tax
purposes. The Trust intends, however, to the extent possible to purchase or redeem preferred shares or reduce borrowings from time
to time to maintain compliance with such asset coverage requirements and may pay special dividends to the holders of the preferred
shares in certain circumstances in connection with any such impairment of the Trust’s status as a regulated investment company.
See “Investment Objectives, Policies and Risks,” “Distributions” and “Federal Income Tax Matters.” Depending on the timing of any
such redemption or repayment, the Trust may be required to pay a premium in addition to the liquidation preference of the preferred
shares to the holders thereof.

The Trust has no present intention of offering additional Common Shares, except as described herein. Other offerings of its Common
Shares, if made, will require approval of the Board. Any additional offering will not be sold at a price per Common Share below
the then current NAV (exclusive of underwriting discounts and commissions) except in connection with an offering to existing Common
Shareholders or with the consent of a majority of the outstanding Common Shares. The Common Shares have no preemptive
rights.

The Trust generally will not issue Common Share certificates. However, upon written request to the Trust’s transfer agent, a share
certificate will be issued for any or all of the full Common Shares credited to an investor’s account. Common Share certificates that
have been issued to an investor may be returned at any time.

CREDIT FACILITY

The Trust currently leverages through borrowings, and has entered into an Agreement with a bank to borrow up to a limit of $200
million ($210 million prior to March 15, 2022) pursuant to a revolving line of credit. Borrowings under the Agreement are secured
by the assets of the Trust. Interest is generally charged at a rate above SOFR and is payable monthly. Under the terms of the
Agreement, in effect through March 14, 2023, the Trust pays a facility fee of 0.15% on the borrowing limit. In connection with
the extension of the Agreement on March 15, 2022, the Trust also paid upfront fees of $100,000, which are being amortized to
interest expense to March 14, 2023. The Trust is required to maintain certain net asset levels during the term of the Agreement. As
of October 31, 2022, the Trust had borrowings outstanding under the Agreement of $133 million at an interest rate of 4.58%.
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The carrying amount of the borrowings at October 31, 2022 approximated its fair value. For the year ended October 31, 2022,
the average borrowings under the Agreement and the average interest rate (excluding fees) were $140,843,836 and 1.94%,
respectively. In addition, upon the expiration of the term of the Trust’s existing credit facility, the lender may not be willing to extend
further credit to the Trust, may reduce amounts available under the facility or may only be willing to lend at an increased cost to
the Trust. If the Trust is not able to extend its credit arrangement, it may be required to liquidate holdings to repay amounts borrowed
under the credit facility.

In addition, the credit facility/program contains covenants that, among other things, limit the Trust’s ability to pay dividends in
certain circumstances, incur additional debt, enter into a new investment advisory agreement without the consent of the lenders,
change its fundamental investment policies and engage in certain transactions, including mergers and consolidations, and may require
asset coverage ratios in addition to those required by the 1940 Act. The Trust is required to pledge its assets and to maintain a
portion of its assets in cash or high-grade securities as a reserve against interest or principal payments and expenses. The credit
facility/program contains customary covenant, negative covenant and default provisions. In addition, any such credit facility/program
entered into in the future may be replaced or refinanced by one or more credit facilities having substantially different terms or by
the issuance of preferred shares or debt securities.

REPURCHASE OF COMMON SHARES AND OTHER DISCOUNT MEASURES

Because shares of closed-end management investment companies frequently trade at a discount to their NAVs, the Board has
determined that from time to time it may be in the interest of shareholders for the Trust to take corrective actions. The Board, in
consultation with Eaton Vance, will review at least annually the possibility of open market repurchases and/or tender offers for the
Common Shares and will consider such factors as the market price of the Common Shares, the NAV of the Common Shares, the liquidity
of the assets of the Trust, effect on the Trust’s expenses, whether such transactions would impair the Trust’s status as a regulated
investment company or result in a failure to comply with applicable asset coverage requirements, general economic conditions and
such other events or conditions which may have a material effect on the Trust’s ability to consummate such transactions. There
are no assurances that the Board will, in fact, decide to undertake either of these actions or if undertaken, that such actions will
result in the Trust’s Common Shares trading at a price which is equal to or approximates their NAV. In recognition of the possibility
that the Common Shares might trade at a discount to NAV and that any such discount may not be in the interest of shareholders,
the Board, in consultation with Eaton Vance, from time to time may review possible actions to reduce any such discount.

On November 11, 2013, the Board of Trustees initially approved a share repurchase program for the Trust. Pursuant to the
reauthorization of the share repurchase program by the Board of Trustees in March 2019, the Trust is authorized to repurchase up
to 10% of its Common Shares outstanding as of the last day of the prior calendar year at market prices when shares are trading
at a discount to net asset value. The share repurchase program does not obligate the Trust to purchase a specific amount of shares.
Results of the share repurchase program will be disclosed in the Trust’s annual and semiannual reports to shareholders.

PREFERRED SHARES

The Declaration of Trust authorizes the issuance of an unlimited number of shares of beneficial interest with preference rights,
including preferred shares, having a par value of $0.01 per share, in one or more series, with rights as determined by the Board,
by action of the Board without the approval of the Common Shareholders On January 26, 2004, the Trust issued 3,940 Series A APS,
3,940 Series B APS, 3,940 Series C APS and 3,940 Series D APS, with a liquidation preference per share of $25,000 plus
accumulated but unpaid dividends. As of December 31, 2012, 2,627 Series A APS, 2,627 Series B APS, 2,627 Series C APS
and 2,627 Series D APS had been redeemed. The APS have seniority over the Common Shares. On September 23, 2016, the Trust
repurchased 354 Series A APS, 354 Series B APS, 354 Series C APS and 354 Series D APS. On September 14, 2018, the Trust
repurchased 220 Series A APS, 196 Series B APS, 221 Series C APS and 167 Series D APS.

Under the requirements of the 1940 Act, the Trust must, immediately after the issuance of any preferred shares, have an “asset
coverage” of at least 200%. Asset coverage means the ratio which the value of the total assets of the Trust, less all liability and
indebtedness not represented by senior securities (as defined in the 1940 Act), bears to the aggregate amount of senior securities
representing indebtedness of the Trust, if any, plus the aggregate liquidation preference of the preferred shares. The liquidation value
of the preferred shares is expected to equal to their aggregate original purchase price plus the applicable redemption premium, if
any, together with any accrued and unpaid distributions thereon (on a cumulative basis), whether or not earned or declared. The terms
of the preferred shares, including their distribution rate, voting rights, liquidation preference and redemption provisions, are
determined by the Board (subject to applicable law and the Trust’s Declaration of Trust). The Trust may issue preferred shares that
provide for the periodic redetermination of the distribution rate at relatively short intervals through an auction or remarketing
procedure, although the terms of such preferred shares may also enable the Trust to lengthen such intervals. At times, the distribution
rate on any preferred shares may exceed the Trust’s return after expenses on the investment of proceeds from the preferred shares
and the Trust’s leverage structure, resulting in a lower rate of return to Common Shareholders than if the preferred shares were not
outstanding.
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In the event of any voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Trust, the terms of any preferred shares
may entitle the holders of preferred shares to receive a preferential liquidating distribution (expected to equal to the original purchase
price per share plus the applicable redemption premium, if any, together with accrued and unpaid distributions, whether or not
earned or declared and on a cumulative basis) before any distribution of assets is made to holders of Common Shares. After payment
of the full amount of the liquidating distribution to which they are entitled, the preferred shareholders would not be entitled to any
further participation in any distribution of assets by the Trust.

Holders of preferred shares, voting as a class, would be entitled to elect two of the Trust’s Trustees. The holders of both the Common
Shares and the preferred shares (voting together as a single class with each share entitling its holder to one vote) would be entitled
to elect the remaining Trustees of the Trust. Under the 1940 Act, if at any time distributions on any preferred shares are unpaid
in an amount equal to two full years’ distributions thereon, the holders of all outstanding preferred shares, voting as a class, will
be allowed to elect a majority of the Trust’s Trustees until all distributions in arrears have been paid or declared and set apart for payment.
In addition, if required by a Rating Agency rating any preferred shares or if the Board determines it to be in the best interests of
the Common Shareholders, issuance of such preferred shares may result in more restrictive provisions than required by the 1940
Act being imposed. In this regard, holders of any preferred shares may be entitled to elect a majority of the Trust’s Board in other
circumstances, for example, if one payment on the preferred shares is in arrears. The differing rights of the holders of preferred
and Common Shares with respect to the election of Trustees do not affect the obligation of all Trustees to take actions they believe
to be consistent with the best interests of the Trust. All such actions must be consistent with (i) the obligations of the Trust with respect
to the holders of preferred shares (which obligations arise primarily from the contractual terms of the preferred shares, as specified
in the Trust’s Organizational Documents) and (ii) the fiduciary duties owed to the Trust, which include the duties of loyalty and care.

The APS have been rated AA by Fitch and Aa3 by Moody’s. The Trust currently intends to seek to maintain this rating or an equivalent
credit rating on the APS or any preferred shares it issues. The Rating Agencies which rate the preferred shares and any bank
lender in connection with a credit facility or commercial paper program may also impose specific restrictions as a condition to
borrowing. Such restrictions may include asset coverage or portfolio composition requirements that are more stringent than those
imposed on the Trust by the 1940 Act. These covenants or guidelines do not currently and are not expected to impede Eaton Vance
in managing the Trust’s portfolio in accordance with its investment objectives and policies and it is not anticipated that they will
so impede Eaton Vance in the future.

CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL DOCUMENTS

Summary of Anti-Takeover Provisions in the Organizational Documents

Pursuant to the Organizational Documents, the Board is divided into three classes, with the term of one class expiring at each
annual meeting of holders of Common Shares and preferred shares, if any. At each annual meeting, one class of Trustees is elected
to a three-year term. This provision could delay the replacement of a majority of the Board thereby increasing stability of the
composition of the Board. In addition, in the event a Trustee is not elected at an annual meeting at which such Trustee’s term
expires, and a nominee presented to shareholders as such Trustee’s successor is also not elected, then the incumbent Trustee shall
remain a member of the relevant class of Trustees and hold office until the expiration of the term applicable to Trustees in that
class. In a contested Trustee election, a nominee must receive the affirmative vote of a majority of the shares outstanding and entitled
to vote in order to be elected. A Trustee may be removed from office only for cause by a written instrument signed by the remaining
Trustees or by a vote of the holders of at least two-thirds of the class of shares of the Trust that elects such Trustee and are entitled
to vote on the matter. These provisions similarly could delay the replacement of Trustees, which similarly increases stability of the
composition of the Board.

The Organizational Documents establish supermajority voting requirements with respect to certain other matters. The Declaration
of Trust requires the favorable vote of the holders of at least 75% of the outstanding shares of each class of the Trust, voting as a class,
then entitled to vote to approve, adopt or authorize certain transactions with 5%-or-greater holders (“Principal Shareholders”) of a
class of shares and their associates, unless the Board shall by resolution have approved a memorandum of understanding with such
holders, in which case normal voting requirements would be in effect. For purposes of these provisions, a Principal Shareholder
refers to any person who, whether directly or indirectly and whether alone or together with its affiliates and associates, beneficially
owns 5% or more of the outstanding shares of any class of beneficial interest of the Trust. The transactions subject to these
special approval requirements are: (i) the merger or consolidation of the Trust or any subsidiary of the Trust with or into any Principal
Shareholder; (ii) the issuance of any securities of the Trust to any Principal Shareholder for cash; (iii) the sale, lease or exchange
of all or any substantial part of the assets of the Trust to any Principal Shareholder (except assets having an aggregate fair market
value of less than $1,000,000, aggregating for the purpose of such computation all assets sold, leased or exchanged in any series
of similar transactions within a twelve-month period); or (iv) the sale, lease or exchange to or with the Trust or any subsidiary
thereof, in exchange for securities of the Trust, of any assets of any Principal Shareholder (except assets having an aggregate fair
market value of less than $1,000,000, aggregating for the purposes of such computation all assets sold, leased or exchanged in
any series of similar transactions within a twelve-month period). For information on the Control Share Provisions and the qualification
criteria applicable to prospective Trustees in the Trust’s By-Laws, see “Description of Capital Structure – Common Shares.”
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The Board believes that these provisions are in the best interests of the Trust and its shareholders. These provisions may provide
some protection to the Trust against insurgent campaigns from “activist” investors that may, under some circumstances, impede the
Trust’s ability to achieve its investment objective and may otherwise threaten to harm the long-term interests of the Trust and its
other shareholders. These provisions promote continuity and stability and enhance the Trust’s ability to pursue the Trust’s investment
strategies that are consistent with its stated investment objective and investment policies. Because these provisions may discourage
third parties from seeking to obtain control of the Trust or from seeking to effect a tender offer or similar transaction, they may
reduce opportunities for Common Shareholders to sell their Common Shares at a short-term premium over the then-current market
price, However, they allow the Board to balance the interests of the entire shareholder base in evaluating these and other types of
transactions rather than prioritizing the interests of certain shareholders.

The voting thresholds described above and below under “Conversion to Open-End Fund” are higher than those (if any) established
under Massachusetts or federal law. The Board has determined that these voting requirements are in the best interest of holders
of Common Shares and preferred shares generally. Reference is made to the Organizational Documents on file with the SEC for the
full text of these provisions.

Conversion to Open-End Fund

The Trust may be converted to an open-end investment company at any time if approved by the lesser of (i) two-thirds or more of
the Trust’s then outstanding Common Shares and preferred shares, each voting separately as a class, or (ii) more than 50% of the
then outstanding Common Shares and preferred shares, voting separately as a class if such conversion is recommended by at
least 75% of the Trustees then in office. If approved in the foregoing manner, conversion of the Trust could not occur until 90 days
after the Common Shareholders’ meeting at which such conversion was approved and would also require at least 30 days’ prior
notice to all Common Shareholders. Conversion of the Trust to an open-end management investment company also would require
the redemption of any outstanding preferred shares, including APS, and could require the repayment of borrowings. The Board
believes that the closed-end structure is desirable, given the Trust’s investment objectives and policies. Investors should assume,
therefore, that it is unlikely that the Board would vote to convert the Trust to an open-end management investment company.

Custodian and Transfer Agent

State Street Bank and Trust Company (“State Street”), State Street Financial Center, One Lincoln Street, Boston, MA 02111, is the
custodian of the Trust and will maintain custody of the securities and cash of the Trust. State Street maintains the Trust’s general
ledger and computes NAV per share at least weekly. State Street also attends to details in connection with the sale, exchange,
substitution, transfer and other dealings with the Trust’s investments, and receives and disburses all funds. State Street also assists
in preparation of shareholder reports and the electronic filing of such reports with the SEC.

American Stock Transfer & Trust Company, LLC, 6201 15th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11219 is the transfer agent and dividend
disbursing agent of the Trust.

Legal Matters

Certain legal matters in connection with the Common Shares will be passed upon for the Trust by internal counsel for Eaton Vance.

On August 27, 2020, Saba Capital Master Fund, Ltd., a hedge fund (“Saba”), filed claims against the Trust in a lawsuit in Suffolk
County Superior Court in Massachusetts asserting breach of contract and fiduciary duty by the Trust and certain of its affiliates
(collectively, the “Funds”), the Trust’s adviser, and the Board, following the recent implementation by the Trust of by-law amendments
that (i) require trustee nominees in contested elections to obtain affirmative votes of a majority of eligible shares in order to be
elected and (ii) establish certain requirements related to shares obtained in “control share” acquisitions. With respect to the Trust,
Saba seeks rescission of these by-law provisions and certain related relief. On March 31, 2021, the court allowed in part and denied
in part a motion to dismiss Saba’s claims. On January 23, 2023, the court (i) granted the Funds’ and Board’s motion for summary
judgment on Saba’s claim that the Board breached its fiduciary duty; (ii) granted Saba’s motion for summary judgment with
respect to Saba’s claim for rescission of the by-law amendments addressing requirements related to shares obtained in control
share acquisitions; and (iii) denied the Funds’ and Board’s motion for summary judgment on Saba’s breach of contract claim. While
management of the Trust is unable to predict the outcome of this matter, it does not believe the outcome would result in the
payment of any monetary damages by the Trust.

Reports to Shareholders

The Trust will send to Common Shareholders unaudited semi-annual and audited annual reports, including a list of investments
held.

Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

Deloitte & Touche LLP (“Deloitte”), 200 Berkeley Street, Boston, MA 02116, independent registered public accounting firm,
audits the Trust’s financial statements. Deloitte and/or its affiliates provide other audit, tax and related services to the Trust.
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Potential Conflicts of Interest

As a diversified global financial services firm, Morgan Stanley, the parent company of the investment adviser, engages in a broad 
spectrum of activities, including financial advisory services, investment management activities, lending, commercial banking, 
sponsoring and managing private investment funds, engaging in broker-dealer transactions and principal securities, commodities 
and foreign exchange transactions, research publication and other activities. In the ordinary course of its business, Morgan Stanley 
is a full-service investment banking and financial services firm and therefore engages in activities where Morgan Stanley’s interests 
or the interests of its clients may conflict with the interests of a Fund or Portfolio, as applicable (collectively, for purposes of this 
section, “Fund” or “Funds”). Morgan Stanley advises clients and sponsors, manages or advises other investment funds and investment 
programs, accounts and businesses (collectively, together with any new or successor Morgan Stanley funds, programs, accounts 
or businesses, (other than funds, programs, accounts or businesses sponsored, managed, or advised by former direct or indirect 
subsidiaries of Eaton Vance Corp. (“Eaton Vance Investment Accounts”)), the “MS Investment Accounts,” and, together with the Eaton 
Vance Investment Accounts, the “Affiliated Investment Accounts” with a wide variety of investment objectives that in some instances 
may overlap or conflict with a Fund’s investment objectives and present conflicts of interest. In addition, Morgan Stanley or the 
investment adviser may also from time to time create new or successor Affiliated Investment Accounts that may compete with a 
Fund and present similar conflicts of interest. The discussion below enumerates certain actual, apparent and potential conflicts of 
interest. There is no assurance that conflicts of interest will be resolved in favor of Fund shareholders and, in fact, they may not be. 
Conflicts of interest not described below may also exist.

The discussions below with respect to actual, apparent and potential conflicts of interest also may be applicable to or arise from 
the MS Investment Accounts whether or not specifically identified.

For more information about conflicts of interest, see the section entitled “Potential Conflicts of Interest” in the SAI.

Material Non-public Information. It is expected that confidential or material non-public information regarding an investment or 
potential investment opportunity may become available to the investment adviser. If such information becomes available, the 
investment adviser may be precluded (including by applicable law or internal policies or procedures) from pursuing an investment 
or disposition opportunity with respect to such investment or investment opportunity. Morgan Stanley has established certain 
information barriers and other policies to address the sharing of information between different businesses within Morgan Stanley. 
In limited circumstances, however, including for purposes of managing business and reputational risk, and subject to policies and 
procedures and any applicable regulations, Morgan Stanley personnel, including personnel of the investment adviser, on one 
side of an information barrier may have access to information and personnel on the other side of the information barrier through 
“wall crossings.” The investment adviser faces conflicts of interest in determining whether to engage in such wall crossings. Information 
obtained in connection with such wall crossings may limit or restrict the ability of the investment adviser to engage in or otherwise 
effect transactions on behalf of the Fund(s) (including purchasing or selling securities that the investment adviser may otherwise 
have purchased or sold for a Fund in the absence of a wall crossing).

Investments by Morgan Stanley and its Affiliated Investment Accounts. In serving in multiple capacities to Affiliated Investment 
Accounts, Morgan Stanley, including the investment adviser and its investment teams, may have obligations to other clients or investors 
in Affiliated Investment Accounts, the fulfillment of which may not be in the best interests of a Fund or its shareholders. A Fund’s 
investment objectives may overlap with the investment objectives of certain Affiliated Investment Accounts. As a result, the members 
of an investment team may face conflicts in the allocation of investment opportunities among a Fund and other investment funds, 
programs, accounts and businesses advised by or affiliated with the investment adviser. Certain Affiliated Investment Accounts 
may provide for higher management or incentive fees or greater expense reimbursements or overhead allocations, all of which may 
contribute to this conflict of interest and create an incentive for the investment adviser to favor such other accounts. To seek to 
reduce potential conflicts of interest and to attempt to allocate such investment opportunities in a fair and equitable manner, the 
investment adviser has implemented allocation policies and procedures. These policies and procedures are intended to give all clients 
of the investment adviser, including the Fund(s), fair access to investment opportunities consistent with the requirements of 
organizational documents, investment strategies, applicable laws and regulations, and the fiduciary duties of the investment 
adviser.

Investments by Separate Investment Departments. The entities and individuals that provide investment-related services for the 
Fund and certain other Eaton Vance Investment Accounts (the “Eaton Vance Investment Department”) may be different from the entities 
and individuals that provide investment-related services to MS Investment Accounts (the “MS Investment Department” and, 
together with the Eaton Vance Investment Department, the “Investment Departments”). Although Morgan Stanley has implemented 
information barriers between the Investment Departments in accordance with internal policies and procedures, each Investment 
Department may engage in discussions and share information and resources with the other Investment Department on certain 
investment-related matters. A MS Investment Account could trade in advance of a Fund (and vice versa), might complete trades 
more quickly and efficiently than a Fund, and/or achieve different execution than a Fund on the same or similar investments made 
contemporaneously, even when the Investment Departments shared research and viewpoints that led to that investment decision. 
Any sharing of information or resources between the Investment Department servicing the Fund and the MS Investment Department
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may result, from time to time, in a Fund simultaneously or contemporaneously seeking to engage in the same or similar transactions
as an account serviced by the other Investment Department and for which there are limited buyers or sellers on specific securities,
which could result in less favorable execution for the Fund than such account.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries. The investment adviser and/or Eaton Vance Distributors, Inc.
(“EVD”) may pay compensation, out of their own funds and not as an expense of a Fund, to certain financial intermediaries (which
may include affiliates of the investment adviser and EVD), including recordkeepers and administrators of various deferred
compensation plans, in connection with the sale, distribution, marketing and retention of shares of the Fund and/or shareholder
servicing. The prospect of receiving, or the receipt of, additional compensation, as described above, by financial intermediaries may
provide such financial intermediaries and their financial advisors and other salespersons with an incentive to favor sales of shares
of a Fund over other investment options with respect to which these financial intermediaries do not receive additional compensation
(or receive lower levels of additional compensation). These payment arrangements, however, will not change the price that an
investor pays for shares of a Fund or the amount that the Fund receives to invest on behalf of an investor. Investors may wish to
take such payment arrangements into account when considering and evaluating any recommendations relating to Fund shares and
should review carefully any disclosures provided by financial intermediaries as to their compensation. In addition, in certain
circumstances, the investment adviser may restrict, limit or reduce the amount of a Fund’s investment, or restrict the type of governance
or voting rights it acquires or exercises, where the Fund (potentially together with Morgan Stanley) exceeds a certain ownership
interest, or possesses certain degrees of voting or control or has other interests.

Morgan Stanley Trading and Principal Investing Activities. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, Morgan Stanley will
generally conduct its sales and trading businesses, publish research and analysis, and render investment advice without regard for
a Fund’s holdings, although these activities could have an adverse impact on the value of one or more of the Fund’s investments,
or could cause Morgan Stanley to have an interest in one or more portfolio investments that is different from, and potentially adverse
to, that of a Fund.

Morgan Stanley’s Investment Banking and Other Commercial Activities. Morgan Stanley advises clients on a variety of mergers,
acquisitions, restructuring, bankruptcy and financing transactions. Morgan Stanley may act as an advisor to clients, including other
investment funds that may compete with a Fund and with respect to investments that a Fund may hold. Morgan Stanley may
give advice and take action with respect to any of its clients or proprietary accounts that may differ from the advice given, or may
involve an action of a different timing or nature than the action taken, by a Fund. Morgan Stanley may give advice and provide
recommendations to persons competing with a Fund and/or any of a Fund’s investments that are contrary to the Fund’s best interests
and/or the best interests of any of its investments. Morgan Stanley’s activities on behalf of its clients (such as engagements as an
underwriter or placement agent) may restrict or otherwise limit investment opportunities that may otherwise be available to a Fund.

Morgan Stanley may be engaged to act as a financial advisor to a company in connection with the sale of such company, or
subsidiaries or divisions thereof, may represent potential buyers of businesses through its mergers and acquisition activities and
may provide lending and other related financing services in connection with such transactions. Morgan Stanley’s compensation for
such activities is usually based upon realized consideration and is usually contingent, in substantial part, upon the closing of the
transaction. Under these circumstances, a Fund may be precluded from participating in a transaction with or relating to the company
being sold or participating in any financing activity related to merger or acquisition.

General Process for Potential Conflicts. All of the transactions described above involve the potential for conflicts of interest between
the investment adviser, related persons of the investment adviser and/or their clients. The Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as
amended (the “Advisers Act”) the 1940 Act and ERISA impose certain requirements designed to decrease the possibility of conflicts
of interest between an investment adviser and its clients. In some cases, transactions may be permitted subject to fulfillment of
certain conditions. Certain other transactions may be prohibited. In addition, the investment adviser has instituted policies and
procedures designed to prevent conflicts of interest from arising and, when they do arise, to ensure that it effects transactions for
clients in a manner that is consistent with its fiduciary duty to its clients and in accordance with applicable law. The investment adviser
seeks to ensure that potential or actual conflicts of interest are appropriately resolved taking into consideration the overriding best
interests of the client.

Additional Information

The Prospectus and the SAI do not contain all of the information set forth in the Registration Statement that the Trust has filed
with the SEC. The complete Registration Statement may be obtained from the SEC upon payment of the fee prescribed by its rules
and regulations. The SAI can be obtained without charge by calling 1-800-262-1122.

Statements contained in this Prospectus as to the contents of any contract or other document referred to are not necessarily
complete, and, in each instance, reference is made to the copy of such contract or other document filed as an exhibit to the Registration
Statement of which this Prospectus forms a part, each such statement being qualified in all respects by such reference.
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As permitted by regulations adopted by the Securities and Exchange Commission, paper copies of the Trust’s annual and semi-annual
shareholder reports are no longer being sent by mail unless you specifically request paper copies of the reports. Instead, the
reports are being made available on the Trust’s website (funds.eatonvance.com/closed-end-fund-and-term-trust-documents.php56),
and you will be notified by mail each time a report is posted and provided with a website address to access the report. If you
already elected to receive shareholder reports electronically, you will not be affected by this change and you need not take any
action. If you hold shares at the Trust’s transfer agent, American Stock Transfer & Trust Company, LLC (“AST”), you may elect to
receive shareholder reports and other communications from the Trust electronically by contacting AST. If you own your shares through
a financial intermediary (such as a broker-dealer or bank), you must contact your financial intermediary to sign up. You may
elect to receive all future Trust shareholder reports in paper free of charge. If you hold shares at AST, you can inform AST that you
wish to continue receiving paper copies of your shareholder reports by calling 1-866-439-6787. If you own these shares through a
financial intermediary, you must contact your financial intermediary or follow instructions included with this disclosure, if applicable,
to elect to continue to receive paper copies of your shareholder reports. Your election to receive reports in paper will apply to all
funds held with AST or to all funds held through your financial intermediary, as applicable.

Incorporation by Reference

This Prospectus is part of a registration statement filed with the SEC. The Trust is permitted to “incorporate by reference” the
information filed with the SEC, which means that the Trust can disclose important information to you by referring you to those
documents. The information incorporated by reference is considered to be part of this Prospectus, and later information that the
Trust files with the SEC will automatically update and supersede this information.

The documents listed below, and any reports and other documents subsequently filed with the SEC pursuant to Rule 30(b)(2)
under the 1940 Act and Sections 13(a), 13(c), 14 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, prior to the termination of the Offering will be
incorporated by reference into this Prospectus and deemed to be part of this Prospectus from the date of the filing of such reports
and documents:

v The Trust’s SAI, dated March 31, 2023, filed with this Prospectus;

v The Trust’s annual report on Form N-CSR for the fiscal year ended October 31, 2022 filed with the SEC on December
22, 2022; and

v The description of the Trust’s Common Shares contained in its Registration Statement on Form 8-A filed with the SEC
on October 14, 2003, including any amendment or report filed for the purpose of updating such description prior to
the termination of the offering registered hereby.

The Trust will provide without charge to each person, including any beneficial owner, to whom this Prospectus is delivered, upon
written or oral request, a copy of any and all of the documents that have been or may be incorporated by reference in this the Prospectus
or the accompanying prospectus supplement. You should direct requests for documents by calling (800) 262-1122.

The Trust makes available this Prospectus, SAI and the Trust’s annual and semi-annual reports, free of charge, at
http://www.eatonvance.com. You may also obtain this Prospectus, the SAI, other documents incorporated by reference and other
information the Trust files electronically, including reports and proxy statements, on the SEC website (http://www.sec.gov) or with the
payment of a duplication fee, by electronic request at publicinfo@sec.gov. Information contained in, or that can be accessed
through, the Trust’s website is not part of this Prospectus or the accompanying prospectus supplement.
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The Trusts Privacy Notice                                                                                                    April 2021

FACTS WHAT DOES EATON VANCE DO WITH YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION
Why? Financial companies choose how they share your personal information. Federal law gives consumers the

right to limit some but not all sharing. Federal law also requires us to tell you how we collect, share, and
protect your personal information. Please read this notice carefully to understand what we do.

What? The types of personal information we collect and share depend on the product or service you have with us.
This information can include:

• Social Security number and income

• investment experience and risk tolerance

• checking account number and wire transfer instructions
How? All financial companies need to share customers’ personal information to run their everyday business. In

the section below, we list the reasons financial companies can share their customers’ personal information;
the reasons Eaton Vance chooses to share; and whether you can limit this sharing.

Reasons we can share
your personal
information

Does Eaton Vance
share?

Can you limit this
sharing?

For our everyday business purposes — such as to process your transactions,
maintain your account(s), respond to court orders and legal investigations, or
report to credit bureaus

Yes No

For our marketing purposes — to offer our products and services to you Yes No
For joint marketing with other financial companies No We don’t share
For our investment management affiliates’ everyday business purposes —
information about your transactions, experiences, and creditworthiness

Yes Yes

For our affiliates’ everyday business purposes — information about your
transactions and experiences

Yes No

For our affiliates’ everyday business purposes — information about your
creditworthiness

No We don’t share

For our investment management affiliates to market to you Yes Yes
For our affiliates to market to you No We don’t share
For nonaffiliates to market to you No We don’t share

To limit our sharing Call toll-free 1-800-262-1122 or email: 5656

Please note:

If you are a new customer, we can begin sharing your information 30 days from the date we sent this
notice. When you are no longer our customer, we continue to share your information as described in
this notice. However, you can contact us at any time to limit our sharing.

Questions? Call toll-free 1-800-262-1122 or email: 5656
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Who we are
Who is providing this notice?Eaton Vance Management, Eaton Vance Distributors, Inc., Eaton Vance Trust Company, Eaton

Vance Management (International) Limited, Eaton Vance Advisers International Ltd., Eaton
Vance Global Advisors Limited, Eaton Vance Management’s Real Estate Investment Group,
Boston Management and Research, Calvert Research and Management, Eaton Vance and
Calvert Fund Families and our investment advisory affiliates (“Eaton Vance”) (see Investment
Management Affiliates definition below)

What we do
How does Eaton Vance
protect my personal
information?

To protect your personal information from unauthorized access and use, we use security
measures that comply with federal law. These measures include computer safeguards and
secured files and buildings. We have policies governing the proper handling of customer
information by personnel and requiring third parties that provide support to adhere to
appropriate security standards with respect to such information.

How does Eaton Vance
collect my personal
information?

We collect your personal information, for example, when you

• open an account or make deposits or withdrawals from your account

• buy securities from us or make a wire transfer

• give us your contact information

We also collect your personal information from others, such as credit bureaus, affiliates, or other
companies.

Why can’t I limit all sharing?Federal law gives you the right to limit only

• sharing for affiliates’ everyday business purposes — information about your
creditworthiness

• affiliates from using your information to market to you

• sharing for nonaffiliates to market to you

State laws and individual companies may give you additional rights to limit sharing. See below
for more on your rights under state law.

Definitions
Investment Management
Affiliates

Eaton Vance Investment Management Affiliates include registered investment advisers, registered
broker- dealers, and registered and unregistered funds. Investment Management Affiliates does
not include entities associated with Morgan Stanley Wealth Management, such as Morgan
Stanley Smith Barney LLC and Morgan Stanley & Co.

Affiliates Companies related by common ownership or control. They can be financial and nonfinancial
companies.

• Our affiliates include companies with a Morgan Stanley name and financial companies
such as Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC and Morgan Stanley & Co.

Nonaffiliates Companies not related by common ownership or control. They can be financial and nonfinancial
companies.

• Eaton Vance does not share with nonaffiliates so they can market to you.
Joint marketing A formal agreement between nonaffiliated financial companies that together market financial

products or services to you.

• Eaton Vance doesn’t jointly market.
Other important information
Vermont: Except as permitted by law, we will not share personal information we collect about Vermont residents with
Nonaffiliates unless you provide us with your written consent to share such information.

California: Except as permitted by law, we will not share personal information we collect about California residents with
Nonaffiliates and we will limit sharing such personal information with our Affiliates to comply with California privacy laws that
apply to us.
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